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CHAIRMAN DAN MCCORQUODALE: Four years ago we began an annual hearing on 
natural diversity because diversity was not terribly well understood. Based on 
an experience I had last week where someone had seen the topic and the infor-
mation about this hearing today and their interpretation of what I was going to 
be having a hearing on was affirmative action and race relations; so I suppose 
we still have a little ways to go on the issue of making natural biological 
diversity a household word in California. 
California has probably the most diverse types of animals, fish, birds and 
plants in the US and these animals all require very diverse types of habitat. 
Because of the development that's taken place and the growth and conversion of 
natural lands to what probably most of society would view as productive use of 
the land, everything from a place to put the Academy of Sciences to farm land 
to sky scrapers, to all the other things that we do, we have eliminated a lot 
of that habitat without any conscious decision in too many cases of assuring 
that there is at least adequate land set aside or protected for that habitat. 
So we are eliminating and modifying this diversity without even understanding, 
in many cases, the consequences. 
In California we have grizzly bears extinct, the buffalo is extinct, the 
gray wolf is extinct. At least we make it possible for all elementary school 
children in California to know what the grizzly bear looks like because we put 
it on the flag so they see it in their classroom each day, but other than that 
we've lost our heritage and a species that I think, were it still here today, 
it would be high on the list for people to protect and to insure that it's 
there. 
We've similarly lost habitats. We've lost over 90 percent of the wetlands, 
99 percent of the valley grass lands are gone, 99 percent of the riparian habi-
tat is gone. And so in many cases we have to come to a museum to see what ani-
mals look like that were very plentiful in many cases in the past. More than 
280 species are listed as threatened or endangered. In the last 20 years, two 
have gone extinct and nearly 40 were listed. In the last decade more than 100 
plants were listed. 
Referring back to a publication that got us started on this, we are sliding 
towards extinction at a rapid rate. When you look at the normal time that a 
species may change over long periods of time to reflect back on what we've done 
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since the original settlers came to California, certainly reflects a high rate 
of speed. 
The Federal Endangered Species Act is up for reauthorization and there will 
be a strong effort to dismantle that legislation and that law to try to, in the 
name of progress and the economy and all the other good terms that people will 
come up with, try to relate that to lost jobs and lost opportunities and all 
the other negatives that people can, and so it's good that we're able to have a 
better understanding and necessary to have a better understanding of what we're 
really talking about. The need to augment species-by-species protection that 
we currently have though is to get past that, to look at protecting larger 
habitat, food chain protection, a whole range of issues that I think we're 
going to have to deal with if we really are going to win this war and change 
back to a point of being able to protect species and maintain a balance of 
nature that we all have heard about for so many years. 
Today we'll hear about the importance of, in some cases of, microscopic 
species. It's a lot easier to get concerned about saving a panda than it is 
something that you can't see. And it's a lot easier to raise money for the 
assurance of habitat protection for something like maybe the mountain lion than 
it is Delta smelt. That even if there were a lot of them, probably not a lot 
of people would want to tell their friends, Guess what, I caught a quarter-
ounce Delta smelt today. So it's not as easy, but it's as necessary. And so 
that's one of the issues that we will be looking at. 
One of the hopes I think for dealing with this, moving away the species-
by-species protection is the natural community conservation program which is 
being undertaken in a pilot program on a gnatcatcher habitat in Southern Cali-
fornia. And that's an effort to move away from the species. It's a good idea 
but it's struggling from lack of legal strength. It's suffering from a lack 
of - the carrot is there, but the stick is a little absent and not as clear 
that it's there, and hopefully out of this process of looking at this one area 
in California, we'll be able to strengthen and improve that process. 
Let me take up a couple of items now, just housekeeping activities. If any 
of the speakers, and we'll try to remind them as the day goes by, if you're 
here and you have slides to show, you'll have to make sure that the sergeant 
gets those. We have to show those from up in the projection booth up there, 
but they will make sure that they are up and are ready to operate when you are. 
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If you want to speak today, there will be time later for people to speak and in 
some cases, we'll go till the end, other places I'll try to work people in as 
the opportunity presents itself. Sign up with the sergeants, they're in the 
back. We have two sergeants and I saw one outside with the - oh, there's the 
other one over here. Lucio Lopez is over here and Keith Edwards, but one of 
them will - he's in the booth, all right - check with Lucio if you want to sign 
up to speak or if you want to make material available or leave any information. 
After the testimony today, there will be a tour of the Life Through Time 
exhibit that will take place somewhere between four and five, and so we will 
get a tour through that. And then there will be a reception after that roughly 
around five o'clock in the Wild California Room, and I'd like to express my 
appreciation to Chevron and the Seafood Institute and the Academy for making 
the place and the reception available, and you're all invited to that. 
Up here with me today on my far left is a Sea Grant fellow, Melody Tate, 
who's been very involved in putting on this conference and I appreciate all the 
work that she's done in my office in the last year, not only in this area but 
in a whole range of areas. Next to me is Mary Shallenberger who's a consultant 
with the Natural Resources Committee. On my far right is Peter Szego, also a 
consultant with the Committee. And next to me is Shirley Smaage, the secretary 
to the Committee. We may have other people come in at various times during the 
day and I'll try to make sure that they get introduced if that's the case. 
Now let's - let me again thank the Academy for making the facility and 
staffing available and introduce Dr. John McCosker, who is the Director of the 
Steinhart Aquarium, with some comments. And I guess anyone who's speaking just 
observe how Dr. McCosker is coming up and we'll make this podium up here avail-
able. That way you'll be addressing the audience. 
DR. JOHN MCCOSKER: Thank you, Senator, thank you all for coming. I'd like 
to welcome you to the Academy of Sciences and tell you how glad we are to serve 
as a forum for this most important issue. This is about life on earth and 
we're part of it, and how critical it is and I thank you and your staff for the 
attention that you have paid so far and all of you in the audience for coming 
today. 
I must give a plug for the Academy now that I have the opportunity to. 
We've been here since 1853 doing this. We're the oldest natural history museum 
in the Western United States. More than a million and a half people come 
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through our doors or are involved with our research and public education each 
year and our research for the most part concerns life on earth. I am reminded 
of Aldo Leopold's statement,,something to the effect, and I don't remember the 
exact words, but [that) a sign of an intelligent tinkering is to first begin by 
saving all the pieces, and that is what we do. The Academy of Sciences is 
really responsible for making the parts list of life on earth, the parts list 
of life in California and what remains of it. I am reminded as a lifetime 
Californian, having been born and raised in Southern California, been in 
Northern California, seeing all the salmon, seeing the timber, seeing these 
things disappear, feeling very sad about it. At about the same time I was, 
like every kid, making model airplanes and always had some parts left over. 
And if you're like me, you wonder if were those really necessary and would the 
plane fly if I didn't actually figure out what to do with this or that screw or 
rivet, and usually they didn't. And I think that's the problem we face is that 
parts are disappearing, parts are left over and some of those parts are very 
key parts to this planetary enterprise that we're all part of. And again, it's 
very important that we pay particular attention to this. Extinction is for-
ever. Those of us here today that will be speaking to you will talk from the 
macroscopic to the microscopic and I think you'll see how important this all 
is. 
If I may do a little bit more housekeeping, there is a cafeteria downstairs 
in case you get sleepy and we put you to sleep, so there's plenty of coffee 
down there. The loo is across the way from the endangered gorilla. And other 
than that, the Academy is yours. There is a reception today at five o'clock. 
Chevron has been generous in the sponsorship of that reception and we thank 
them very much. Without further adieu I'll return this to the Senator. Thank 
you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: All right. Very good. Thank you. 
Our first speaker is Dr. Peter Moyle, a professor at the University of 
California at Davis who will talk about what natural diversity is and why it's 
important. Doctor? 
DR. PETER MOYLE: Well, thank you very much. It's great to be here. 
Always great to be at the Cal Academy. 
As the first speaker I guess I'm here to lay the ground work. I suspect 
I'm preaching in good part to the converted so I'll try to be brief, but at 
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least you can get some general feeling for what we're talking about when we are 
talking about biodiversity and why it's so important. 
Biodiversity is usually defined simply as species diversity. That is, all 
species and their interactions in a defined geographic area. And you can de-
fine it lots of other ways, too. On the basis of genetics as you'll hear this 
afternoon, metapopulations which is a new jargon term we love to throw around, 
ecosystem diversity and things of this nature. But for me personally, the bio-
diversity is fishes. I'm a bit fanatical about them but they really are repre-
sentative of aquatic habitats in California and as you probably know, aquatic 
habitats are probably the most endangered habitats in the state. And fish are 
a good reminder of that because we have 116 kinds of native fishes in this 
state. Eight of those are already extinct, that's 7 percent of the native 
fishes. Another 15 are already formally listed as threatened or endangered and 
I have petitions just about ready to go for 28 more species as 24 percent of 
these 116, and these are species I believe qualify at the present time for 
threatened or endangered status. And then there's another 19 percent or 21 
species that are declining and only 38 percent of the species are really in 
stable condition. So, over all you could say that 62 percent of California's 
native fishes are in trouble of one sort or another. 
So that means that the aquatic habitats in this state in general are in bad 
shape. And when we're talking about protecting biological diversity or natural 
diversity we are talking about protecting the systems. And one of the 
criticisms the Endangered Species Act gets is that it protects species, not eco 
systems. Well, in California we're getting around that problem by doing mul-
tiple listings and this is what you're seeing more and more all the time. For 
example, the Delta smelt by itself created a big controversy, but last week 
petitions were filed for long-fin smelt and split-tail which are two more 
species that occur in the same Sacramento, San Joaquin estuary and spring run 
Chinook salmon are on the verge of being listed. We're working right now with 
the commercial fishing groups to try to find some way to avoid getting them 
listed. Because it would obviously really effect the fisheries. Now we are 
talking now about protecting eco systems and that's really what biological 
diversity is all about. 
Well, let me now get into my slides just to give you sort of the philosoph-
ical background, so to speak, of why protect biodiversity and give you reasons 
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why all the various kinds of reasons we have for protecting biological divers-
ity. 
I'm a typical academic, I can't talk without slides. We probably should 
dim the lights a bit up front. Is that possible to - here we go. 
Well, this is my basic outline of why protect biological diversity. The 
standard line that we like to give first and the first thing is always, you say 
there's lots of economic benefits. And the short-term benefits are the easy 
ones. Obviously people love to catch fish, they love to eat fish. This is the 
way things used to be, I guess, in California. You could walk across the backs 
of the salmon without getting wet, according to the old tales. But the problem 
with economic arguments, the short term economic arguments, they seem to lose 
when it comes to these aquatic resources, the ones that I'm concerned with. 
Even with salmon, it seems we've sacrificed our salmon for many other indus-
tries in this state because the short-term value of salmon was never as high as 
the short-term value of cotton or crops of various sorts. And even our commer-
cial fisheries such as this trollop in the Bering Sea, we're doing a tremendous 
job of wiping out those resources and we're changing the oceans. Again, I'm 
sure you'll hear about this later on but our fishing activities out there are 
changing diversity in the oceans, we're causing major changes in the ecosystems 
out there; and these are for short-term economic gain. These fishes are very 
valuable and we're eating more and more fish all the time. But those arguments 
always seem to fail in terms of reasons for protecting biological diversity. 
Well, a little bit better arguments are long-term benefits. Talking about 
what are the long-term benefits of protecting biological diversity in terms of 
the future for our children or even for 10 or 20 years from now. 
One thing is clearly cultural. The American Indian culture survived for 
centuries, thousands of years, on salmon, on our renewable resources. The 
salmon cultures especially in the northwest coast were this way and we should 
be thinking along those same lines, that we need these natural resources for 
our long-term survival. Although it's sometimes hard to imagine that, but they 
are important for our culture. We do need these salmon and I think the key for 
thinking in terms of the importance of a species like salmon which have direct 
economic value is that they keep coming back year after year bringing the abun-
dance of the ocean back into fresh water. Now their short-term value may be 
low compared to the crops, but when you think that the San Joaquin Valley, for 
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example, much of that farm land is going to be too salty to farm in 10, 50 or 
100 years, the salmon could still be there if we let them be there. So the 
long-term value of the salmon when you sort of amortize them over hundred's of 
years, is really much greater than a lot of these crops that we value so highly 
today. But of course it's very hard for our society to think in those terms. 
We do have to think about these future benefits that I was just talking 
about then. How can we save these fish for the future and also we had a lot of 
unknown future benefits. This is a hag fish or slime eel. I'm holding the 
fish by its slime with one hand and taking the photograph with the other hand. 
These are one of the most disgusting creatures on earth and yet they have -
they've recently developed major value. Ten years ago or twenty years ago no 
one would have imagined that hag fish would of had much value, but they're so 
valuable that the Koreans are already over fishing them off their coast because 
when you buy an eel-skin billfold or an eel-skin purse, you're buying a product 
made out of hag fish skin. And it's a growing industry on this coast as well. 
And one of the new values of this fish it turns out that this disgusting slime 
here is a very strong protein which does not cause an antibody reaction in 
humans. So they're trying to find ways now to develop micro-suture materials 
out of this for surgery, for micro-surgery. Because if you can have a suture 
material that you don't develop antibodies to, it reduces infections. So it 
gets a direct benefit from a rather - a creature which otherwise is greatly 
reviled by fishermen in the past. And so these are the kind of things we need 
to be thinking about; we don't always know what the value of creatures are. 
Ecosystem protection is another important value, especially ecosystem 
services. This is again a thing that's undervalued in our society. We think 
of these forests as being mainly an aesthetic resource or something we want to 
protect for almost mystical reasons. In fact, forests scrub the air, they do 
lots of other things, provide lots of benefits for us. They reduce soil ero-
sion so that you have better water supplies for our cities and things of this 
nature. We have to recognize that many of these natural - the biological - if 
we're protecting biological diversity, we're also protecting services for human 
kind. We often don't recognize that. Or even we don't recognize the fact that 
we need our rivers and streams and lakes as places to dump our sewage. It 
seems like a terrible thing to think about but in fact most of our sewage 
sooner or later does wind up in the rivers. Well, of course, in theory it's 
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been treated. And in fact, Putah Creek for example, this is what happens when 
you flush a toilet on the Davia campus, where the water winds up; it winds up 
in the creek. This water is keeping Putah Creek alive. So, it's sort of a 
symbiotic interaction there almost. We need the water for our sewage treat-
ment, the creek needs the water to stay alive after it's been treated. And we 
need to be thinking more along these lines. 
We also have to be thinking in terms of protecting this as an aesthetic 
resource and for the fact that we do like to go out and watch fish. This is 
sort of another eco system service that we get, the recreational value of these 
resources for snorkeling and diving in aquatic resources or recreational bene-
fits in natural areas. 
Genetic diversity is something I don't want to say too much about because 
you'll be hearing more about it later in the program, but I do want to empha-
size that this is a growing interest as a reason - growing interest in pro-
tecting biological diversity. For one thing, we're finding - this is a salmon 
hatchery - we're finding that protecting wild salmon is good for salmon hatch-
eries because when you breed fish in the salmon hatchery you wind up very 
quickly getting a very narrowly defined, genetically, fish. It doesn't have 
much capability of surviving long-term fluctuations in the environment or even 
changes in hatcheries; new diseases and things that come along. So you need to 
maintain wild populations that in order to maintain genetic diversity so you 
can keep bringing fish back into the fish hatcheries to maintain your hatchery 
salmon populations. This is a growing interest in wild salmon populations. 
The Japanese, for example, have pretty much eliminated their wild salmon and 
their hatchery production is suffering now as a result. 
Another reason for being concerned about the genetic diversity is the fact 
we are in a period of global warming. I don't think there's much we can dis-
pute about that right now. And here in California especially we're losing most 
of our anadromous fishes; the salmon, the smelts, all these species that go out 
to sea and come back up into fresh water again. These are the southern most 
populations of all these species. These are species which are designed for 
living in warmer water and under harsher climatic conditions than are the 
salmon and smelts and other species farther north. So if we protect our salmon 
resources down here, we're protecting genetic material that has the potential 
for survival in the more northern climates if they warm up. Global warming may 
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eliminate some of these species anyway in California, but if we protect them, 
we're also then protecting the genetic diversity for other states. So we do 
have to keep those things in mind. 
Finally we get to the bottom line here. Really the most important reasons 
for me are these last two which are aesthetics and morality. 
Aesthetics. Obviously fish are beautiful and most natural organisms are 
lovely to look at, even hag fish. You look at them through the right perspec-
tive, they have their own beauty. And we have to recognize this, we have to 
keep this in mind, that we lose something of great aesthetic resource every 
time we eliminate a species. And this is not only because we love to watch 
them in the wild, this is a growing cultural need we seem to have. Certainly 
it's reinforced by all these television programs we have these days. It's 
also, of course, a source for many paintings like __________ Fish by Paul Clay 
who was a fisherman, who loved to fish, who loved to use the wild fish as 
inspiration for his own art. So we do have this strong aesthetic need in our 
culture for a wild nature, for natural diversity. And if we eliminate that, 
we're really debasing our culture and that's a very important thing to keep in 
mind. 
Finally, we do have this basic underlying problem, a well of morality. And 
I think this ultimately is the real reason we need to protect species. It's 
simply, it's wrong to eliminate them. The reason we protect biological diver-
sity is that we want to have it with us at all times and we have to recognize 
that other species have just as much right to exist on this planet as we do. 
Now this isn't very much a cultural and moral value but I think it's an impor-
tant one. And I think that that ultimately is the real reason for protecting 
species. 
Can I have the lights? That's the last slide. Or actually it's not, I'm 
sorry, look at my notes. Sorry, dim the lights again, if you could. I'm 
sorry, I got ahead of my - I had more to say than I thought. 
This is why we have species like Delta - (INAUDIBLE) protecting species 
like Delta smelt is that morality issue. So, how do we do this? Well, real 
quickly let me go through the four basic hierarchical means we have of pro-
tecting aquatic biodiversity. 
First is adopting a sort of spaceship-earth attitude. Obviously this is a 
very idealistic thing to say and we really can't do it very easily, but this is 
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what we have to strive towards. Ultimately that's what we're going to have to 
do is try to get the entire world to adopt this attitude that we're all in this 
together. 
The new mechanism, though, that we're talking about increasingly is land-
scape management. This is managing resources on a much larger scale recog-
nizing that everything's interconnected, such as the Dear Creek area, the 
Tehama area, Ishi Wilderness area in California. You can't just manage one 
small part of it, you have to manage the whole, the landscape. And this means 
in things like the Sacramento River for example, we can no longer think about 
trying to maintain a river in a rigid course, but thinking in terms of meander 
belts along the river; trying to allow the river to obey its natural inclin-
ations to wander back and forth. This is what we mean when we talk about 
landscape management. 
Preserves, of course, are another way to go, but preserves are - actually I 
should say preserves are one of the things I'm working on, especially right 
now, but they really are an emergency kind of thing to do. If you aren't 
managing the landscapes and you're trying to set aside tiny chunks of land for 
protection, in a way you're dooming yourself in the long term because these 
preserves cannot survive independently. Some of them, Elder Creek for example 
up in the North Coast Range Reserve which is a natural registered land mark. 
It's very unusual for an aquatic system in that the entire drainage basin is 
protected by the Nature Conservancy. Now that's very unusual. More typical is 
something like the McLeod River which is also - this is a section also pro-
tected by the Nature Conservancy; they call it the McLeod River Preserve. But 
in fact it's a preserve that's missing most of its pieces. It's missing the 
winter run chinook salmon, used to live in that area; they're no longer there. 
This is the Dolly Varden char. This is the second to the last wild Dolly 
Varden that was caught in California; the last one was caught by one of my 
graduate students in 1974. This predatory fish is now extinct in California. 
Attempts are being made to reintroduce it, but I'm very pessimistic about it. 
So here are two major elements of the system that are gone. This map shows you 
the McLeod River Preserve up there, it shows you an attempt to protect an area, 
but it's between two dams and these dams really cut of a lot of the natural 
conditions of the river. So, we have an aesthetically beautiful place, but 
we're missing a lot of this diversity, this natural diversity. So this means 
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that preserves really are at best a partial solution to the problems and 
especially when we get into restoration which is increasingly a big deal right 
now. This is a restored stream; it really looks great; it's a good one for 
trout and things. But, how do you restore a stream like this when the way this 
used to look is like this? 
This is Humboldt Creek up in Humboldt Redwood State Park in which the entire 
drainage basically used to be covered with redwoods and now good parts of it 
are just gravel bars. We're talking about millions of dollars to restore even 
one small stream and an effort that'll take hundreds of years probably. 
So this is, again, we need to be thinking in terms of landscape management, 
taking the big picture if we're really going to protect biological diversity. 
I've taken up as much time as I need to. Well, thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Doctor, let me ask you to elaborate a little bit on 
the Delta smelt. What's your prognosis for the Delta smelt now? 
DR. MOYLE: Well, the first thing, I'm waiting very anxiously to find out 
what the federal government does. They were supposed to have announced their 
listings, that whether or not it's going to be listed, October 3rd. I know 
they are waiting until after the election. The election is now over with, so 
politically, I don't know, I'm just waiting. Biologically, its populations are 
way down and that's showing no signs of recovery. That's one of our motiva-
tions that I'm working with the American Fisheries Society and various environ-
mental groups to list other species out there. As I mentioned, we've just 
filed petitions for long-fin smelt and split tail and one of the reasons for 
that is that it's clear that working with individual species in that system 
just creates lots of conflicts and gives people reasons to argue. If you list 
three or four or five species out there, then you've got to protect the entire 
system in a much more reasonable manner. Because one of the real problems out 
there has been balancing these various things. If you say we were to provide 
water for winter run chinook salmon, for example, that means there won't be 
enough water for fall run chinook or for spring run chinook or for Delta smelt. 
So, it's really important to get groups of species listed in these areas so 
you can really get a balanced perspective on it. But the Delta smelt is just 
one species out there that's in trouble, so it's not just a single form. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: All right, very good. Well, thank you. I appre-
ciate your comments. 
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Timothy Ferris, who is a professor at the University of California at 
Berkeley will make some comments on the concept of diversity. 
MR. TIMOTHY FERRIS: Thank you. I'm grateful to the Committee for inviting 
me to be here this morning to make a few brief remarks about biodiversity and 
public awareness of its importance. And I'll express my appreciation by being 
quite brief, but will ask you during the next ten minutes or so to look with me 
far into the past and a short distance, perhaps, into the future. 
Biodiversity, the wonderful variety of life found on earth is, as you know, 
the product of more than three billion years of biological evolution and ter-
restrial life itself in turn is the result of an even longer period of cosmic 
evolution; a process dating back some 10 to 20 billion years. 
According to the best evidence available to modern astrophysics, the uni-
verse began as a hot plasma, a soup of subatomic particles rather like that 
found inside of stars today. In the early universe there was virtually no 
diversity. A scoop of material sampled from any point in the cosmos would have 
been identical to a scoop taken from anywhere else; just quarks, electrons and 
other elementary particles. It took some ten billion years to build these 
particles into the hundred or so chemical elements that school children learn 
from the periodic table and that makes up the world around us; the iron in our 
blood, the gold in jewelry. All these elements were forged inside stars that 
exploded long ago, bequeathing these valuable atoms to the galactic clouds of 
dust and gas from which the sun and its planets formed. 
Now, all this may sound rather far removed from the legislative concerns of 
the state of California, but my point is that achieving diversity whether of 
chemical elements, of planets, or life, or for that matter of human cultures 
and societies, takes time. Eons have been devoted to making a sunflower, a 
snail darter or a spotted owl. To eliminate a species is to turn back the 
clock, to revert the planet to an earlier and more rudimentary state. 
In the course of its long history the earth has suffered previous catas-
trophies that have eliminated many species. At least some of these disasters 
are thought to have been occasioned by comets striking our planet drastically, 
if temporarily, altering the environment. Terrestrial life has recovered from 
these dreadful events; new species evolving from those that've survived and it 
can recover from the damage being inflicted on it today at human hands. The 
recovery process, however, takes millions of years. The human species is only 
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two million years old. If we continue to destroy the diversity of life, to 
wind back the clock, we shall have to wait millions of years before the damage 
can be undone by the forces of nature. So, at issue is not the state of the 
earth, which will survive, but the quality of human life. 
What difference does it make to us whether this or that species of beetle, 
of lemur, of tropical plant is extinguished? You'll hear, and I'm sure have 
heard in previous years, ample testimony about the medicinal and other benefits 
promised by a biologically diverse world and we've heard some other benefits 
mentioned just this morning in Dr. Moyle's talk, but the central point I want 
to make this morning has to do with the concept of information. 
We human beings have always been an information gathering species. To 
learn how to make fire or an arrow or an irrigation system is to transfer 
information. Today we're moving into a uniquely intensive information age when 
with the aid of computers we can process information and move it around the 
globe at the velocity of light. The rewards to come are not entirely difficult 
to forecast. Early in the industrial age, nations typically made money by 
trafficking in material resources; by trading in such assets as timber, dia-
monds, chromium and gold. More recently, fortunes have been made from what 
might be called nations' cultural resources. Italy, for instance, turned it-
self from the poorest to the third wealthiest nation in Europe largely by 
exporting such cultural capitalist cuisines, sports cars, high fashion cloth-
ing. The US is doing much the same with pop music and Hollywood movies. To 
these assets, material and cultural assets, must now be added the even greater 
potential riches to be gained from biological capital. 
The biologists tell us that all life of earth is based on a single kind of 
molecule, DNA, and that the function of DNA is to store information. Every 
species is a repository of information. DNA data tell embryonic humans how to 
grow eyes and hands, embryonic sharks how to make shark skin, chicks in their 
shells how to form feathers and beaks. Some of the data encoded in a crea-
ture's DNA have to do with how it gets along in the world. The genes of a 
spider monkey constitute a text book on how to swing gracefully through the 
forest canopy as our ancestors did while those of an eagle detail how a giant 
bird can stay aloft on air currents for hours on end without flapping a wing. 
Other DNA comprise an historical record of how each organism got to be the way 
it is, how it survived the many challenges it faced in a changing world over 
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millions of years of evolution. 
By analyzing the structure of the DNA molecule it is possible to estimate 
how much information each plant or animal contains. These numbers turn out to 
be quite large. A humble single-cell micro organism holds about a megabyte of 
data. That's roughly the same as the number of words in an average book. The 
DNA of a more complex organism can contain as much information as thousands to 
millions of books. To destroy living species is the equivalent of burning 
books. It's also like burning money, by the way, for the wealth of the future 
may well reside in the data banks of the natural world. You don't have to be 
sympathetic to environmental concerns to foresee that the fortunes of the 21st 
century may well be made not from gold as was the case in the 19th century or 
machines as in the 20th century, but from information. And the greatest repo-
sitory of information on earth, greater than the contents of all the world's 
libraries is to be found in the genetic endowment of living creatures. 
So, it seems to me that we need to help people understand that to drive 
species into extinction is to strip-mine our own inheritance. At issue in pre-
serving endangered species is not just their interest, but our own. 
Now, what can we do about public awareness of this question? The primary 
place to which I'm inclined to turn is the schools and fortunately the schools, 
particularly here in California, have been responding to this challenge of 
trying to bring our own species from a paradigm in which we imagined that the 
world had been made for our benefit in recent time more into line with our 
realization that we live on an ancient planet in which we are just one among 
many species competing for survival and well-being. 
As to the news media which I've been asked to comment upon, I'm afraid that 
we journalists are not especially good at educating the public about this or 
any other scientific subject. What we do is to inform the public and we tend 
to do this piecemeal, one story at a time. Lost in the flurry of the daily 
news is a sense of the deep and subtle ties that bind our species to all others 
and to the wider universe. Yet those ties are there, it's all of a piece, 
human beings and the thousand billion animal cells and the million billion 
bacterial cells that each of our bodies contain and the wider world of terres-
trial life and the galaxy of stars that gave birth to our planet. 
An old proverb says that in an abundance of water the fool goes thirsty. 
We live amid an abundance of biological information so rich that we haven't 
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even catalogued it, much less begun to comprehend it; that's our inheritance. 
We can preserve it for our children like those children we hear outside the 
doors, or act so foolishly as to throw it away. Either way we'll get exactly 
what we deserve. 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: That's interesting - your comment about the press 
not being good at educating and perhaps in the sense of getting a college 
degree or something, that might be the case. But there are a couple of exam-
ples that are pretty good where there was a whole change of thinking on the 
part of the people in how they looked at something. In the Sacramento Bee they 
did the story on the Delta, on the health of the Delta, and then the series of 
stories that were done on - which I think is broader even than that, on the 
Sierras, on the problems related to the Sierras. I guess the question is how 
do you translate that into the definition of education of changed behavior. 
How do you get people to change their behavior and that, I guess, is the issue 
of how do you communicate. 
MR. FERRIS: We're in something of a race aren't we. The - Whitehead used 
to say that it takes 1,000 years for a genuinely new idea to get into a culture 
and we can't afford to wait 1,000 years for people to get into their minds what 
we've discovered about our relationship to the natural world. We have this 
wonderful communications technology now coming upon us which ought to facili-
tate the process of education. I'm afraid we're not making enough use of that 
yet. The news media have tried to do so and they certainly do - we're cer-
tainly able to inform people and change their thinking to some degree in some 
areas, but you know, as you grow up I think you have a sense that the world is 
the way it was presented to you when you were young and I'm still surprised 
myself to realize what a deep abiding and incorrect sense I have that the 
wilderness is out there at some place untouched in some way. It's an illusion 
and yet it's an allusion that I still harbor. So, I'm particularly happy to 
see that so much is being done in the schools to try to help bring this ideas 
more into accord with reality. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: I suppose to some extent it's like the two people 
speaking on exactly the same subject and one speaking in English and one speak-
ing in Chinese. They probably never both attack each other for what they are 
saying, but they may be saying exactly the same thing. And I notice that a lot 
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of the people reacting to the Bee article on going back to Kesterson to the 
Delta to the Sierras. Those were all written so that the average newspaper 
reader could understand it, but what they got attacked for was that it wasn't 
good scientific presentation because they did use terminology that people could 
understand. I suppose that ••• 
MR. FERRIS: I hope they're not mutually exclusive. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: People talking about the Delta smelt may never 
realize that they're talking about exactly the same thing if the scientist is 
using its biological name and another person is using its designation, common 
designation. And I don't know whether it's, how you get past that hurdle, but 
I notice that a lot of the writings about environmental issues are either 
written fairly technical which I think the people, ordinary newspaper readers 
have a hard time getting through, versus people who sort of trivialize the 
biological issues by writing and perhaps making fun of the unpronounceable 
names or the idea of putting the spotted owl as more important than 200 timber 
harvesting jobs or something. 
MR. FERRIS: Yeah. You know, I think there are at least three issues 
raised by what you say. One is, to take your last point first, is this 
business of isolated news stories that if you simply try to cut out the spotted 
owl and the timber jobs and make that your story, then it becomes sort of in-
comprehensible. There's an old Japanese proverb that the lives of the unen-
lightened of the world is a house of fire. I always think of that when I look 
at the nightly news. The nightly news of the world looks like it's a house of 
fire every night because nothing's connected to anything else, it just sort of 
comes up over the horizon. That's a real problem. 
The second problem is the impenetrability of so much scientific jargon. We 
need to get better communication between scientists and the public aside from 
what we science writers do. But just somehow to improve that communication 
directly enough; I've got a project in Berkeley to try to see if we can't do 
that starting next year to see if we can't do an equivalent of what ESPN does 
for science. You know, allow the public to be a little more directly in con-
tact with scientific information. 
And by now I've forgotten my third point, to everyone's relief. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: All right, very good. Well thank you. We appre-
ciate your comments. 
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MR. FERRIS: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: All right. We're going to fit in an individual 
here who's with us today, Jerry Hume, who is the Chairman of the Board of the 
California Academy of Sciences. He just arrived. Good morning, please come up 
and make a few comments. 
MR. JERRY HUME: Senator, thank you very much for fitting me in. I'm 
between appointments. We had a development committee meeting this morning to 
raise money for this institution and I'm on my way downtown, but I wanted to 
say a few words to welcome you all here. It's an important subject and we're 
trying to do our part here at the Academy in terms of educating not only the 
people who visit, but the youth in our junior academy and when we have people 
take trips with us become more knowledgeable about natural science. 
Increasingly, I have spoken to my board of trustees about the incompati-
bility between biodiversity and increasing population. I think to speak about 
biodiversity not in the context of overpopulation is missing the point. If 
you look at the statistics, population in 1900 was 1.6 billion, 1960 it was 
3.2 billion, in 1950 it was 2.5 billion, and by 1990 it was 5.0 billion. In 
other words, it took 60 years to go from - to double from 1900 to 1960. It 
took 40 years to double from 1950 to 1990. At 5 billion people in 1990, my 
estimation is it will double again by 2020, and we'll have from 5 to 10 billion 
people on this planet. Now that, to me, and when I talk to my people in the 
Academy, is the issue, if we want to talk about impact on species. And I would 
hope that you will not just address the biodiversity issue, but you will ad-
dress the population issue because they are fundamentally tied together. 
People need resources, people need places to live and people are going to 
continue to use resources as long as they're on the earth. And, you have to 
address the fact that they need those resources in order to maintain a standard 
of living and that's incompatible with biodiversity because you're going to 
have an increasing flood of people on the earth. 
And so I encourage you in your talks not to forget the fact that population 
is what is causing this to happen. The Native Americans when they were har-
vesting the salmon, there was no problem, in that earlier slide we saw. But 
there are a lot more people who want that salmon now. So, I just wanted to put 
in that point because I think it's very important that we take those two issues 
together. 
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CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Very good. Thank you. I appreciate your being 
with us and commenting this morning and we certainly, again, want to thank you 
for the use of the facilities and all the help that your staff has been in 
getting this conference, this hearing, put together. 
Has Ms. Castellina arrived? Oh yes, there you are. All right. Our next 
speaker is Ann Castellina who's superintendent of the Kenai Fjords National 
Park, who will talk about the Exxon Valdez oil spill and biodiversity. 
MR. KEVIN HANSEN: Thank you Mr. Chairman. My name is Kevin Hansen. I'm 
the staff research and writer for the Mountain Lion Foundation and it's my 
privilege to introduce the next speaker. 
I doubt that there's anyone here who's not aware of the events of March, 
1989, when the Exxon Valdez struck Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound and 
dumped 11 million gallons of oil into one of the most delicate ecosystems in 
Alaska. One of the most damaged areas as a result of that spill was Kenai 
Fjords National Park and the person that had the dubious honor of having a 
front row seat to that disaster was the superintendent of that park, and she 
has graced us with her presence today and I would like to introduce, it's my 
honor and privilege to introduce Ann Castellina, Superintendent of Kenai Fjords 
National Park. 
MS. ANN CASTELLINA: Thank you, Kevin, very much, and thank you for in-
viting me to this forum today. I'm going to be stopping occasionally, I think, 
for water. It's very dry here compared to where I'm from. 
What I'd like to do today is speak to you briefly with a case study ap-
proach of biodiversity in the Exxon Valdez oil spill. As Kevin said, I had the 
dubious distinction of being superintendent of the park, where I actually am 
still stationed, during the oil spill which occurred on March 24th, 1989, and 
it was an incredible experience. And I know a lot of you read about it down 
here and have subsequently suffered your own oil spills down here. It's a 
great learning experience for all of us. 
I'd like to introduce you, first of all, to Kenai Fjords National Park. 
Kenai Fjords was established in 1980 under President carter. It is 580,000 
acres of pristine wilderness capped by the Harding Ice Field. One of only 
three ice fields that's contained within the contiguous United States, or I 
should say, within the United States of America. It's a 70 square mile ice 
field. There are over 22 named and unnamed glaciers throughout Kenai Fjords. 
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Some are accessible such as this land-based glacier, Exit {Sp??) Glacier. 
Others are in the Fjords themselves and accessible only by boat or float plane, 
kayak or canoe. There are 400 miles of shoreline in the park, large bays, 
rocky points, and a multitude of wildlife throughout the entire area. Mountain 
goats, there are no dall sheep south of the Seward highway, so we don't get 
those in South Central Florida, south of the highway, but we do have the goats. 
Numerous moose families and both brown and black and brown bears abound along 
the shores of the park and also in the highlands of the park. Bird life. 
Hundreds of species, eagles, rookeries with murres, gulls, murrelets, puffins, 
probably one of the most typical birds that you see on posters of coastlines of 
Alaska. The oyster catchers who nest right on the shorelines. On offshore ice 
flows, harbor seals. And on rocky islands out of - along the coast of the 
park, Steller's sea lions. Humpback whales. And a multitude of vegetation 
that is quite brilliant, but for very, very brief periods of time throughout 
the year. Everything is ephemeral in Alaska. 
It's an incredible resource and it's enjoyed, this particular park, by over 
106,000 visitors a year, which is an increase of over 1,000 percent since the 
park was established in 1980. Some of the most incredible salmon fishing in 
the world. Shrimping, of course. Halibut, bottom fishing. And in the winter 
time, some incredible cross-country skiing. 
All of this was threatened on March 24th, 1989, when the Exxon Valdez 
struck Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound which is about 150 miles away from 
the park. But the currents in the Gulf of Alaska quickly carried a moose-like 
amount of oil into the park area and along the shorelines. Moose is an emul-
sion of oil and water mixed up with everything that you find in a tide rip, 
such as dead animals and rocks and Styrofoam and light bulbs and everything 
somebody, you know, everything people drop off of fishing boats. So, what we 
got by the time it got to us was not the pure oil that was leaking out of the 
tanker in Prince William Sound, but it was this emulsified oil. Most of the 
shoreline of Kenai Fjords is rocky prominences and so the oil when it splashed 
ashore would sometimes splash fifty feet up in the air depending on the cur-
rents and the tide at the time. 
Our first effort was to skim the oil off the water. This met with ex-
tremely limited success, largely because the oil was so thick by the time it 
got to our area that none of the skimmers could suck it up. we had a couple 
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Navy skimmers whose pumps broke down within the first half hour. There was 
absolutely no way once it was corralled to get it off the water and a lot of 
booming efforts were wasted because the oil would sit boomed up but could never 
be taken away. 
Another effort was to boom off areas that were considered to be extremely 
fragile, such as salmon hatcheries or salmon producing streams with wild runs 
of salmon. This met with limited success, again, because of the very rugged 
coastline and also because of the storms that we get, and the waves that would 
just rip the boom apart. Oftentimes you'd find two or three layers of boom 
with absorbent pads laid behind it, and these were known affectionately by the 
cleanup workers as elephant diapers. And they do a really good job of soaking 
up oil, of course they create their own litter problem, and huge amounts of 
logs, oiled logs floating free throughout the area. 
Despite all the efforts that were done on the water to get the oil before 
it reached the shore, there came the time, of course, when it did reach the 
shore. For Kenai Fjords that was April lOth, 1989, so it was about a week and 
a half after the oil had first begun leaking from the tanker. And I can tell 
you that once the oil has reached the shore, you've lost the game. It's an 
incredibly persistent and almost impossible problem. We had over 20 miles of 
the area with oil the consistency of molasses soaking deep into the substrate, 
affecting everything from the low to the high-tide line. 
This was extremely poor timing. No oil spill is good timing, but this was 
especially poor timing for us, being early in the Spring. The bears were just 
coming out of hibernation and the first thing they do is head for the shoreline 
in order to get clams and muscles from the area so they walked right into this 
particular mess. 
A variety of clean up techniques were used which you saw on television, I'm 
sure. There was steam cleaning which in many cases just drove the oil further 
down into the substrate. The most effective clean up utilized in the park, we 
did not allow steam cleaning in the park, was the old number two shovel or 
biped with bag. This was extremely tedious, but it did work. It was literally 
a matter of walking the beaches, shoveling it up, carrying it to offshore load-
ing vessels and taking it to a facility that eventually carted all of it to 
Oregon to a toxic waste landfill there. so, that's where the Exxon Valdez oil 
ended up, largely, that which was taken off the shore lines. 
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After the clean up commenced, the damage assessment began and some of the 
earliest damages that were seen were, of course, to the bird life of the area. 
It takes only a spot of oil such as you see here to kill a bird and there were 
many thousands of birds killed during the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Actually, 
there were over 260 to 550 thousand birds that died as a direct result of being 
oiled. Over 144 eagles were killed during the oil spill, common murres, gulls 
were even effected. Three hundred and thirty-four species all together were 
effected by the oil. And what it did, of course, was to - unfortunately what 
the oil does is to not allow the animals - is to take the ability of the 
animals to survive the cold water and they die of hypothermia; it takes that 
away from them. The water can then reach in through the matted feathers and 
they die of hypothermia and often drown from exhaustion. Three thousand, five 
hundred to five thousand sea otters were killed directly by the oil. Many more 
have died since, even the ones that were rehabilitated at over $80,000 per 
otter in the otter rehab centers. Actually, there's a tremendously die-off of 
rehabilitated animals that are being tracked now. Two hundred harbor seals 
were found dead; many others of course sunk and were never recovered. It's 
interesting to note that since the oil spill, there's been a 35 percent decline 
of harbor seals in areas that were oiled as opposed to only a 13 percent 
decline of harbor seals in unoiled areas. I'm sure everyone's aware that the 
harbor seal population throughout the country is on a precipitous decline and 
has been for quite a few years. Twenty-two orcas are missing from known pods 
in Prince William Sound; completely disappeared. 
Probably one of the moat hard hit species, a little lower on the food 
chain, were the fish, and this, of course, was of the greatest concern to 
Alaska because commercial fishing is one of the most important commercial 
resources in the state. There has only been a 50 percent return to hatcheries 
in heavily oiled areas of fish since the spill; this is through 1992. 
The morphological and reproductive damage is extensive. There are many 
fish that are turning up with eye tumors, with bent fins, with total repro-
ductive failures when they do show up at all. 
In other areas there's a tremendous over abundance of salmon. You may have 
heard of the salmon give-away to Russia a couple of years ago. Because commer-
cial fisheries were closed in 1989, it meant that that many more fish came back 
the following year. They've run up river and in some cases have had massive 
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die-offs because of lack of oxygen in the lakes because now there's too many of 
them returning; they were under-fished and now there's too many coming back. 
So, you've got problem upon problem compounding itself as you go through this 
whole scenario. 
Intertidal benthic organizations were heavily oiled. Barnacles and mussels 
show a tremendous loss, a tremendous decline in productivity and especially in 
reproduction. Many times the pores or the intakes were clogged and so they 
just fell off the rocks and died. Areas that are still oiled show, of course, 
no return of these particular species at all. 
Beach grasses and algae and other forms of vegetation that are found along 
the beaches of the oil spilled areas fared rather well, actually. In many 
cases they grew tremendously because of the fertilizers that were used to speed 
up the oil degradation. So, instead of having a loss of vegetation in areas in 
Prince William Sound, there are some areas where actually there's a lot more 
vegetation than there was to start with because of the various fertilizers that 
were used. That, in itself, presents its own problem. 
It's an incredible resource. Can I have the lights now, please? Thank 
you. 
Hydrocarbons, in general, cause a great many reproductive problems includ-
ing impediment of hatching success of both fish and birds. There has been 
secondary effects on the birds also. There's a very interesting study going on 
right now with the murres. During the oil spill clean-up phase there were so 
many helicopters, boats and other clean up activities going on near the rook-
eries that the birds began what they call panic flights; they're very skittish 
in other words. They continue to be that way. For instance, we lost 215,000 
chicks last year, just of murres, largely because of these panic flights where 
the eggs either died or the gulls as soon as the murres would leave the nest 
would sweep in and steal the eggs. So, you've got this kind of repercussion 
going on with the murre population. 
Another problem besides the 60 to 70 percent initial loss of the population 
is that there's no sign of real recovery for murre population. This is also 
true of declining harlequin ducks that are going to be studied, hopefully, in 
this coming year, Black Oyster Catchers, Pigeon Gilmonts, and Marbled Mur-
relets. The recovery I mentioned before of otters is not taking place in oil 
spill areas. They are not coming up to previous levels. 
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All of this data that I've given you comes from an update which was the 
federal update on the summary of injuries and it's not very definite and 
there's a good reason for that. There are a lot of suppositions as to what was 
actually lost, but not real hard data. One of the reasons for that is that we 
did not know what we had there to lose to begin with; and this is one of the 
greatest tragedies of the Exxon Valdez oil spill. There was not one resource 
in the spill zone that had ever been adequately surveyed or inventoried. We 
still only know the basics of the species that are in that area. When the 
first word came in of the spill, in the first few days after the spill, there 
was this mad scramble by everyone, Exxon, the Coast Guard, commercial fisher-
men, native subsistence whalers, federal people, hunters, commercial tour boat 
operators; everyone was called in to try to update maps to show where things 
were at which time of the year because we knew so little about that resource. 
And this lack of base-line data still effects us today. 
There are projected studies of plants and animals that we know were affec-
ted or damaged by the spill, but these projected studies are routinely turned 
down by the trustees council that is administering the $900,000 that is the 
settlement that we're working with right now. Because without adequate base-
line data, there's nothing with which to compare the current conditions and so 
there's little chance for meaningful conclusions. I feel that that, as a 
resource manager, is probably the greatest tragedy of the Exxon Valdez oil 
spill, for us as an agency. We really cannot say for sure what we have lost. 
We know, though, that there are strong indicators that we lost more than we 
thought, expected, and that also there are strong indicators that we are going 
to continue to lose in the future as we see these different species not 
recovering. 
And what does this really mean? It means that the opportunity to study a 
pristine area is forever gone. Areas that have long been held in Alaska as 
some kind of gold standard of untarnished ecosystems are now diminished. 
Thriving populations of birds and animals are decreased to the point where they 
may never recover. It's ever-widening ripples of effects up and down the 
entire chain. 
Port Graham is a small native village which is located on the southern por-
tion of Kenai Peninsula where the park is located; it's about 200 miles from 
Bligh Reef, and the village was heavily oiled. Walter Meganak is the chief of 
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the village and he spoke in 1989 about what the spill meant to him and to his 
people as subsistence users of the area. He said, Our lives are rooted in the 
seasons of God's creation. Since time immemorial the lives of the native 
peoples harmonize with the rhythm and the cycles of nature. When the days get 
longer, we get ready. Boots and boats and nets and gear are prepared for the 
fishing time. The winter beaches are not lonely anymore because our children 
and our grownups, they visit the beaches in the springtime and they gather the 
abundance of the sea. The shell fish, the snails, the crustaceans. When the 
first salmon is caught, our whole village is excited. It is an annual ritual 
of mouth watering and delight. The land and the water are our sources of life. 
The water is sacred. Of all the things that we have lost since non-natives 
came to our land, we have never lost our connection with the water. It was 
early in the spring time, no fish yet, no snails yet, but the signs were all 
there. The green was starting. Some birds were flying and were singing. The 
excitement of the season had just begun and then we heard the news; oil in the 
water, lots of oil killing lots of water. It's too shocking to understand. 
Never in the millennium of our tradition have we thought it possible for the 
water to die. But it's true. we walk our beaches but the snails and the 
barnacles and the chitons are falling off the rocks, dead. Dead water. We 
caught the first fish, the annual first fish, the traditional delight, but it 
got sent to the State to be tested for oil. No first fish this year. We walk 
our beaches but instead of gathering life, we gather death; dead birds, dead 
otters and dead seaweed. Will it end? And is this the question perhaps of 
biodiversity. After five years maybe we will see some springtime water life 
again, but will the water and the beaches see us? What will happen to our 
lives in the next five years? And, to the broader question, eventually the 
losses of natural diversity reach beyond the tidepools and the cliff nests that 
we saw on the quiet bays and beyond the scientific death counts and the damage 
assessment reports. All of the things that we work so hard to produce and put 
on paper because eventually it all relates to us. And they assault our physi-
cal connections with the earth and the sea. They come to haunt our spirits. 
For what can happen to the creatures of the earth, sky and the sea can surely 
happen to us, as well. 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you. We appreciate your comments. I just 
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wondered from your perspective that if, while you had been speaking, the exact 
same think happened again, would we handle it better this time or are we still 
in the same sort of 
MS. CASTELLINA: Senator, I don't think there is any way that we could ever 
be prepared for this particular event again if it was the magnitude that it was 
this time, very honestly. As well prepared as I believe we are now, and it's 
infinitely better than we were in 1989, that's an awful lot of oil on the 
water. Probably our best bet now, and this is something that's being looked at 
very, very closely, in fact there's a workshop in Florida right now on this, is 
in situ burning. Despite the fact that it does create the air pollution to 
burn this stuff off the water, this is assuming you can get it to torch and 
some of these oils are not really easy to torch - if you don't get it off the 
water and get it out of there before it reaches the shore, you've really lost 
the ball game, you really have. I went back this past year to an oiled arch-
aeological site in the park. Now, it's been three years, and before we were 
even a hundred yards offshore, I could smell the petroleum. Now this place has 
been cleaned three times in the last three years, has been treated, I should 
say. It's been everything that could possibly be done that would not disturb 
the archaeological area. You cannot get rid of this stuff once it's there. 
Other than not spilling it at all, which of course is what we would all like to 
see, I would say the best bet is to immediately corral it and if you can't do 
that because of the weather and what's happening around it, burn it. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: We have a few minutes; we're running a little ahead 
of schedule so, if it's satisfactory to you, I'd like to see if there's some 
questions from the audience. 
MS. CASTELLINA: Certainly. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Anyone in the audience would like to ask a ques-
tion? Yea. 
???: Has there been any comparison between what happened with the Exxon 
Valdez and the Amaco (??) off France? 
MS. CASTELLINA: Yes. There was a great deal of comparison. Quite a few 
of the folks from NOAH actually went over to France to study the area there. 
It's very interesting. One of the things they did there was they brought bull-
dozers onto the beach and dug huge trenches and just dumped all the oil in the 
trenches, and it's still there. 
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CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: All right. 
MS. CASTELLINA: There it is. So that's, I suppose, an option. That was 
their only option at that point in time. Yes. 
??: Ms. Castellina. One of the issues surrounding oil spills is its 
effect on fish populations and whether it really has any effect. The assump-
tion has been that the oil is on the surface, that most of the toxic effect 
then is not going to get into fish populations that are on the bottom except 
perhaps in situations such as the Exxon Valdez where you had migrating salmon 
and stuff like that. 
MS. CASTELLINA: Right. 
??: Has there been any effect on the bottom fish that has been observed? 
MS. CASTELLINA: There has been some, but not a lot to date. Actually, the 
fish has been declared to be safe for eating and we have not noticed any pro-
blems with that. It was real interesting with this oil because it really - a 
lot of it disappeared, of course it's going to - the aromatics are going to go 
immediately and a lot of it was broken up by the currents and we get some 
really rough storms there as you do here, too. And so that was broken up into 
tiny little bits and dispersed that way. But there's a great deal of oil 
that's still unaccounted for, even when you count everything that's on the 
beaches. And there's some speculation that it did sink, and if it did, then we 
could be seeing some repercussions on bottom fish in the future. Yes. 
??: As a result, what impact does your information have on regulating 
shipping oil or the construction of ships to protect against future accidents? 
MS. CASTELLINA: In Valdez, it's had a profound effect. The tankers are 
now escorted. They weren't before, believe it or not, and that was the reason 
for the problem in the first place. And the Coast Guard has finally been given 
the money to put in a decent navigation system. It was really appalling to me 
to find out through the course of this entire cleanup effort how poorly funded 
the United States Coast Guard is, these folks who are supposed to be guarding 
our coasts for us. We had most of the Coast Guard folks who came up and spent 
months and months with us in Seward, Alaska, where I'm stationed, were not even 
regular Coast Guard people, they were grocery store managers and they were re-
servists and accountants and whatever that had been dragged in because the 
Coast Guard is such a small force. So, if it's done anything, it's probably 
awakened folks in Washington up to the fact that we've got to do a better job 
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funding the people that we are charging with the responsibility of taking care 
of our coast lines. They have got to be given some support. The equipment 
they're using is so antiquated. That's another thing that we now have is a 
plan for response which included some decent equipment. There was one boat 
with boom and it was capable of responding in Valdez after the Exxon Valdez 
went aground. It was out for repairs and the boom on it was so old that it 
literally fell apart in peoples' hands; it couldn't be used. That's after they 
found the person who had the key to get into it. So, we had a long way to go 
and we've made some great strides now. Prior to the spill, I didn't even know 
what boom was, frankly. I mean, you'd hear the word and it wouldn't connote a 
whole lot of rubber stuff out there in the water, which is what it is, rubber 
and absorbents and all kinds of equipment. And it's necessary to have that 
around. There is a much better understanding. Yes. 
??: (INAUDIBLE) .•• information transfer on marine development (INAUDIBLE) 
MS. CASTELLINA: Yes. It was until very recently and it's not being 
released. And that was a very big problem for the scientific community. It 
was even a problem between agencies. We had a problem - we're under the De-
partment of Interior, National Park Service and we had a problem getting infor-
mation from our sister agency, Fish and Wildlife Service. Everyone was very 
secretive and very worried about the litigation. That, fortunately, is easing 
up. Some of it was deliberately leaked by people and now some of this stuff is 
being done the way it ought to be done, it's being scientifically processed the 
way it ought to be done. But yes, that was a definite problem in the early 
days. Sir. 
??: Two questions. One, is there any progress in required double-hulled 
bottoms of tankers in your area? 
MS. CASTELLINA: Well, there's, of course, OPA '90, the Oil Spill Pollution 
Act of 1990, and that's gone a long way towards requiring safety measures. And 
I understand that double-hulled tankers will be phased in over the next, what 
is it, 20 years. I believe it's 20 years. 
??: As the single-hulls die off (INAUDIBLE) 
MS. CASTELLINA: But you know, it's not our tankers that are often the 
problem. It's a lot of times the foreign tankers and some of them are in 
really disreputable condition. 
??: You didn't mention anything about gray whales. Is there any impact on 
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them? 
MS. CASTELLINA: No, there was not. Fortunately, they had not come into 
the area at the time of the spill, we were a little early for them. And 
that's, frankly, what saved us from having any larger a die-off of birds 
because a lot of the birds when they come in in the spring, they come in in 
huge flocks and then they raft right on the water surface and, boy, they would 
have been sitting ducks, so to speak, if that had happened. Fortunately, most 
of them hadn't come in yet so the early ones that were caught were fewer in 
number. Although we did see, this was unfortunate and I don't know if it was 
because the oil creates its own surface look, but we did see flocks of birds 
that would circle an oiled area, and we had these patches of oil that were 
floating, and they would land right in it rather than next to it. And, we saw 
this happen quite a few times; you'd just lose the whole flock. I don't know 
why, what the behavioral reason was for that, I'm afraid. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Why do you think there was a high die-off rate of 
the otters that were treated at the center? 
MS. CASTELLINA: Stress. Largely stress. That's - people have asked me a 
lot about the treatment centers for the birds and the otters and, frankly, 
they're wonderful for the people who are working with the animals, but I don't 
really think they're helping the animals that much in the long run. What they 
do is they give the folks who are feeling so helpless in the face of this par-
ticular kind of incident a sense that they're doing something to help alleviate 
the problem. But, in terms of the animals themselves, there's very few that 
are saved and as I said, we're seeing that these prime age otters that were 
treated and released either are not reproducing; if they do reproduce, the 
weanlings are dying. or, the prime age otters are being found in tremendous 
numbers dead on the beach. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: So you think there's probably a better way to spend 
that $80,000 per otter than 
MS. CASTELLINA: I think you have to weigh it against the psychological 
well-being of your community. It may be that the money, the $80,000 per otter 
that you're spending is going to save you $80,000 in psychological counseling 
for that same person. And that's a whole other realm of the oil spill that has 
to be taken - any oil spill - that has to be taken into consideration. We had 
a 33 percent increase in crime in Seward in 1989. We had to double our police 
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force, which made it go from four to eight. It's a small town, but there were 
all kinds of strange things happening. And since that time there's been a huge 
increase in alcohol related batterings, in drug abuse and in community frac-
tiousness, especially in native villages where you had companies coming in and 
actually putting on payroll the entire village, every man, woman and child on 
the oil spill clean-up payroll. In 1988, I first went to English Bay to visit 
and it was a small, sleepy 150-person native village relying entirely on sub-
sistence for its livelihood. I went back in 1990 to visit again; every home 
had an addition on it; every home had a satellite television dish; every home-
owner had a four-wheeler that was wheeling around and all of a sudden they're 
starting to have trouble with the children in the community who are now 
watching the television and don't want to stay in the village anymore and live 
the subsistence lifestyle. And so, you've got a lot of social and psycho-
logical repercussions from these things that affect, as I said it affects 
everybody, everything from the benthic organisms all the way up to man, in very 
profound ways. So, I'm not sure that we could spend the $80,000 better. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Well, it was an interesting experience for me to -
I spent some time at one of the treatment centers. Here in California we've 
opted to do our cleaning and trying to save wildlife, but we recognize that 
part of it is that the demand would be there for that. In some areas we've had 
some successes in cleaning especially birds from previous oil spills so we 
thought we ought to increase that. But we also hope that by being prepared for 
it that we're able to keep the price down. One of the problems that they had 
in Alaska was that so much of the equipment had to be transported so far at a 
big cost in just getting it there, so I'm sure that went against part of that 
$80,000. 
MS. CASTELLINA: That's very true. The otter center we had in Seward is a 
modular center and it was dismantled and it's now stored at Alaska (??) for the 
next one. So, it won't cost us quite as much per animal. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: All right. One last question. 
??: I'm curious about your comments about the use of heavy handed cleanup 
techniques ••• steam clean and really sanitize the area versus the test area so 
they didn't do any of that sort of cleanup. In terms of biodiversity my 
understanding is that a lot of the of the, areas that were not treated or were 
lightly treated in the long run are having greater biodiversity. At least, 
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that's what I've heard from ••• 
MS. CASTELLINA: No, that's true, actually. We've gone - we've flip 
flopped on so much of this because it's so new, a lot of it; the technology for 
oil spill cleanup. There are areas that were sterilized by the hot water wash-
ing and they have not come back as well as other areas where the natural micro-
bial reaction to oil is this huge increase in oil-eating organisms, and then 
you end up with lusher growth or like the beach grasses I talked about, you 
know these oil microb-eating oleophilic type things will actually fertilize the 
area and all of a sudden - it's biology run amuck is the problem. You're solv-
ing one problem and creating another one at the same time. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: All right. Very good. Well, thank you. We 
appreciate your being with us today. 
MS. CASTELLINA: Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Our next speaker is Dr. Elliot Norse, Chief 
Scientist, Center for Marine Conservation. Welcome. 
DR. ELLIOT NORSE: Thank you, Senator McCorquodale. I'm headquartered in 
Redmond, Washington, the other Washington. 
Scientists have recently become aware of a new world. It's a world that's 
nearly three quarters the size of the earth, it's still largely unexplored. We 
do now know it's phenomenally rich in life and we also know that it is imper-
iled. It's the sea, it's the largest realm of the three major realms on our 
planet and I'd like to talk to you today about conserving life in that neg-
lected 71 percent of the earth's surface. May we have the slides. 
This is my homage to Jim Hensen. I'm a biologists. Biologists are people 
who are drunk on the love of living things and the fascination with them. I've 
been very lucky and I want to give you a little bit of a personal view of con-
serving life in the neglected 71 percent, why I got where I got and the way I 
think it helps to look at things from here on in. 
When I was a little sprout, while other kids were playing cops and robbers, 
I was busy consuming every book I could about life on earth. And, the thing 
that first whelmed me and then overwhelmed me was the notion that human beings 
were causing the extinction of other living things. It struck me as phenomenal 
that our earth had been here such an incredibly long time and we were such a 
new brief phenomenon and yet we were pushing aside other living things. I was 
lucky because I got a job doing what it took to heal the problem. I was lucky 
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enough to be hired by President Carter to work in the President's Council on 
Environmental Quality in late 1979. And what happened was we had more and more 
and reports of extinctions from the Dodo in the 1600's to Copopup (??) fish in 
this century and it goes on and on. And, we had more and more reports that 
whole ecosystems on this planet were disappearing. And so, when I came to the 
Council on Environmental Quality, my boss said, Elliot, we want you to write a 
chapter in CEQ's 1980 annual report that'll be different from anything we've 
ever done. We want you to take a look at the status of life on earth. This is 
a fairly broad topic so I was somewhat daunted, I have to admit, and I said, 
You mean the extinction of the vast number of the earth's species? And he 
said, Yes. And I said, But, that's not the whole problem, we have whole 
ecosystems that are disappearing; rain forests and the ancient forests in the 
northwest and grasslands and estuaries on the California coast. And he said, 
Yeah, we need to work on that too. And I said, Wait, but there's more. The 
genetic diversity within our crop varieties and our livestock is disappearing. 
And for that matter, within wild species, whole populations are going and with 
them the wealth of genes they carry within their bodies. And he said, Work on 
that too. And so I was faced with a fairly large task and what I realized is 
what we were losing was diversity at all levels of biological organization. 
And so what we called the chapter was "Biological Diversity", and since that 
time it's become the concept that we're using as our organizing principle for 
conserving life on earth. At the same time, scientists, including Michael 
Sulay (??) and Bruce Wilcox from the great state of California, were publishing 
a volume called Conservation Biology and founded the Society for Conservation 
Biology and so we now had a science, the science of conserving biological 
diversity. We now not only had a name for the wealth of life on earth and the 
problems that were facing it, but also the organized way of looking at finding 
solutions. 
But, interestingly enough, in most writing, in most thinking, in most 
discussion on biological diversity we've tended to leave something out, and 
that is most of our planet, the part of the planet covered by ocean. I have a 
statistic here. I absolutely love this one. When I read this it really, 
really blew my mind. The Pacific Ocean is so big that you could take all of 
the continents and fit it within the boarders of the Pacific even if there were 
a second Australia. That's how big the oceans are. 
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Now, marine conservation to most people has centered around charismatic 
megavertebrates, the things that are most like us, the things that we love and 
that we relate to. There's Flipper. But the story goes beyond this. Conserv-
ation is a real issue in the sea and we became aware of it because of these 
charismatic megavertebrates. Many people got their start in marine conserv-
ation or became interested because we heard that the great whales, the largest 
animals on our planet, were being slaughtered and we felt repelled at the idea 
that this was happening. I have to point out it's still happening; Norway, 
Iceland and Japan are pushing for the resumption of commercial whaling very 
hard and that's a battle I suspect we're going to lose unless we act quickly. 
But, that is only the very tip of the iceberg, to use an overused metaphor. 
A lot of other people became very much interested in marine conservation 
starting at around 1969 when a Union Oil platform - that's not this one, this 
one's in the Gulf of Mexico, but I hadn't been to the Union Oil platform - in 
the Santa Barbara Channel blew out and large amounts of brown goo washed up on 
the shores. I was preparing to come to usc at the time and USC was one of the 
research centers that looked at the impacts of the oil spill and didn't do a 
very good job of it, I'm not very proud to say. But the news that massive gobs 
of oil were washing up on our beaches was a wakeup call to many Americans that 
the health of the sea could actually be imperiled by human activities. 
So, I was lucky because just about at the time when my consciousness was 
being formed and when I started becoming a professional working on these 
issues, we began to get a more global view of what the issue really, really is; 
the fragility of life on earth. And the fragility of life on earth extends not 
only to the charismatic megavertebrates, but to, lo and behold, invertebrate 
organisms like these. Now this is astounding. It's really hard to believe how 
much richer the sea is than the land. We're land organisms and what we're used 
to doing is saying, Well, this is ours and therefore it's the best. We're 
number one, is a pretty universal statement. I find that any place in the 
country you go where there's a football team, they're all number one. I live 
in Seattle and the Seahawks, I don't think, have won a game in the last three 
years, but we're still number one. 
Well, let me give you a little context about biological diversity in the 
sea and why I think that's number one. There are 32 phyla of animals, major 
divisions of animal life, and of those 32 phyla only one is not found in the 
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sea and 31 are. As a matter of fact, 15 are found only in the sea and another 
5 of them have at least 95 percent of their species in the sea. Echinoderms 
like that starfish are exclusively marine. Sponges like that one there are 
almost exclusively marine. The sea is the repository for all, very nearly all, 
all but one of the most fundamental body plans of animals on this Earth. The 
things that evolved on this planet in most cases never made it onto land or 
into fresh water; they're still with us in the sea. And that includes us, by 
the way, we had our origins in the sea. When I look at Peter Moyle's picture 
of that hagfish I think back to the ostracoderm fish of the period 450 million 
years ago that grubbed in the mud of primeval seas, it's hard to believe that 
our ancestry lay in such organisms and yet it did. We come from the sea and we 
use the sea in a lot of ways. The sea is the source of about 20 percent of the 
animal protein for humankind. In countries like Ghana, the Philippines, Indo-
nesia, Japan, it's 50 percent or more. A lot of people depend on the products 
of the sea, and not only the biomass that the sea produces but the biochemical 
diversity of the sea. 
You see, if you take an organism like those sponges and you stick it in one 
place and it's good to eat, well, it's going to get scarfed up pretty quickly. 
But, sponges, although they're not very bright, they don't have brains, never-
theless have been hammered on the forge of evolution for hundreds and hundreds 
of millions of years. And in that time the increasing abundance of organisms 
that eat sponges have forced the sponges through evolution into adopting many 
chemical defenses. Now, chemical defenses in sponges shouldn't be something 
that concerns most people directly, except for the fact that the chemicals that 
these sponges develop to keep fish from eating them, to keep coral from over-
growing them, etc., have profound physiological consequences on their enemies 
and diluted, these things are poisons; and diluted, these things can be used to 
modify physiology of other organisms. So, for example, these sponges have 
chemicals that prevent them from being invaded by bacteria. We may get our 
next generation of antibiotics from marine organisms, or our antiviral com-
pounds, or our antitumor compounds; and sponges and ascidians and bryozoans, 
all phyla of marine organisms are the most promising source of new kinds of 
medicines to treat our diseases. 
But all this stuff is small potatoes. Basically, we depend on the sea for 
our very existence. Our modern atmosphere was created by marine organisms. 
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You see those little oxygen bubbles from the algae in a tide pool in California 
I took 20 years ago? Well, those guys are still working and they've been work-
ing for more than a billion years creating our modern atmosphere. The compo-
sition of our atmosphere was created and is regulated to a substantial extent 
by the sea. One of the most important sinks of carbon dioxide on this planet 
is the ocean waters. Tiny little phytoplankton in the surface layers of the 
ocean take atmospheric carbon dioxide, incorporate it into their bodies and 
then when they die or they're eaten by copepods and packaged as fecal pellets, 
they fall into the deep sea, thereby taking out of circulation for many hun-
dreds to a thousand or more years, the carbon dioxide that would otherwise be 
building up in the atmosphere and causing greenhouse warming. We are abso-
lutely dependent on life on earth, especially the life in the sea. 
Now, we know that human activities have caused the elimination of marine 
species just as they have terrestrial species. The Steller's Sea Cows were the 
largest members of the order Sirenia. They were whale-sized animals thirty 
feet long, weighing ten tons. They were discovered in 1741 by western civili-
zation and driven to extinction in 1768, 27 years later. They lived only 
around a few islands in the North Pacific and they're gone forever. And, 
whether you care only about the fact that their flesh was delicious and it 
would have made a great resource or you care about them because they expressed 
the miracle of life, the fact is, we blew it and they're gone. A lot more 
recently we eliminated the last Caribbean Monk Seals. They're gone now, they 
disappeared in the 1950's. There have been extensive searches for them, no 
more Caribbean Monk Seals. There are two other species of monk seals: one in 
the Mediterranean that is at the edge of extinction, its population is fewer 
than 500 individuals; one in the Hawaiian Islands whose population is about 
2,500 individuals. These animals have not coped well with the spread of human-
kind across the face of the earth and the activities that we undertake. 
There are five proximate or immediate causes of decrease of biological 
diversity in the sea and they're the same ones that decrease biological diver-
sity on land, although their relative importance differs somewhat. They are 
over-exploitation, physical alteration, pollution, the introduction of alien 
species and global atmospheric change. And these, in turn, are driven by the 
fact that there are too damn many of us. We consume too much and we don't know 
and we don't care. Over-exploitation not only includes over-exploitation of 
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target organisms, we eliminated Steller's Sea Cow because it tasted good and it 
was a great thing to eat. When the sealing expeditions in the North Pacific 
set off to kill seals they killed Steller's Sea Cows to provision the ships. 
While exploitation of life in the sea is much more wasteful in most cases 
than exploitation of wildlife on land. I'll give you an example. This is a 
shrimp troll catch. I took it in the Sea of Cortez 21 years ago and nothing 
has changed since then. You may notice that there's not a lot of shrimp in 
there. By weight, it's five or ten percent. A shrimp trawler takes an average 
of 90 or 95 percent of stuff that isn't shrimp. This stuff, which they call 
trawl trash, I call fishes, star fish, sea turtle, corals, etc. It dies in the 
nets or on the surface of the boat and then it's shoved overboard. So it's not 
only the organisms that we intend to exploit, the target species, it's also 
organisms that are the incidental victims of our over-exploitation that are 
suffering from human activities. And it's not only organisms that are caught 
in the nets that have problems. This is Steller's Sea Lion, it's a large 
marine mammal. They were very abundant off the coast of the North Pacific, 
particularly farther north in the waters of British Columbia and Alaska, until 
we developed a fishery for a fish that didn't used to be caught, Alaska 
Pollock. It was a fish that was phenomenally abundant. And then the big ships 
came and scarfed up vast numbers of Alaska Pollock and we find that these seals 
are crashing in their population, so the question is why. Well, it doesn't 
take a rocket scientist, maybe just a marine biologist, to figure out the seals 
eat the fish and if we take all the fish, the seals don't have anything to eat 
anymore and they can't switch to other fish. Alaska Pollock are their pre-
ferred dietary items. 
Physical alteration is a relatively unappreciated source of biological 
diversity reduction in the sea. This mangrove forest in Jamaica was treated 
with herbicide and then chopped to bits by a person who had bought the land to 
develop a hotel. Well, the guy wasn't any better a financial manager than he 
was an environmental manager. He went out of business and what we have is no 
more mangrove forest. 
When you take a shrimp trawler like this one and you sweep a piece of sea 
bed 50 or 100 feet wide for hours and hours at a time with each net and you 
have hundreds of boats, you get a situation where in the northern Gulf of 
Mexico or in the northern Sea of Cortez where the Kattegat of the north, it's 
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between the North Sea and the Baltic Sea, you get the sea bed being plowed, the 
equivalent of one to ten times every year, by trawlers. Obviously, organisms 
that are at all vulnerable to disturbance cannot deal with that level of sea 
bed disturbance. It destroys the layer cake of life on the sea bed. 
Then there's pollution. You know, it's funny, I work on forests as well as 
the sea, sort of in my spare time, and I was flying over the Olympic Peninsula 
on my way to the forests in the middle of the Peninsula, at least those that 
are left, and I took this picture of a little plant, a little industry, that 
was just pumping this stuff out into Puget Sound. Pollution is everywhere and 
it comes in many different sources. Some of it is like this from point sour-
ces. Some are what we call nonpoint sources. The stuff we spread on the land, 
the oil we empty onto the street when we sort of change the oil in our cars. 
The air pollution that settles on the surface of the land and is washed off by 
the rain storm. You do remember rain, I'm sure. And what you get is not only 
the obvious things, the fish kills, but you also get subtle teratogenetic 
effects. You get monstrosities such as the fin rot from this White Croaker 
that I took in L.A. Harbor, a heavily polluted area. The incidence of fin rot 
and tumors in fishes adjacent to dense human populations with a lot of pollu-
tion is woefully high. 
Then you get things like this. This is what I really, really love, because 
coming to San Francisco and talking about this is a remarkable experience. You 
see, up in the Northwest what we do is we take our logs and we ship them to 
Japan, Korea, Taiwan, where they are processed and then the log ships come back 
empty and then they do it again, again and again. So, we're exporting our 
forest ecosystems to users in Asia, but we get something in return. And what 
we get in return is, you know those ships are loaded down heavily with timber 
when they leave the United States. If they were so high in the water after you 
remove the timber, they would be unstable and so what happens is they load up 
with water in Tokyo Harbor or Pusan Harbor or whatever on their way back here. 
They can carry up to 50-million gallons of water at a time; and that water is 
aquaria. The aquaria are not as beautiful as the Steinhart, but nevertheless, 
they're as vibrant with life; they contain countless millions of larval orga-
nisms that we bring from other places in the world and discharge into our 
harbors. And as a result, San Francisco Bay, more than half the species in San 
Francisco Bay are non-native species. The fowling communities in San Francisco 
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Bay are 90 percent non-native; they come from East Asia, the eastern coast of 
the United States and harbors all around the world wherever we have commerce. 
The problem of the introduction of the alien species in the marine environment 
has been very little researched, it's little understood and it is the sleeper 
problem, and I'll give you an example of its magnitude. Just one species, the 
zebra muscle, introduced now to the eastern United States, the Great Lakes, New 
York Harbor, etc., is estimated to cost us $5 billion in infrastructure change 
and maintenance in the next decade alone. Five billion bucks. And I'd be 
willing to bet that the United States doesn't spend $500,000 in research per 
year on this issue. We've got our priorities a little bit screwed up. 
Then there's global atmospheric change. The stuff we put in the atmosphere 
includes carbon dioxide; it's the combustion product of all fossil fuel 
burning. And we have an unquenchable appetite for fossil fuels. It not only 
causes spills like the Exxon Valdez, it has a much, much more serious conse-
quence of changing the composition of our atmosphere. Greenhouse warming is 
going to bring phenomenal changes to California and Washington, where I live, 
and the entire oceans worldwide. 
Now, we know that a lot of species in the sea, these charismatic mega-
vertebrates, the humpback whales and the Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtles are in real 
trouble. You're probably leas aware that there are fishes that have been 
endangered by human activities as well, such as the totuava which is a fish 
that was caught in large numbers because people in China liked to make soup out 
of their swim bladders and Californians and Arizonians later got a taste for 
these fish; they're endemic to the Northern Sea of Cortez, and started eating 
them in large numbers and then the shrimp trawlers came and started catching 
the shrimp. And remember the 95 percent of the stuff that ain't shrimp? Well, 
it's young totuava in many cases. And the United States, because it needed to 
provided agriculture water in the western part of the country, started sucking 
all of the water out of the Colorado River and the Colorado no longer reaches 
the Sea of Cortez the way it once did. Now the estuary of the Colorado in the 
sea of Cortez was the spawning ground of the totuava and so it's not surprising 
that this fish, caught between crushing forces, is endangered. 
Another organism I would look for as being a vulnerable one is the sea 
palm, Postelsia Palmaeformis, a species that lives from - I don't know if it 
makes it down to Baja, I think it's from California to British Columbia, and it 
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lives only on rocky headlands, its zoa spores only live for a few hours in the 
plankton, they have very limited mobility, and each of these populations is 
probably pretty reproductively isolated from the next one. This is a vulner-
able organism unless we take care of our coasts. One big spill could wipe out 
many, many populations of sea palms. 
Now you have to look very carefully at this picture. You have to look 
carefully at the eel grass in this picture, but no matter how carefully you 
look you're not going to see what I'd like to show you, the Eel Grass Limpid. 
Because, Eel Grass Limpids are extinct. The first extinction of a marine 
invertebrate in modern times. We know that it's happened a lot in prehistoric 
times, but the first one in modern times was recorded in 1991. And I think 
we're going to be seeing more of these unless we manage our marine ecosystems 
better than we have. 
Here's another example from California. This is a cerith (??) that I took 
in Newport Bay. I don't know if this one is there anymore. It's in the genus 
cerithidea. But a little further south in San Diego Bay there was one that was 
phenomenally abundant called Cerithidea Foscada (??). At least it was in the 
last century, but the last one was seen, I believe, in the 1940's and it's 
never been seen since; it's extinct. Now, whether this is a subspecies or a 
full species, I can't say. But for certain it is an irreplaceable part of 
biological diversity that we lost and nobody even knew it happened. 
It's not just a question of species. Biological diversity is genetic 
diversity within species on the one hand and on the other hand it's whole eco-
systems. And we have whole ecosystems like mangroves in the tropics, like salt 
marshes in California that are disappearing. We need to do something about 
that. I think we need to look beyond species to look at all of the levels of 
biological diversity, to think of the ways we can abate the threats and restore 
these ecosystems on which we so utterly depend. 
My organization is doing its small part. We are putting together a global 
marine biological diversity strategy for decision makers like Senator McCorquo-
dale. The document basically lays out the arguments for saving life in the 
neglected 71 percent of the Earth's surface and it offers real workable solu-
tions on what we can do. We will be publishing it in 1993. I hope that lots 
of people in California will be reading it and we'll be distributing it in 
Spanish and French and English all around the world. I hope it has an effect 
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because if it doesn't, we're going to be facing more and more dead dolphins 
washing up on our shores, more and more coral bleaching episodes in the trop-
ics, more and more toxic phyla (??) plankton blooms, and the beat goes on and 
on and on. For the sake of life, we can do better. 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you. We appreciate your presentation. 
All right, our next speaker is Dr. John McCosker, we heard from him earlier 
and he's back to talk to us about sharks and surfers. 
DR. MCCOSKER: I would. Thank you very much. I will speak briefly because 
when I think of sharks and surfers I think of lunch. I'm also going to be 
speaking to you about community structure and use as an example white sharks 
along our coast, a worldwide species, actually. And if you haven't heard 
enough reasons to be concerned about biodiversity, I would like you to carry 
away with you the understanding that a species doesn't have to be extinct to 
create a loss to the environment within which it exists; in particular a top-
level high tropic predator like a white shark. And whether you love them or 
hate them, we can't live without them. Just like the oil that we saw in Dr. 
Norse's photograph. So, I hope to inform us so that we can, with informed de-
cision making, decide what'll we do about it and how can we continue to exist 
on this planet. 
I am reminded of something I read in a very interesting book that the 
Ehrlichs, Paul and Ann Ehrlich, wrote about extinction and they used the alle-
gory of, oh, they use an example of an old DC-3 and as biologists we all fly 
around third-world countries barely above tree line wondering if this DC-3 is 
really going to make it, and those old Dakotas are older than most biologists 
and they still keep flying. But, you know, a lot of rivets are missing in the 
wings and Paul points out, Paul and Ann say that, You know, pretty soon that 
key rivet is going to be missing and then the plane won't fly or worse, it may 
not land properly. And that's the problem right now is we don't know which 
rivets we can live with and which we can live without. I say we need them all 
until we are in better condition intellectually to make those decisions. 
PORTION MISSING? •.• be reseated. I'd like to tell you really about 
perturbations in a pyramid and sharks for the most part are at the top of the 
food chain and were we not so clever, we would be one step below them, but 
unfortunately, we're just clever enough to find ourselves above them. Sharks, 
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everyone's afraid of them, but unfortunately, you should realize you can't live 
without them. They are very important in this web of life. A food chain is 
really not an accurate description; life is a web. Imagine, if you will, a 
pyramid, sharks on top particularly in the oceans. Imagine an inverted pyramid 
with sharks on the bottom as the top predator and if you remove that, it causes 
great instability in the system. If you were so clever as to make a house of 
cards upside down, remove the bottom card, see what happens. And that's just 
what's happening in the world's oceans. Sharks have bad PR, everyone's afraid 
of them, everyone thinks that we can live without them, we've been killing 
them. They were the silent savages, they were on the cover of Life magazine. 
Yet two years ago on the cover of Life magazine was an image of a shark and it 
said, Sharks, what happened to them. And worldwide, there is a major problem 
with sharks right now because of all of the killing of sharks incidental to the 
killing of other animals, intentionally in many cases and also for their flesh. 
And you can't go anywhere without seeing this sort of a thing, sharks white 
death, they're awful creatures, but more importantly, now you can't go anywhere 
without seeing sharks on the menu. Sharks really are delicious, they are white 
flesh, they're delicious particularly in the Asian market where, in fact, shark 
fin soup is so desirable that sharks are being killed worldwide just for their 
fins; their fins are being removed, the shark, writhing shark sans fin is 
usually dumped back into the ocean to die. The fins are dried and sold in the 
Asian markets and they really are quite valuable and you can appreciate why 
local artisanal fisheries worldwide have made a killing of sharks, except the 
sharks have been disappearing. Sharks are very vulnerable to over-fishing. 
They are very vulnerable because they are very slow growing, they're very slow 
to mature and they have very few young. And the white shark, our local 
example, is extremely vulnerable. And, love them or hate them, we can't live 
without them. 
White sharks, at this very moment are probably swimming right off side the 
California coast, Oregon, Washington, Australia, New Zealand, New York. 
They're in all the cool waters of the world and they're just sort of good 
citizens being active predators, swimming along the coast, just swimming 
looking and looking for their next meal. Always looking for their next meal, 
something captures their attention and it might be you thinking about abalone 
and the price of abalone and why is abalone so expensive and trying to remember 
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what you learned at that biodiversity conference and, boom, right when you 
least expect it, something like that might happen; the results often very 
dramatic and we know that it's caused by white sharks. We know because along 
our coast in California white sharks are the only species responsible for 
attacks on human beings, and I mean unprovoked attacks, not when a fisherman 
pulls one by the tail, he deserves to get bitten, or she. But, if you or I 
were out swimming or surfing today and were attacked by a shark, I would bet 
the farm that it was a white shark; we know about their behavior, we know about 
their unique teeth; they often leave teeth in the victims. So, why don't we 
just get rid of the white sharks? Lots of reasons not to. This is a typical 
attack scenario: someone's fishing, someone's spear fishing, the shark bites 
them, takes one bite and spits them out, turns them around, takes them head 
first, finishes them off. Well, this is quite a - there's a lot of nervous 
laughter there - got your attention at least. 
What is it about these sharks that's so special, and particularly they are 
so very large? They are the largest flesh-eating fish on the planet. This is 
a log scale which suggests that they are about 4 to 5 feet long at birth, 
they're a very, very large fish. A few of them are born - boy, it must feel 
when a mother gives live birth to that and have it out, yet they're about this 
size when they become sexually mature. This is a fish from Monterey Bay, 16 
foot, 9 inches long, 3,000 pounds. Her jaws are at the entrance to the aquar-
ium from our fish collection. She was just becoming sexually mature when she 
was harpooned by a basking shark fisherman. At the same time, this is the 
largest specimen yet known, said to be 7,300 pounds, 21 feet long. That's 
quite a remarkable fish. And if you're along the California coastline, you 
just might bump into one; very unlikely, but if you wanted to, you could. In 
fact, a fellow did just the other day. Last Saturday a fellow had an inter-
esting experience with a white shark at Ano Nuevo at the top end of Monterey 
Bay near Davenport. He was at one of those locations where white sharks, 
although rare, are most liable to be encountered. 
This is a photograph of the California coastline, Mendocino coast. Lovely 
area, very rich environment, lots of abalone still there, lots of nervous 
divers still there and occasionally a white shark patrolling along the shore-
line looking for it's normal prey, pinnipeds. But more recently they've been 
along those same coastlines where there are breaking waves and looking for 
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their abnormal prey, which are surfers. This happens every once in a while 
and, boy, is it exciting when it happens. Usually the attack scenario is 
someone will be on a board waiting for a wave, a shark will come up and take a 
bite out of their body; and it's an unforgettable experience. In some cases 
the victim dies immediately as happened in Monterey. When this fellow was 
lying on his board, the shark bit through him and the board in a single bite. 
That was an awful thing that happened, but it's happening more and more often. 
And, as well, we're seeing this more and more often. We're seeing attacks on 
their normal prey where their normal prey, in this case a large bull California 
sea lion, has been attacked by a white shark and survived the bite as so many 
of them do. 
What we are seeing now as we examine what's happened in California is a 
return to normalcy along the California coastline rather than aberrant be-
havior. What we are seeing is probably what California might have been like 
100 years ago before the sealers came in - really 150 years ago was when they 
were at their apex in terms of the slaughter of seals. But now with the pro-
tection that these animals have been given, the ground rules are different and 
returning to what they historically once were. And that has significant effect 
on you or me or your children if they happen to like to lay on surfboards and 
imitate pinnipeds. And you can appreciate why a shark might make a mistake 
and, in particular, in California water where the water is sort of green and 
out of focus like that. And then you can see as the shark makes up it's mind 
that this is a very clumsy pinniped, they take a bite and you can see why they 
would mistake one for the other. That's me on the east side and a pinniped on 
the west side. It's been happening more and more often. Again, it's a very 
rare event, but like I say, it's most unforgettable. There have now been 70 of 
these in some recorded history. The attacks have been occurring even in 
Washington state and Oregon. Not to say that we're more desirable than they 
are in Oregon and Washington, it's just that our water is so full of recrea-
tional users. It is incredible when you consider the billions of hours we've 
probably spent as a species in California waters that these numbers aren't in 
the quadruple digits in terms of attacks. The attack behavior is sharks biting 
swimmers, snorklers, surfers, people at the surface and you can add to the kay-
akers, one. This doesn't include the near misses where the shark bites the 
surf board and spits the board out; they have to draw blood sort of like the 
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NBA or it doesn't count. And where they've been attacking folks, interestingly 
enough, north of San Francisco to the bottom end of Monterey Bay. And that is 
the area where the majority of the attacks have occurred. And that's because 
all of the conditions are right; we maintain a very healthy environment, thank 
goodness. At many of these locations, I won't suggest that the gulf of the 
Farallons is healthy right outside of San Francisco Bay, but certainly at the 
Farallon Islands, it's in pretty good shape; Ano Nuevo and that area, it's in 
pretty good shape; and south of that area, it's in pretty good shape; and the 
pinnipeds know it and so do the sharks. And the people are out there taking 
advantage, kayaking, swimming, abalone diving and trolling for sharks. North 
of Point Conception one is allowed to use scuba equipment while searching for 
abalone. South of Point Conception - excuse me - North of Point Conception one 
is not allowed to use scuba equipment while searching for abalone. For that 
reason, people are attacked at ab divers. South of Point Conception you can 
use scuba and there just aren't many abalone and there aren't many people being 
bitten at the surface. And, as well, the California coastline is considerably 
different in that Southern California zone with the exception of the offshore 
islands where people have been harassed if not attacked by white sharks, and 
there have been two fatalities in that area. But the vast majority of the 
attacks occur on our rocky coastline where there are large colonies of seals 
and sea lions. And, in fact, most recently we've been seeing signs on the 
beach not unlike this here at Stinson Beach, the popular beach north of San 
Francisco. I am told that yesterday this sign is out at Ano Nuevo Beach where 
we're advising people, the State is advising people to stay out of the water. 
And that's because of the high likelihood that white sharks are near the shore-
line patrolling, looking for pinnipeds and might accidentally encounter a 
human. 
How did this come about? As I suggest, it is a very curious period in 
California coastal history we've just gone through and then as we always do in 
sort of a heavy handed way as Dr. Norse has told you, we've looked at these 
charismatic animals and most certainly I'm glad we did because many of them 
were in very serious trouble. Most certainly, sea otters were in serious 
trouble, not to mention so many of the pinnipeds and the dolphins now were 
being captured in purse seine tuna fishing in the Eastern Pacific. That caused 
a reaction particularly from the Berkeley side of the Bay, then San Francisco, 
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then all of California and finally the federal government responded to it and 
there are three agencies now protecting these animals. Thank goodness they 
are. But, in so doing with the protection that marine mammals received in 
1972, Rare and Endangered Species Act in 1973, areas like this here on the 
Farallon Islands that had few if any elephant seals in 1972 now have essen-
tially no space to go. These animals have been increasing at about a 10 per-
cent per annum rate which is wonderful considering the state that they were in, 
and also wonderful if you happen to be a white shark preying upon them, and 
their numbers have increased very dramatically. These data are the PRBO's 
data. The Point Reyes Bird Observatory has had scientists stationed at the 
Farallon Islands year around since 1972 and they have some very, very extra-
ordinary data that documents the increase in abundance of attacks by white 
sharks on pinnipeds, primarily elephant seals. And I must say it takes your 
breath away when you see the number of sightings increasing as well as the size 
of the animals increasing; these are sightings [of] abundance growing shark 
populations. I have a student that was working last summer at Farallons, and 
realize in 1972 they saw a shark attack a sea lion, or a seal that year, I 
can't remember what it was. The student was out there for the month of Sep-
tember into October last year and saw an attack every day and on one day he saw 
four attacks; so this is very dramatic, I must say. And you can see that at 
the Farallons if you're fortunate enough to be out there, you'd here a lot of 
squawking and the gulls rush down to the water, there's a lot of excitement; 
the raucous gulls are actually in there feeding upon bits and pieces of 
elephant seal. The shark rushes up, takes a big bite out of it, there's a 
blood pool in the water, the birds come down and finish it off. 
So, why don't we just kill all these animals again as we probably would 
have two, three decades ago? The answer is because it's in our best interest 
not to. There was a time we would go just out and kill them and we're pretty 
efficient as a species; we can kill a lot of animals if we try to. We've 
certainly done it with grizzly bears and pumas and we did it some years ago 
with sharks, but now we realize that it is in our best interest to have sharks. 
It is in our best interest, particularly those of us that depend on the sea for 
protein, to have sharks at that top level of this food web. Because, without 
them, who is now going to protect our interests and we have a shared interest 
in fish because there would be nothing cropping these populations in the normal 
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cropping going on of seals and sea lions. Here is a sea lion in a herring 
fisherman's net just raising hell as they do and imagine if there was no con-
trol whatsoever. Estimates of white shark attack behavior suggests that they 
are attacking and feeding anywhere between once a week and once a month when 
food is abundant, and so you can consider as many as 12 to 50 elephant seals 
would survive were it not for the presence of a single adult white shark feed-
ing in that zone. 
It's interesting that there was a time when fishermen really hated white 
sharks and I'll suggest to you that most now recognize their value. There was 
a time when a fisherman who is a friend ours, an associate, killed four white 
sharks in one day at the Farallon Islands. He had killed these animals, you 
perhaps read about it in the newspaper. He has taken the pledge, he is a born 
again shark lover now and, in fact, he - this is not Mike in the picture - but 
has released sharks and gone, at risk to himself, to great lengths to make sure 
that the sharks survive because he knows it's in his own best interest that 
there be white sharks in the water. 
I suggest to you that part of the solution will be understanding their 
biology better. Research is necessary particularly on these large animals. 
They are not that common, but even having said that, we don't know much about 
them; we certainly don't know much about their movements; we don't know how 
often they do feed and if we understood that better, we might better be able to 
protect our own species in knowing when they're next going to be hungry if we 
had a better idea of essentially how many miles per seal that a white shark 
gets. We can do this by tagging animals. This is what we do, we put elec-
tronic tags into fish, we feed them to the sharks and then follow them about, 
and the results so far, the preliminary results are very interesting. And I 
must admit that as Dr. Norse and Dr. Moyle showed you, they have some value 
because without sharks, where would Gary Larson have his material. This is the 
aesthetic and moral value, this is one kid telling another, he says, Listen, 
you go tell Billy's mother and I'll start looking for another old tire. 
On that note I close and welcome you to have lunch unless you have any 
questions. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you. Several years ago I sent a request to 
the Department of Fish and Game to respond about whether there should be any 
further controls put on fishing for shark and they assured me that there was no 
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problem, that there were plenty, that they had adequate protections. But since 
that time I do notice, as you point out, that there has been more and more 
concern about the shark disappearance and all the catching of sharks in derbies 
and everything else that seem to be increasing in number. Where do you see all 
of that going? 
DR. MCCOSKER: Thank you for asking that, Senator. There was a time and I 
can well appreciate why people felt that shark derbies were valuable, they 
eliminated sharks, they were trash fish, they were interfering with the kinds 
of fish we were trying to catch. And now, fortunately, people have discovered 
that there is no reason to have shark derbies anymore and our own institution 
is, in fact, opposed to them. There is some value in catching, tagging and 
releasing these sharks if sportsmen want to do that, but there's no value in 
having a pile of dead sharks on the shoreline. In fact, we discover that the 
quality of life in that environment goes down after the sharks are removed. 
We know that sharks are in trouble in California. Fisheries were encour-
aged with the collapse of the swordfish fishery - Fish and Game encouraged in 
the early 80's a shark fishery, but it collapsed before the decade was over. 
There was a shark fishery for angel sharks and for thresher sharks and we've 
discovered that there are probably subpopulations of these sharks that we've 
done some significant damage to. Angel sharks are becoming quite rare and we 
know that the soup fin shark, for example, was nearly eliminated from the Bay 
Area when there was a shark liver oil fishery in the 1950's. Thank goodness 
they stopped it in time and the soup fin have made somewhat of a come-back. 
But the problem is now that the price of beef and other protein is such that 
it's quite desirable to fish for sharks which was thought to be a very cheap 
resource. There should be management of the shark fisheries in California. 
Fish and Game is aware of it, but to my knowledge they have yet to come up with 
an adequate management program. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Why don't you just tell us a little bit about the 
Academy's Diversity Resource Center. 
DR. MCCOSKER: Thank you. The Biodiversity Resource Center here at the 
Academy is something I hope you will all take time to visit. It is on the far 
side of the Aquarium and it is a resource center with probably more information 
than the DNA in an amoeba which, as we heard earlier, is a heck of a lot of 
information. 
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We have electronic information available. we have a library there. We can 
make copies for school teachers or any concerned citizen about most anything 
and we can, of course, attempt to look up anything and provide information for 
you if you have a question that we can't answer on site. We are hooked up with 
some of the other computer networks and that is a resource I think that this 
museum and other museums will be more and more active in supporting. And we 
hope that, through understanding the significance of biodiversity, and I, with-
out making a political statement, will say that in the next four years I think 
that we can look forward to some enlightened views in terms of the importance 
of biodiversity. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Very good. Well, thank you. We appreciate your 
comments. 
Now I wasn't, probably wasn't as clear as I needed to be this morning on 
the signing in. Evidently, people have signed in as being in attendance. I 
want to make sure that if you would like to make a presentation or to make a 
comment at the end of the session, that you regive your name to the sergeant. 
So make sure that what you're signing up is that you would like to speak, 
because we have everybody's name. And I'm saying this in the hope that not 
everybody did intend to make a presentation, but if you do want to make a 
presentation or comment, be sure that you make - just make sure that the 
sergeant knows that you want to comment. 
We'll start again at 1:30. On the back of your agenda, the material that 
you have is a map, if you're not familiar with this area, that has some places 
to have lunch. You're also encouraged to visit the museum and aquarium and 
resource center either during lunch time or later in the afternoon. We will 
start again at 1:30. 
CHAIRMAN SENATOR DAN MCCORQUODALE: Hope you found a good place to have 
lunch and a chance to look around a little bit and a chance to look at the 
exhibits here. We will now go to the second part of the agenda and we are 
starting off with industry representatives this afternoon. Mr. Howard Golub. 
He is Vice President and General Counsel for Pacific Gas and Electric Company. 
He will talk about Biodiversity and Environmental Quality Management. I think 
you're ready so we can just go ahead and start. Will you have slides? Do you 
want us to move or ••• 
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MR. HOWARD GOLUB: Yes sir, I have some slides. I think they can be, it's 
up to you. I think they can be projected over your height. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: We'll just move over together ••• 
MR. GOLUB: I want to thank you for the invitation to be here today. This 
just happens to be a personal favorite subject of mine, so it's kind of fun to 
do it. 
I am, as the Senator explained, an officer of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company and I'm sure most of you know that PG&E is an energy utility. What you 
may or may not know is, we are the largest energy utility in the United States 
and that we serve about 12 million people and we have a very complex system to 
do that, to provide reliable gas and electric service to 12 million people. 
It's a very intricate system. 
Starting in the late 1980's, we began to reflect upon the importance of the 
environment to our customers and to the entire area that we serve, all of 
basically Northern and Central California. And, we began to realize the ever-
increasing importance of that and, while we thought we had a pretty good 
environmental record - indeed, I think we did - we hadn't really created a 
corporate structure to address this and to determine how we can work with the 
environment. By 1990 we had adopted a formal corporate goal on the environ-
ment. And, as soon as I figure out how this works, I'll show you it. There it 
is. We had five corporate goals prior to 1990. In 1990 we added a sixth, 
which is this one. And, for a corporation, the corporate goal is kind of like 
the constitution of a state or a nation. It's a basic charter of what we want 
to achieve. And, it was a very major step for us to add a sixth, a bit like 
amending the Constitution and I think what's noteworthy about our comment, is 
we very consciously decided to set as our goal to improve the quality of the 
environment. We considered other less active words like "maintain" the quality 
of the environment or "comply with law". We made a conscious corporate 
decision to go beyond mere compliance. We did it because our analysis indi-
cated that our customers valued the quality of the environment they lived in 
and, in essence, it's part of the product we're delivering when we deliver 
energy services. But, it took a long time to think this one through. We are 
really convinced that good business and good social policy go hand-in-hand in 
this area and to make this goal a realistic target for a corporation, we had to 
convert it to a series of specific objectives. And, we created seven specific 
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objectives which you can see listed here, one of which relates very directly to 
the subject of today's talk, which is biodiversity. But, I really want to give 
you the framework for what we are doing. We are fully convinced that, to have 
a truly effective, meaningful environmental program it has to be not merely an 
adjunct to the other things you do, not merely charitable giving. It has to be 
part of your core business. If you can achieve ways to align your environmen-
tal objectives with your business objectives, then you can get really substan-
tial environmental improvement. And, as you see, we have a number of items 
there which relate very closely to our core business but, today what I want to 
talk about is the Natural Resources Stewardship, which is our phrase, basi-
cally, for the issues that are being discussed here today. 
There is a very substantial reason why we should be concerned about natural 
resources stewardship. We are a major landowner in this state. We own about 
250,000 acres. There are larger landowners, I think, one of whom will be 
addressing you, but we are a substantial landowner. We are responsible for 
about 150 lakes and numerous species, some of which are on the threatened and 
endangered lists. 
In order to carry out our entire program of environmental quality manage-
ment, including the stewardship portion that I'm describing, we set up systems 
at the company, systems designed to focus the organization on environmental 
protection. For instance, in our company, when a major investment is going to 
be made, we now require an internal environmental impact analysis. We do our 
own, even if the government doesn't require it and that is required in our 
internal management decision making processes and it appears in the same docu-
ment where you have all the other traditional things of cost benefits and that 
sort of analysis. It all goes in the same document. It is required. If it 
does not appear, the management committee will not consider it. It will go 
back for redrafting. 
Another element that we did is that we, with regard to managing these sub-
stantial amount of lands, we have a policy on land management. We're a big 
company, we have policies on lots of things. And, we specifically have our 
criteria. There are several criteria there, many of which you would antici-
pate, things such as, to enhance the value of the property for our customers 
and our shareholders, things of that sort. But, there's also another one 
there. One of the explicit criteria of land management is that whatever you do 
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must help maintain and enhance environmental quality and biological diversity. 
That's one of our written guidelines. That's required of our land managers. 
At a higher level in the organization, each year we report to the Board of 
Directors - I brought the report along, actually, and there are copies in the 
back for anyone who would like them. Each year we now report to the Board of 
Directors on how we're progressing in our environmental programs. And, we hold 
ourselves accountable for environmental progress in the same way we would hold 
ourselves responsible for financial progress. And, once a year I appear before 
the Board to make my report, just as the Chief Financial Officer makes his 
report. This is a way of building into the organization a culture that 
realizes that improving the quality of the environment is one of our basic six 
goals. Now, having said that as to sort of the framework, I thought you might 
be interested in some of the programs that we are engaged in. As I say, we do 
have this enormous land holding. And, by the way, the reason we have it is 
primarily because, oh, a hundred years ago or so when we began, we were acquir-
ing lands and streams to serve hydroelectric. Today, though, we have lots of 
other facilities, including some remarkable ones that I'll mention to you. 
Part of the, I mentioned the species - I can't resist showing you some 
species that we have some responsibility for. We have the Peregrine Falcon. 
We have a bald eagle group and we have Lang's Medal Marked (?) butterfly, which 
is also on some of our lands. These are examples of species that we feel an 
obligation to protect. We are the stewards of the lands upon which they live. 
We are also participating in a number of programs. We have approximately 
200 full-time environmental specialists at PG&E. Of the 200, about 100 are 
basically wildlife, water and timber experts, marine biologists, all sorts of 
people with those kinds of expertise. Quite an interesting group, forestries. 
A lot of real skills and expertise. 
We are, by the way, we have a major responsibility with regard to tree 
trimming, which may sound kind of trivial until you realize it is spread over 
all of Northern and central California. This program costs tens of millions a 
year and it's critical, because if the trees contact the wire you have fires or 
you also have danger of children climbing out on trees and touching the wires. 
So, you have to have tree trimming. This is a major effort that we engage in 
to ensure that we maintain the vegetation but we do so in an environmentally 
sensitive way. 
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We have had a timber management program going back about forty years which, 
I think, before the terminology was being used, we had a sustained yield pro-
gram on our lands. In more recent years, as we've enhanced our environmental 
program, we have, for instance, completely prohibited clear cutting. We have 
completely prohibited cutting old growth timber. After some discussion we made 
some very simple decisions. We're not going to do that on our lands. And, 
those are the kinds of decisions we've made to protect the lands that we are 
responsible for. We also think it's critical, however, that our employees be 
very innovative in programs which are both environmentally desirable but also 
are good for the business. We have a program with the California Department of 
Fish and Game on the North Fork of the Feather River near one of our hydro-
electric facilities. Basically, the program is designed to increase the amount 
of trout available in the streams and reduce erosion. And, we have hydro-
electric facilities, dams, on these rivers in this area, and we were very 
conscious of the fact that, aside from licensing requirements, we have an 
on-going obligation. As a result of some of the programs that our employees 
were able to develop, it costs us about $2.5 million a year now to protect the 
trout in that area and to reduce the erosion. On the other hand, it would have 
cost us $11 million using traditional hard techniques, basically industrial 
type techniques. By way of example, if we have to engage in dredging at our 
dams. That costs millions of dollars. If we can reduce erosion, then we don't 
have to engage in dredging later. So, we are protecting the land by reducing 
the erosion but it is also serving an important business purpose and it is, it 
really, it turns out to be a less expensive way and a more environmentally 
sensitive way. 
But, you know, we also have on-going utility obligations. We serve natural 
gas, of course, to many parts of the state and this is Brione's (?) Regional 
Park out near Walnut Creek. And, there is a pipeline that had been laid there 
some forty years earlier that serves, basically, the Orinda area and, as I 
understand it, it is the only practical way to serve the Orinda area. I can't 
explain to you the exact physics of this. The problem is that this is a very 
beautiful park and what we did is we developed special techniques when it came 
time to replace the pipe. The old pipe was. corroding and becoming a safety 
problem and we, in fact, developed a special machine and this machine cuts a 
very narrow trench. I don't know if you've seen regular trenching operations. 
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This is much more narrow than that. And, we did a variety of other things 
designed to minimize the impact as we went through. In other words, we have a 
job to do but we can do it sometimes in a least disruptive manner and when we 
got done, this is what it looked like. We ended up cutting no trees, no old 
trees at all, in order to do this and that's not the way typically these pro-
grams are done. Typically, they cut a wide swath of land. They do a lot of 
trenching. We did it the hard way but with a good result. By the way, we 
actually did it under budget, as it turned out. 
There's one program that I am particularly enthusiastic about. This is 
also on a different part of the Feather River. This is in the area of Red 
Clover Valley and this was started, really, as an experiment to reduce ero-
sion. I mentioned earlier the impacts of erosion on our dams. well, we have 
been so very successful on this, we are now convinced that we are saving 
possibly millions of dollars because of the reduced sedimentation at our dams 
at the same time that we are reducing the erosion upstream. And, this one has 
been a complete win. I mean, it's been, there is a common misconception that 
environmental protection is inconsistent with business competitiveness. The 
important thing about total environmental quality management is to find a way 
to make them consistent and this is just a great example of that, where we now 
protect the environment and we are reducing operating costs and thereby reduc-
ing costs to our customers. 
We have a variety of other programs that we are engaged in. We support, 
for instance, the Marine Mammal Center up in Marin that does great work. This 
is not a picture of the Center but it's a nice picture. They do have elephant 
seals up there- I've seen them- but, this is not ••• 
And, we do that for a variety of reasons but part of which is that we think 
it's critical that the infrastructure of Northern California have the ability 
to rescue marine mammals, for a variety of reasons, one of which is potential 
oil spills. Now, we don't transport oil but we use a small amount of oil, 
actually relatively little. And, we are aware that if ever a day came when 
there was a spill that involved us, that we want the kinds of people available 
to minimize the damage. Now, hopefully, we won't have spills at all but we 
also have to be realistic that this is a risk, so the trick is to keep good 
organizations like the Marine Mammal Center viable so they can help out and, 
once again, you can protect the environment, if and when that becomes 
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necessary. 
We also have been for, oh gosh, I think since about 1985, a member of the 
Peregrine Falcon recovery team and this is, this picture actually is of one of 
the, I guess, it's one of a hatchling, of one of the falcons that's being 
developed. And, you know, this is designed to raise the Peregrine Falcons in 
captivity but then release them and restore the population and I think that 
we've been sufficiently successful that the team actually has now, I think, 
petitioned to move the Peregrine Falcon off the endangered list and on to the 
threatened list. Threatened is a less serious situation than endangered and so 
we sort of feel some pride there. A little aside is I have a Peregrine Falcon 
as a virtual office mate. I work in one of the typical high rises downtown and 
just above me is the roof and, for some reason, the Peregrine Falcons have 
chosen to make a nest right above the window of my office and so I have the fun 
of watching them swoop by every so often to go get lunch. Sometimes they come 
back with their lunch. 
But, in any event, what we did, as an example of how the culture really has 
changed, certainly at PG&E, is we have basically roped off about half the roof 
and we don't let people go to that part of the roof anymore unless it is abso-
lutely essential for some particular maintenance purpose. But, basically, we 
leave them alone. It was kind of an ironic thing to see it in the middle of 
the city. When we talked about stewardship we really had kind of more rural 
settings in mind. 
This is another project up in Shasta County. This is a 6,000 acre site. 
Had a lot of problems because, it's kind of a simple thing when you thought it 
through. You see a levy there. The problem was the cattle were over-grazing 
the levy and also, just by their mere presence on the levy, particularly when 
they would walk down to get water, they were basically destroying the levies. 
So, historically, we were rebuilding the levies, doing dredging, which is once 
again, expensive, and basically kind of fighting this the hard way. And, 
finally, we got smart. We have found ways to fence off the levies and provide 
alternative drinking sites for the cattle. I mean, you have to spend some 
money here, but it's cheaper over the long haul to do that than to constantly 
be rebuilding levies and have the constant sedimentation problem in the water. 
So, we're to some extent restoring the area to its initial setting. 
There is a piece of land that is quite gorgeous down along the San Luis 
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Obispo coast area and it is at our nuclear power plant, Diablo Canyon, which 
was highly controversial in the 80's. You can actually see the plant in the 
picture. We actually today own 10,000 acres surrounding the plant which, by 
the way, is about ten times which the government requires us to do and we own 
fourteen miles of coastline. And, we made a very conscious decision - this is 
a very gorgeous area - you can see it. There is no development on that land. 
You can see it. We have a few hiking trails that are open for tours but, 
basically, no development and we are actually going one step better. This was 
typically cattle land. It had been over grazed in the 60's, SO's, 60's, 70's 
and we are now, we've got most of the cattle off and we're basically restoring 
the native vegetation and it's a, to me it's a priceless, just a priceless gem 
of land. 
The company has been very successful in its environmental program and, 
frankly, I was taken aback where in 1991 we received the highest environmental 
medal in the United States from the President of the United States and we are 
the only industrial company in the country to receive it. They gave out nine 
awards and we were up there with the Environmental Defense Fund and the Natural 
Resources Defense Council and a few companies but no industrial companies, and 
it was because of our total environmental quality program. That's basically 
what they realized we were doing. 
However, what I wanted to mention is that, although this is something the 
company got, it was only achieved because of our employees and our employees 
make a major contribution on their own on a kind of volunteer basis. This is 
Project Phoenix where it is a reforestation in the foothills after forest fires 
and PG&E employees just volunteered to do this work because I think they are 
imbued with the spirit of this thing now. We give them support with, we try to 
make equipment available and materials, but they are really volunteering their 
own time to make these things happen and we have had a variety of these. We've 
had some down at Elkhorn Slough down by Monterey Bay and the National Wildlife 
Refuge in San Francisco Bay where our workers, once again, on their own, built, 
I forget, quite a long boardwalk and it's a tide land kind of area. A board-
walk and a footbridge. We provided the materials but it was all their effort 
and we are very, very proud of what they are doing. 
In essence, then, and in conclusion, what we have decided is that natural 
resources stewardship, one of our seven points of our environmental program, is 
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not just an act of charity, not some sort of adjunct to your business. You 
have to find ways to integrate it into your business, hold yourself responsible 
internally for achieving the goals. And, if you do that you can make quite an 
impact on the environment. 
And, I thank you. I don't know whether you want to entertain questions at 
any juncture, Senator, but whatever you would like, I'm available. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: I guess the thing that industry is viewing as 
having some possibilities in the current administration is the natural conser-
vation areas, the first pilot project is in Southern California. Have you 
followed that? 
MR. GOLUB: I'm not sure which program you are referring to now. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: The one that's trying to deal with the - it's 
called the Natural Communities Conservation Program. It's dealing with the, 
specifically what triggered it was the Gnatcatcher on the Southern California 
coast and the idea being to plan for more than just a species by species, but 
to deal with all species' needs for habitat, and I just wondered if you had 
followed that. 
MR. GOLUB: I am not familiar with the specific habitat but I think I am 
familiar with the program. The Presidential Commission on Environmental 
Quality, which was created a few years ago - which, by the way, my boss, Dick 
Clark, serves as one of the members - has a biodiversity restoration program 
which, I have a hunch, is the umbrella for this. I didn't have a chance to 
mention that there are a variety of programs. In fact, we are doing a few up 
here. The same thing. Like, we're looking at a parcel we have on the Bay, up 
by one of our power plants, Pittsburgh power plant, and we're looking very 
seriously at what we could do to restore that area. But, what we would like to 
do is not just restore that plot, but see if that can serve as a kind of a 
magnet for others or an incubator project for others. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: It was interesting to hear your comment that at 
times it is less expensive to do something that is good for the environment 
rather than waiting and do maintenance or rehabilitation at some point in the 
future. I think that industry in general is looking at longer range and what 
might be the encouragement to get them to look at the total cost versus the up 
front coat? 
MR. GOLUB: Well, I think that some businesses are really stepping out. I 
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like to think that PG&E is and there are others. Three-M has a very well known 
pollution prevention program where they have thought through the materials they 
use, all the way through to the waste stream, realizing they have to dispose of 
the waste and lease (?) cost is the total. And, there are companies, I think, 
more and more, that are thinking about it. But, I, my personal opinion - I 
guess I can't speak for the company in this - my personal opinion is this, that 
the most important conceptual breakthrough for business is to get out of the 
old mind set that you have competitiveness here and the environment here and 
you can never do both, they're always fighting against each other. That, to 
me, is the critical thing to break through and, if I can say so, legislators 
and regulators can play a role in that by giving us a framework. I mean, 
businesses, typically invest-strong (?) businesses, which includes PG&E, it's 
not the government, have to earn a return. And, it's important that you create 
a structure where they can break out of this old model and earn something. 
And, I can give you an example if you want a quick one, which is lighting. In 
the old days we built power plants and basically that's the way we make our 
money and we sold you electricity. More recently, the Public Utilities 
Commission in this state took an absolute pioneering step that environmental-
ists thoroughly endorsed. In fact, it was a collaborative effort. And, PG&E 
is now encouraged to install more efficient lighting fixtures instead of 
building power plants. So, we have shifted what we do. But, we are given a 
chance to earn something on that. The customer gets 85 percent of the benefit. 
We get 15 percent of the benefit. Everybody gets something. so, we're not so 
motivated to think about building power plants. We have an alternative way and 
yet the cost of lighting is this. To build a new power plant would cost us 
about six mils (?) per kilowatt hour, excuse me, six cents per kilowatt hour 
and energy efficiency can give the same amount of lighting for about three 
cents per kilowatt hour. so, we cut the cost in half to the customer, we 
create an incentive for the shareholder and the environment benefits enormously 
because we're not building power plants, we're not operating fossil fuel burn-
ing power plants. I mean, all of these things get diminished. So, that worked 
because the regulators had the foresight to say, OK, we'll give this company an 
opportunity to earn in a new area, to encourage them to move into this area so 
it is not a struggle between the environment and their interest. So, that's 
the way that I think we can get businesses to start thinking that way - create 
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incentives. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Very good. Well, thank you. We appreciate your 
coming today and taking part. 
Pat O'Brien from Chevron was to be our next speaker. He had a death in his 
family and so was unable to attend today. I would just like to say that 
Chevron has been a good supporter of these hearings over the years and has 
continued to take an interest in the activities of the Committee as we have 
held various hearings over the last four years. Our next speaker will be Dan 
Tomascheski, who is the Resource Manager for Sierra Pacific Industries, to talk 
about a biodiversity assessment of California's forests and while he is coming 
up I will indicate that Dan was one of the major architects of the proposed 
timber reform package which, unfortunately, did not become law, but some of us 
still have hope. 
MR. DAN TOMASCHESKI: First of all, I would like to say that I am honored 
to be here today. I am the Vice President and Officer of Sierra Pacific 
Industries. It is a privately owned forest products company based here in 
California. It started here in California after World War II and has grown 
since then. We currently own about 1.1 million acres of timber land in Cali-
fornia. There is about 100 million acres in California total and there is 
about, all told, 4 million in private industrial forests and another 4 million 
in non-industrial private forests. So, that gives you kind of a scope of the 
organization. 
What I'm going to do today is talk about a few things. First of all, I am 
no scientist and I won't pretend to be and you'll see that that's evident when 
I get started here. I'll talk about a little bit of the context that we ought 
to put biodiversity discussions in in reference to California's forests, the 
kind of background data that I think that we're just starting to develop and I 
think we've done a lot of development as a company and I think that we've 
lacked up to now in fueling any sort of intelligent debate about biodiversity 
in California's forest. 
I'll talk a little bit about our management philosophy, how we manage the 
forests that we own, and I'll also discuss some general points from a layman's 
view that I think are important to the debate, some observations that we've 
made as we've wended our way through the wonderful political process that Dan 
and others were involved in the last year or two. 
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I was working on this presentation on Sunday afternoon and my eight year 
old and six year old boys came in. They wanted me to play football. I said, 
Well, I've got to finish this little write-up first. And, they said, What are 
you working on? And, I said, Well, I'm working on a talk about biodiversity. 
They said, What's that? So, I launched into this thing about what I thought it 
was and about species richness and about the environment and ecosystems and all 
of that, and my six year old turned to my eight year old and he said, Joe, what 
it means is, it's a lot of stuff everywhere, and they took off, went out the 
door. So, that's my definition of biodiversity, is it's a lot of stuff every-
where. I think that's probably about as articulate a definition as we're going 
to get here anytime soon, frankly. so, I'll use that as what my definition is. 
We did some work for the Forestry Association, if I could have the slides, 
please. We've done some work with the Forestry Association of California 
recently to try to get a handle on California's forests, what may be happening 
to them over time in terms of management, and we used and contracted in a 
partnership some of the geographic information data bases that we have, the GIS 
systems. This is our own. The view on the screen there is a view from Mt. 
Shasta from a Land-Sat (?) image about 100 miles up. We, as a company, use 
this kind of approach, where we can scale up and scale down. The minimum 
polygon size, the minimum amount we can see in the forest, is about three 
meters with the Spot Satellite (?), which is a French satellite. We used this 
kind of tool which we think is really important to assessing the, or framing, 
the debate about biodiversity in California's forests and what it can do when 
we look on a statewide basis is start to do some extremely important, I think, 
and interesting things. The first thing we think you need to have in looking 
at California's forests and assessing the current state in where they're going, 
is a vegetation layer. Now, this is the vegetation layer from FRRAP (?), the 
Forest, Range and Resource Assessment Program of the state of California 
Department of Forestry. The green here is the conifer forests in California. 
The orange is the oak woodlands. The kind of a brown color on the east side 
and on the rim of the Sierras is the scrub sagebrush ground, and then the white 
within the Sierras and up north there in California is the areas that are 
above, essentially, the tree line. Mt. Shasta is that white hole right there. 
So, this is one of the first kinds of layers of information in a geographic 
information system we think you need to make intelligent decisions. The next 
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thing is extremely important, we think, and it's a - is that fairly well 
focused, guess it's as good as it's going to get - this is the ownership layer 
of most of the forest in California. Some of the forest down here, Santa Cruz 
south, we did not include in this study because we were looking at the, pri-
marily the commercial forest lands in California. This is the ownership . 
pattern, the yellow is the Forest Service. Let me get you oriented there - of 
course, Lake Tahoe, Yosemite, Kings Canyon, Lassen National Park, Whiskeytown, 
Redwoods National Park, Mt. Shasta, again, is right there. The yellow is the 
Forest Service and they own 47 percent or so of the forest lands, including oak 
woodlands in California. The green - the front country of the Sierras, 
ranchers, non-industrial owners, etc. The green color here is the industrial 
forests of California, some of the more productive timberlands that were 
purchased early in the 1800's, well, late 1800's, early 1900's. This is the 
checkerboard pattern typical of the railroad grant. This is all the ground 
that we own, here. Every other little square there is a square mile. This 
checkerboard, you can see the other checkerboard going up this canyon here 
above Redding. Redding is right there. These are the large blocks of 
ownership. This is the old Diamond and Paul Bunyon lands. We currently own 
those now, escrow has closed. The coastal ownerships, for instance, Louisiana 
Pacific, Georgia Pacific, Pacific Lumber Company, Simpson, Arcata Redwoods, 
etc. So, of this forested ownership, the industrial forests comprise somewhere 
around eleven to thirteen percent. The red, dark red, is government ownership. 
There are other government ownerships, state and national parks, etc. And, the 
pink color is also, is other ownerships, other government, the Hoopa (?) tribe, 
various state ownerships, state forests, etc. 
So, we think that's an extremely crucial piece of information that needs to 
be put together to make any kind of an assessment of what's going on with 
California's forests. The industrial timber emphasis then, to start from the 
top, of the forested areas now of California that's in this study is about 
thirteen percent and that's the green part on the screen. You can see where 
the green is there and then this is the beginning of building the layers. 
These are the industrial ownerships, the ones who are primarily in the busi-
ness of growing timber and the, as I said, there are about 3.7, 3.8 million 
acres or thirteen percent. 
The next category, the private non-industrial - in order to do this analy-
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sis we put this into a category of intensity of timber emphasis. This over-
states the case for the timber emphasis because, based on our studies out of 
u.c. Berkeley, half of these private owners are not planning on any harvest of 
their lands. They own them for other purposes. They have vacation cabins, 
etc. The other half or so, based on surveys, are either into a scheduled and 
regular timber management program or they are into a periodic program, they pay 
estate taxes or the youngest goes off to college, those kinds of things. Those 
people own about fifteen percent of the forested areas of California. We 
placed them in the timber areas just to make a conservative case about who is 
going to do any kind of timber management and who isn't. You can see where 
they are scattered mainly in the front country, up the coast, kind of in the 
front of the Sierras. 
The next category is the Forest Service, primarily government. They are 
non-industrial but they have a timber emphasis so that those lands are desig-
nated for timber production. This number is taken from February of '92 and 
these are taken from the draft or final land management plans that the Forest 
Service has put together where they have prescriptions for what's going to 
happen on different pieces of land where, this is somewhat overstated now, 
again, as the Forest Service moves away from the timber sale program in any 
really structured or moderate level and comes back down to pretty much a, I'm 
not sure they know where they're going - but a maintenance level, at best. The 
Regional Forester currently says that about fifteen percent of the national 
forest lands in California are available for timber harvest based on land 
management plans and court decisions, those kinds of things. 
So, those are the industrial, the timber emphasis on the non-industrial 
lands. You can see those on this, this is the next layer in the map, then. 
Next is the non-timber emphasis. These are Forest Service lands that are 
managed for other purposes where resource values other than timber production 
take precedence. There are also the hardwood lands that are not managed for 
firewood, etc., on the non-industrial private owners' side. They make up 26 
percent or about 7.4 million acres of California forest land. You can see them 
again too, primarily in the front, the Sierras, the oak woodlands, and then up 
the coast where there is a lot of private ownership, up the fringes of the 
valley. 
The next categories are kind of grouped together. The yellow is what we 
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would call retained but there may be some timber production in those. There 
are wild and scenic rivers, corridors, there are view sheds (?), there are the 
visual retention areas on the Forest Service. The only way there would be any 
timber harvest, perhaps any timber harvest, is in case of catastrophe, large 
blow down, forest fires, those kind of things. Those, per the prescriptions of 
the land management plan, make up about six percent. The preservation, the 
magenta color, is the lands that are statutorily protected. They are wilder-
ness, research natural areas, the national parks, etc. They currently make up 
about 21 percent or 5.7 million acres. 
The kind of a pink color, there is classification pending. There are two 
national forests in California, the Klamath and now the Stanislaus who don't 
have draft land management plans out, so we couldn't pick out what they were 
going to do where on their lands and we, instead of making some guesses, we 
left those in a different category, the classification pending. So, those are 
the lands then that are, setting aside the classification pending lands, the 
magenta and the yellow are pretty much off limits statutorily or protected by 
some sort of prescription. You can see those. They tend to be the higher ele-
vation ground here in the Sierras, the national parks, of course. For in-
stance, there is Desolation just outside of Lake Tahoe. These are the habitat 
conservation areas on the Mendocino. These are the Spotted Owl, HCA's they are 
called, or HCU's. These are also Spotted Owl areas now on the Plumas and Tahoe 
National Forest. This is the Lassen National Park. Here is the Trinity Alps, 
Marble Mountains, Smith River, RNA - Redwood National Park, etc. So, those are 
the lands. Now, we can start to build the whole base up. You start with the 
stuff that we may have some timber production on and may be managed for timber. 
You add in the non-industrial and the Forest Service's timber areas, you add in 
the lands that are primarily managed for other purposes in timber production by 
the government and small owners, and in the yellow. And, finally we have the 
whole picture. Now, we think this has been an extremely important piece of 
information for policy makers, legislators and others involved these kind of 
decisions as to what is going to happen where on California's national forests 
given who owns them, one, and two, what those owners have indicated either 
through land management plans or other vehicles, what they have in store or 
what statute and regulation they have in store for those lands. We think this 
kind of information and this kind of approach really helps inform the policy 
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debate out there. For instance, the Forester (?) Reform legislation, while 
having a tremendous amount of media play, we were really arguing about thirteen 
percent of the forests in California, a substantial amount, but certainly not 
half or what is commonly conceived to be the large private ownership. 
Just as an example, this is what's happened just in the last year. If you 
look at the, with changes based on owls, Northern Spotted OWl set-asides, just 
focus on this area and this area here and you'll notice that a year ago there 
was a lot less purple area or statutory or court set-aside areas in this part 
of the Sierras and this shows what's happened now in just one year. So, this 
GIS system allows you then to quickly update for what's going on in these 
forests. The battle for the, you can draw a lot of conclusions from this once 
you get used to looking at it. One, the battle for timber management on the 
national forest has largely, is largely over given the land base that is left 
for timber production, in our view. And, in our view as a timber management 
company, we lost, there are several other, anyway, just again, the pie. 
OK. If I could have the lights, please. I'll talk just in general, too, 
quickly, about out management philosophy and what we are doing, how we approach 
our timber lands. We use a geographic information based, landscape approach in 
planning our management activities. We plan generally on a water shed basis 
and what we try to do is maintain a mosaic of differing seral stages across the 
landscape. The, this, we used the wildlife habitat relations model of the Fish 
and Game, which ties seral or vegetative classes to various groups of species. 
We put our timber types, which is our basic information about forests that we, 
as foresters, use - timber types have age information, canopy closure, den-
sity, species composition, those kinds of things - we take that type of infor-
mation, we translate it into the WHR, wildlife habitat relationship model Fish 
and Game has, and then we analyze over time, based on our management activ-
ities, how much of what kind of habitats are we going to have across our land-
scape. We have some broad goals for maintaining a number, a certain percentage 
of different habitat types at any one time in any drainage. So, that's the 
kind of over-riding thing that runs our management activities. 
We try to analyze the quantity and the location of the habitats. We have 
spatial models that also, they are not just a data base or a layer that's 
divorced from any spatial kind of a model. We actually have them plotted in 
relation to each other. 
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What we do is we attempt to define a desired future condition in terms of 
habitat types and we look at what we think California's forests historically 
had for those kind of habitat types. There is a common misconception that 
California's forests that you see out there now is really similar to what the 
forests used to look like and that's really untrue given the fire protection 
and the management activities that have occurred out there. I think a lot of 
the Sierra forests, it would surprise people to see what those forests actually 
looked like in the seventeen, eighteen-hundreds, large scattered trees, open 
stands, not much vegetation or undergrowth, lots of low intensity, continual 
re-burnings on average every twelve, eighteen, twenty years, you get a fire 
through. Those kinds of forests, those open kind of park-like stands, while 
they may be good for some wildlife species, they are not good for others. we 
think that by maintaining a diversity from these close canopy, small thicket 
type stands, emphasis on riparian zones, emphasis on using riparial zones as 
habitat corridors, moving up to large scattered park-like stands and a contin-
uum of them, we have a good chance of mimicking the kinds of conditions across 
the landscape that those species evolved with and, therefore, hopefully we'll 
be able to maintain over time. 
We tend not to focus on the list or the, there are 1,000 species or so of 
animals or critters in our California forests that we know about. We tend not 
to, hopefully, play the game of this species versus that species, or the indi-
cator species. We think we are much better informed to provide that broad 
array of habitat type and then monitor the heck out of it over time as to 
what's happening. The indicator species argument or concept, we think, has 
been abused, in some cases. Sometimes it's politically very useful. Once it 
becomes not useful it is dropped and we move on to the next indicator species. 
We would personally like to have the Spotted Owl as an indicator of the health 
of our forests because we have them, viable reproducing pairs, in almost every 
every sub-drainage in California. I'm not talking about the Pacific Northwest. 
So, we tend to focus on habitat, then do inventories of species that are 
using those habitats, and try to maintain them over time rather than focusing 
on the list and dealing with one species and then the next. We would rather 
take a more holistic view of that. 
Just a few observations and then I will close. And, this is from a layman 
who is watching this whole biodiversity debate unfold. One is this indicator 
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species, the use of an indicator species. I think that's been abused some. 
Also, as a layman, I look at the debate about classifying communities now and 
these arguments about where does one community start and where does another, 
where does one community end and where does the next one start and where do we 
draw the line. Sometimes I think that's akin to what happened in the 1800's 
and early 1900's with the debate on species where we argued about where does 
the species end and where does the new one begin, not recognizing that it's a 
continuum and that splitting hairs and endless hours of debate in technical 
journals about where we draw that line, I'm not sure that we won't find down 
the road, speaking as a layman, that that is probably the same kind of road 
we're going down now trying to define those communities. One thing, though, 
that we run into with the kinds of species that we deal with, for instance, we 
are doing a Pine Marten fisher research, owl research, amphibious tailed frog, 
goshawks, all kinds of species, doing work on those, but we find in trying to 
get accurate information and move forward in a partnership with people like 
Fish and Game, that it's probably a human tendency and human foible to think 
that whatever they work on is the most important thing in the world and, if 
they aren't funded at least triple the funding they're getting now, the world 
is going to fall apart and we've just got to do it, and it's a human tendency 
but we find that this goes on, and one, and on, and from ?? to grizzly bears, 
we think everything is important. We have limited resources. We're committed 
to focusing on those habitats and then monitoring within those habitats but we 
do get caught up in this thing of, If you're not funding my research quite as 
much as you're funding his research, then you're really missing the boat. I'm 
sure you are all sympathetic to that, having been in those kind of debates 
before. But, sometimes that slows us down, I guess I'm saying. 
We are a little concerned that chasing the list and the, in terms of 
attempting to list every species and taking funds, or diverting funds from 
other projects to finding, or adding to the list, may draw attention in some 
ways away from the ecosystem, it's maintenance and defining what that desired 
future condition ought to be working with what we've got. So, we're not try-
ing to throw cold water on this idea of adding to the list or funding the big 
effort to make the list complete but we think we need to focus on some of these 
other bigger picture items too besides just the list. 
And, finally, I, as a bruised veteran of all of these wars, I think the one 
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trend that alarms us somewhat is the practice of science, really, with a polit-
ical agenda in mind, and the tendency to draw conclusions, or sweeping conclu-
sions, I would say, from data sets that don't substantiate those conclusions. 
A lot of scientists, I think, are under extreme political pressure - we saw 
that with the California owl - to make recommendations. We gotta have recom-
mendations or we just gotta have, you gotta say something. When, in fact, the 
data and the evidence and the work that was done didn't support, at this time 
we don't know, we don't know enough to make solid management recommendations. 
We need some time and we need some more work, need some more study. But, the 
pressure to make those kinds of sweeping recommendations that turn out, on 
further examination, to be not so defensible and to hurt the credibility of 
scientists, I think, is a kind of a disturbing trend. We see what we consider 
to be somewhat a world religion, or religious or philosophical bent creep into 
so-called or purported objective science and we see that there is a tendency to 
let an individual's views of how the world ought to be creep into the interpre-
tation of the results. We think that that probably will not serve science and 
all of us very well in the long term. 
I appreciate your time. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: We hear and see different levels of awareness and 
sensitivity in different areas by different companies. What do you think could 
be done to bring more timber companies along to looking at the issues as you've 
described? 
MR. TOMASCHESKI: Well, the process that we engaged in, starting with 
formal industry negotiations with the environmental community and then going it 
on our own, is the Sierra Accord and then the political football it then be-
came, really, I think, was a major event in the forest industry and their his-
tory in California and I think it represented a real phase shift or a major 
change in their perception of how they think, how we need to do business as 
forest managers in California. We managed to convince the majority of the 
forest products industry in California that the path that we had embarked on 
which was recognition of the legitimacy of the environmental community's con-
cerns, opening a dialogue, in good faith attempting to manage all of the re-
sources of wildlife and water, not just the timber, not focusing on just the 
timber and saying that the federal government would take care of all the rest. 
We got beat up pretty good in that process and, as you know, it was nasty and 
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rancorous, etc. But, I think we really helped pull along a majority of the 
industry in California who now debate, they structure the debate in different 
terms than they used to. I am pleased at that, although it certainly wasn't 
fun. There are still people in the industry and there are people in any, in 
all communities and rural communities, who say that, the private property 
rights theme. It's my property. I bought it for this purpose. This is what 
our system was built on in this country and I can do with it what I want and 
you leave me alone. And, there are people who firmly believe that. We believe 
that while that may have had utility and still does in some instances, that 
when you, at least at our level, when you own a million acres of California, 
you have more obligations than just that. And that, even though we all use 
wood and we hate to admit it. We're standing on a wood floor. Every speaker 
that came up, environmentalist or industry, brought paper up. It came from 
somewhere, came from trees. We have redwood beams up here in the ceilings, the 
joists, etc. Barbara Boxer just built a redwood deck last year, so, people use 
wood and they're not going to stop any time soon using wood. But, we really 
feel as an industry and we're busy with others, trying to educate them to that 
fact, that we can balance those resource needs and that we can, in good faith, 
manage all of those resources. We don't have the luxury, as a company, of 
drawing a line around something and preserving it, leaving it alone, going away 
forever. We have to do something that's much more difficult, which is inter-
vene in that ecosystem in a sensitive way to get the products out of it that we 
all use. 
I think we have come a long way. I think everybody's sick right now and 
beat up pretty good and I'm not sure anybody has the stomach for another round 
of legislation in '93. We just had regulations move through the Board of For-
estry and there is a good chance we'll have a '94 initiative because part of 
the environmental community felt that even the Sierra Accord was a sell out, 
all of that. So, we may be back for round two here, shortly. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Have you followed the resources agencies bio-
regional planning activities? How do you feel about those? 
MR. TOMASCHESKI: Yes. Well, we participate in those now and I think as a 
company we have several opinions. One is that, given our experience with the 
state, it's extremely difficult to implement a talk down approach to bio-
regional planning in that there are so many stake holders out there, many of 
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them suspicious about protecting their own turf or their own local government 
control, their own local control, their own private property rights, that it 
makes a lot of sense to us and it appears to be workable to start more from the 
ground up, to start at the forest level or the community level and identify 
projects where we can coordinate as individual companies, individual government 
entities in doing something that enhances the productivity of some of those 
ecosystems, whether it is restoring watersheds or developing green space around 
urban communities. Those kind of things, we've had some success now in two or 
three pilot projects after the original initiative from the resources agency, 
of building them from the ground up, where at the local level we try to get 
some sort of level of trust. But, I have some concerns that if we attempt to 
continue to impose it from the big picture down, it will only disintegrate into 
this fighting with each other that we all have done. so, what we are hopeful 
to do with Secretary Wheeler (?) is to develop three or four of these projects 
as successful examples. We are working on one in the Nevada City ranger dis-
trict with the district ranger there, Judy Lidict (?), there and ourselves, in 
the watershed. We are working on one in the Klamath National Forest identi-
fying and restoring some watersheds. Use those as examples and then bring 
those back and say, Look, these kinds of things work and if you can encourage 
these kinds of things from the bottom up, you may get the same result as you 
are looking for without all of the fury. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: It seems to me that I keep trying to convince him 
that he ought to do a more inclusive bringing in of the counties and allow some 
of the debate to take place in the counties. We have some counties that, pro-
bably timber and livestock grazing and tourism may be pretty equal. If, 
through his process, he is going to get the debate from timber and livestock 
grazing, he is not likely to bring in tourism people. But, if the Board of 
Supervisors is involved he is going to bring in all of them and I think that 
type of debate would work better to deal with the issues. 
MR. TOMASCHESKI: Me too, and there's a good example in Shasta and Siskiyou 
County right now where local supervisors are in charge of that particular 
bio-regional conference. And then, we are all involved, the timber industry, 
ranching, the environmental community, the tourism industry. One of the good 
ideas for moving forward is a pretty sophisticated visitor's center along I-5 
in Siskiyou County where we would display all of the kinds of things that 
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happen in these rural counties and what they're dependent on and how they work 
together. That sounds a little strange for a biodiversity project but that's 
exactly the kind of thing that we all can work on and that we think has some 
real merit. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Well, to really make your day, I was at a meeting 
with a few people the other day who feel fervently that the California Spotted 
Owl that is in the Stanislaus National Forest is a new emerging species. And, 
the reason that there is not so many of them is they have not had time to 
emerge but that there is no reason to try to protect them because they are an 
emerging species and shouldn't be doing anything. So, you might want to go 
back and if, on your lands, you have any Spotted Owls, check and see if that's 
the emerging ones or the ••• 
MR. TOMASCHESKI: OK. We'll ask them. We have about, right now we have 
about 280 pair and it's rising but, they come to get mice pretty well but they 
don't talk. 
Thank you for your time. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Very good. Thank you. We appreciate your being 
here and your efforts. Oh, Dan, we have a, we have one question. We've got a 
few minutes here, we're doing all right. 
??: ?? (INAUDIBLE) interested, to say I wondered, is there any kind of 
environmental type process that your company goes through in developing policy 
towards some land under their control to find out, in effect, formally, what 
the problems would be in (INAUDIBLE). 
MR. TOMASCHESKI ?: That's exactly the process we go through with this 
landscaped (?) based assessment of what we have. What we do is we take, 
usually a watershed, and when I'm talking about watershed it's usually anywhere 
from a three to 10,000 acre chunk of land. It's really sub-marsh. It's not 
like the Klamath River watershed. It's like the North Fork of the North Fork 
of the North Fork (INAUDIBLE). You take that kind of an analysis of it's size 
(?) and we look at what kind of vegetation do you have, (INAUDIBLE), size, the 
age, the density, where all the roads are, where all of the (INAUDIBLE) are, 
what kind of shape they are in. We also have an unusual, wildlife inventories 
for different species, some, certainly not complete for every wildlife species, 
(INAUDIBLE) every one. We are in a place where we have a good idea of what may 
be there based on the habitats that are there and we know what habitat the 
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species generally use, then we attempt to disperse (INAUDIBLE) with management 
activity for that, it's not voluntary at any (INAUDIBLE). (INAUDIBLE) some 
where we need to (INAUDIBLE) timber standings (INAUDIBLE). The current 
standings are apparently understocked (INAUDIBLE) that acreage is less than ten 
percent of our harvest acreage in a year. We tend to use clear cutting as a 
last resort when we have no other way to regenerate that timber stand. But we, 
most of our harvesting is a selection and breeding process. (INAUDIBLE) we 
look at that area, we look at it over time, what are we going to do (INAUDIBLE) 
that whole area at once. We are usually making ?? on a portion of that 10,000 
acre area once every ten to twenty years so only a portion every ten to twenty 
years will (INAUDIBLE). ?? won't cover the whole thing. We look at the inter-
spersed ownership because we often don't own all of that ownership in that ??, 
the Forest Service, for instance. We need to checkerboard (INAUDIBLE) look at 
what they are going to be doing for their land management (INAUDIBLE) and then 
try to tailor our management activities so we don't impact to a large degree, 
or degrade any of those resource ?? to the point where they won't recover ?? 
lost it. It's a complicated process and it takes not just paperwork but a lot 
of expertise and it's an art as well as a science. It takes (INAUDIBLE), the 
fisheries people, the wildlife people, (INAUDIBLE) foresters, ?? all of those 
people work as a team (INAUDIBLE) and we don't (INAUDIBLE) details as possible 
and we don't issue an EIS (?) like a federal agency does. So, we don't put out 
a paper book, you know, for public (INAUDIBLE). Does that answer your ques-
tion? It's hard to explain. 
??: But, where is the approval site (?) of management? In other words, is 
it the company that provides the final OK (INAUDIBLE). 
MR. TOMASCHESKI: For timber harvesting you have to prepare a timber har-
vest manual (INAUDIBLE) under California law is the functional equivalent of an 
EIR ?? 
PORTION MISSING ? 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Our next speaker is Mark Reisner. Reisner - let's 
see, is he here - there you are. He is an author whose first book, Cadillac 
Desert, was nominated for the National Book Critic's Circle Award and recog-
nition by Publisher's Weekly as one of the twelve best non-fiction works of 
1986. He has authored a number of other books. Since 1991 he has served as a 
consultant to the Nature Conservancy on a project to create seasonal wetlands 
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on rice fields in the Sacramento Valley. Even of more interest and closer to 
home, since I started my life a few years ago in Louisiana, I'm looking forward 
to a new book that he has out called, Game Wars, which is a true adventure 
story about a Louisiana based undercover wildlife agent and he is working on a 
new book on life in California. He is here today to speak to us and we are 
looking forward to hearing him. 
MR. MARC REISNER: Senator McCorquodale, fellow mammals, fish - I am a 
writer by profession and my book, Cadillac Desert, was a diatribe against water 
development in the West, really, especially irrigated agriculture for all the 
riparian and estuarine damage it has caused. 
Now, you know, most writers fall into two categories - the obscenely rich 
or the absurdly poor - and I am one of maybe five or six writers in the country 
that is really middle class. For most of us writers who are middle class and 
having some kind of a side line to keep us middle class - it could be writing 
add copy for Winky Dinky Donuts or it could be going out to Stinson Beach a 
couple of days a week to try to collect coins that people drop. My side line 
was rice, not growing rice but attacking rice as a water wasting, ridiculous, 
incongruous crop to be grown in a semi-arid state such as California. And, I 
was deriving quite some little substantial income running around the state 
throwing brick bats at rice because, and not just rice but irrigated pasture 
and alfalfa and cotton, my four least favorite crops - at least they used to be 
because the agricultural industry considered me enough of a threat to come out 
and debate me every time I set foot anywhere. so, imagine my surprise when, 
about two years ago, I got a call from a guy named Bob Burkert (?) who works 
with the Rice Industry Association, and he wanted me to come up on what he 
called, with no trace of irony, a goodwill tour. So, I did it. I did it on 
the theory that you should always get to know your enemies in order to hate 
them more. But, I found that these rice farmers were actually a rather nice 
bunch of folks, quite reasonable. A lot of them are Swedes, for some reason. 
And, we had a give and take for awhile and came to some limited agreement and, 
to make a long story short, largely at their prompting, I worked out a kind of 
a multipurpose plan, a water management scheme whose main consequence would be 
to create wetlands, a lot of wetlands, not excellent quality, but good quality 
wetlands. Not natural wetlands, but managed wetlands. Not wildlife refuges, 
but farmland doubling as wetlands. And, I took it to the Nature Conservancy 
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and they got very interested and we formed an alliance with Ducks Unlimited, 
California Waterfowl Association and the Audubon Society is coming in and the 
rice industry and this is now probably the most ambitious wetlands restoration 
project - which I can say in all false modesty - the most ambitious wetlands 
restoration project in California's history, maybe the country's. 
I want to talk a little bit about what it is and how it would work because 
it is an example of using agricultural land, which is I think about 70 to 75 
percent of all the privately owned land that is non-forest land in America. 
For habitat - most of the great wildlife habitat that we used to have is now 
agricultural land or is a city. Newark, New Jersey was fantastic waterfowl 
habitat. So was Long Beach and Compton and places like that in Southern 
California. That is now all gone forever and what we need to do is figure out 
how we can make lands that we use for economic purposes double as wildlife 
habitats of some quality. And, that's what I want to talk about. You have, in 
the Sacramento Valley, about 600,000 acres of land which is almost uniquely 
suited to raising rice. One of the things these rice guys did persuade me of 
is that you really can't grow much of anything else up there. The rice land, 
which runs roughly from the northern side of the delta, right around Sacra-
mento, all the way up to around Chico, is what used to be the great expanse of 
wetlands in the Sacramento Valley. There were two parts of California that 
flooded tremendously in most winters. One was Tulare Lake down in Tulare Basin 
which is now the Boswell cotton farming empire and that will never, ever be 
useful for anything except growing cotton and jackrabbits. The other is the 
lands along the Sacramento River, which would overflow mightily before it 
became an engineered, straight-jacketed channel, which is what it is today. 
So, the rice lands are the alluvial flood plains comprised largely of a very 
fine kind of silt laid down by the river over eons, which is as close to clay 
as any type of soil you will find. One of the railroads built a spur line up 
the valley and lured a whole bunch of settlers from Nebraska. You know, that's 
what the railroads were in the business of doing back in the 1870's, luring 
people to California so that they could pay for all of their expenses in 
building the railroads and also fill up the land that they owned. They lured 
these poor wheat farmers out here saying they could grow anything they wanted 
to in California. They dumped them up around Richvale and there they found 
that they couldn't grow anything in that soil except rice. So, since about 
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1912 rice became a major crop in California and the acreage fluctuates anywhere 
from about 300,000 acres today because of the drought to, I think, an all time 
high of 628,000 acres back in the early eighties. 
Now, rice is a grain crop and it is mechanically harvested. When they 
harvest rice in the fall there is about 400,000 acres of rice being culti-
vated, which is typical, you get about 200 million pounds of waste grain that 
is left lying in the fields. Now, that is a very starchy but considerable 
smorgasbord for waterfowl which come down from Canada, Alaska and even Siberia, 
beginning in September and reach their peak migration around late October or 
November, and are absolutely famished because they have just flown about 2,000 
miles, in many cases nonstop. They hit those fields - in fact, that used to be 
a place where tens of millions of waterfowl used to overwinter. There are now 
millions left, and they find a lot of food on the rice acreage. What a few 
rice growers discovered years ago is that if you flood a harvested rice field 
you get a whole new invertebrate based food chain which consists largely of 
little invertebrates like copepods, angleworms, snails, midges, crayfish, which 
waterfowl love to eat, and not just game species like ducks and geese, but also 
herons, cranes, you see white pelicans out in flooded rice fields. What you're 
really doing is you're mimicking the primordial pattern of hydrology in that 
valley where the flooding would begin in late fall and it would really accele-
rate through the winter and you get hundreds of thousands, at times millions, 
of dry acres that became wetlands. These were seasonal wetlands. These were 
not permanent wetlands the way they are in the Everglades or in Florida. They 
dried up usually by June or July, but over the winter they were wetlands. Now, 
when you flood a rice field you create something a lot like that. You get a 
whole new food chain developing and the 300 or 400 pounds of food that is rice 
food and associated grains that are left after harvest become about 800 pounds 
of food per acre. Now, if you multiply that by 400,000 acres you've got a lot 
of food. 
The reason that some of these growers began doing this was because our 
friend, Lloyd Connelly, in the Legislature, worked out an agreement with the 
rice industry for them to phase out rice stubble burning. If you have ever 
gone up Interstate 5 in the fall, you know that they burn traditionally the 
stubble after harvest. Well, imagine that one day there was a very strong 
north wind blowing and about 15,000 acres being burned and the Legislature 
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could not meet because its eyes were all stinging and, therefore, they phased 
out rice stubble burning. By the year 2000 about 90 percent of the acreage 
that is now burned is supposed to no longer be burned. Well, the most effi-
cient and probably efficient way to get rid of that stubble without burning it 
is to flood it. When you flood it you get a whole decompensation process going 
and you attract a tremendous number of waterfowl. If you go up there today you 
can find some dry fields - in fact, most of them are dry - where you might see 
a few dozen birds sitting around and then you can go to a wet field where 
you'll see thousands, tens of thousands, of birds, because waterfowl like 
water. Those concentrations of birds end up, you know, defecating in the 
water, creating more biological material. They also trample down the straw 
and, in many cases, by March or April, which is when you want to start planting 
rice, the stubble is gone. It is an agronomic nuisance. It has to be gotten 
rid of somehow. The only other alternative seems to be, besides burning, seems 
to be to cut it off right at the root and make it into paper or cellulose 
products but there are some problems associated with that. 
Well, our plan is really to flood up tens of thousands of acres in the long 
term. We're going to start with about 5,000 or 6,000 acres this year. Flood 
it up in the fall, let that water sit there over most of the winter, take it 
off the land, put it into the rivers - we hope in a way that actually helps the 
salmon out-migration, or at least helps delta water quality. So, we really 
cooked up here what, in theory at least, is a multipurpose plan which reverses 
the usual order of priority here in California. The ducks are going to get the 
water first, the fish get the water next and then they get to take some of it 
down to Beverly Hills. That is, you know, a revolutionary kind of change in 
priority and we hope it actually works. 
Problems associated with doing this are obvious. we are going to be 
diverting a lot of water potentially from the rivers, probably the Sacramento 
River and the Feather River, in the fall. Now, that is not a particularly good 
time to be diverting water because the rivers are running low, there hasn't 
been any rain for five or six months, in case you've noticed, and the reser-
voirs are drawn down, they're releasing minimal amounts of water. But, there 
are fish in that river. The winter run Chinook which is, what, down to the 
last thousand spawners, I guess, is in the river now. There are out-migrants. 
In fact, most of those four runs tend to overlap so you've always got a species 
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that's either endangered, threatened or of special concern in the river. And, 
a lot of these diversion points along the Sacramento are unscreened. In fact, 
one of our first priorities is to get fish screens built along even the small 
diversion points. But, that is potentially a problem and it may limit the 
amount of acreage that can be winter flooded. On the other hand, we - by we I 
mean really the Nature Conservancy - because we're looking at this in as 
multipurpose a way as possible. We have tried to come up with a scheme, a 
hydrologic scheme, which would actually help the fishery and perhaps even 
create some off-stream water storage on these rice fields. I'll give you an 
example. In '86, which was the last year we had a really big flood in Cali-
fornia, we had ten million acre feet of water go out through the delta in about 
two weeks, from Valentine's Day 'till February 28th. That was more run-off 
than we had all last year, more run-off than we had in 1989, 1988 and 1987, any 
of those years. Now, if we had been able to divert five percent of that flood 
through the rice canals, the aqueducts that lead into the rice region, we could 
have stored 400,000 acre feet of water. We could have flooded the whole region 
there and held that water and then let it go at some point later in the year 
when it could be captured for urban use. Now, you know, that may not be all 
that practical but, on a smaller scale, we are experimenting with ideas like 
that. One idea is to get the, to pay those rice growers to pump ground water 
during the fall for their initial flood-up and then during, or perhaps even for 
some of their irrigation demand in the summer time, especially during drought 
years. For example, this year, if the rice growers had foregone some of their 
surface water rights and pumped, say, 200,000 acre feet of ground water, that 
would have been 200,000 acre feet of. water that remained in Shasta and did not 
go to irrigate rice. It could have been run down the river at times of year 
when the fish are out-migrating to help flush them out, and some of it, 
incidentally, could have gone for downstream urban water consumption. The good 
thing about holding water in Shasta is, when you let it go it can help the 
fishery and create a water supply. So, you do that during dry years and then 
during wet years when there is plenty of run-off, you divert a lot of water in 
the wintertime, spread it all over the fields and create not just winter 
waterfowl habitat, but a renewable source that begins to percolate into the 
ground-water table and it fills up the aquifers that have been over-drafted. 
Another idea is to take the winter water, what we call rice and straw 
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water, and in March or April when the fields are getting ready for planting, 
you put it into the canals. But, rather than let it go into the river you just 
hold it there, let it sit in the canals. There are so many miles of canals out 
there that they are, in effect, a reservoir with a capacity of about 150,000, 
200,000 acre feet. And then, when you are ready to irrigate you take that same 
water and put it right back on the fields. So, you're just really slopping it 
around a little bit but you are foregoing a spring diversion. These growers 
have very old water rights. Most of them are not Central Valley Project 
growers. They have some of the most senior water rights in the state and the 
last to be cut off. so, by foregoing some of their spring water diversion, 
they could sell that water down the river and pay for the ground water pumping 
or whatever additional expenses they would incur by running this whole new 
hydrologic scheme that we are cooking up. 
Well, the benefits of doing this, again, are several. For one thing, you 
keep an industry in business which is in a region which happens to be the last 
redoubt of the Pacific flyway, the over-wintering waterflow in the Pacific 
flyway. That region can grow essentially three things, rice, safflower or 
houses. It will also grow weeds. If you took rice out of business, which is 
what a lot of people think ought to be done, which is what I used to think 
ought to be done and no longer do, what would happen? Well, you would get 
development in that valley, for sure. You would not get the kinds of wetlands 
that used to be there because the rivers are completely regulated. They are 
straight-jacketed. We have the Yolo Bypass and the Southern Bypass. It is 
impossible for those kinds of floods that we used to get there ever to recur 
unless somebody dynamites Shasta Dam, which, you know, sometimes I think 
wouldn't be a bad idea. Not only that but, by going out of business, rice 
would lose its water rights. It would no longer be able to demonstrate a 
beneficial use of water in the valley. Who would come after that water? I can 
guarantee you the San Joaquin Valley and the Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California would be the first. so, you might end up with more water 
going to Southern California which, of course, we do not want. Right? Right? 
So, I think what we have here is a kind of a compromise between an industry 
which provides jobs and employment and a tax base in that valley, and also, 
incidentally, offers habitat. Not the world's best habitat. I would love to 
see 100,000 acres of the Sacramento Valley become a refuge or be added to the 
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four rather miniscule refuges that we have there now. But, the cost of doing 
that and the political obstacles to doing that are, I think, too, are essen-
tially insuperable. With the state broke and the federal government broke, it 
can't be done, and the unemployment rates are about 20 or 25 percent up there, 
so that's another reason they don't want land taken off the tax base. This is 
an idea which, if it is really fleshed out and we demonstrate that it works, 
could effectively double the wetlands acreage, the fresh water wetlands acreage 
in California. We could have 150,000 to 200,000 acres under water, under 
shallow water, providing habitat, according to our biological consultants, for 
five to ten million more waterfowl than we have today. 
As you know, we used to have, by some estimates, as many as ninety to one 
hundred million ducks and geese over-wintering in California, in the Sacramento 
Valley, between here and Red Bluff. At last count there were about two or 
three million left. A lot of that has to do with habitat desecration all the 
way up through British Columbia. But, the worst desecration has been here and 
this is a plan, an economically efficient plan, not a perfect plan, to get some 
of that habitat back. The habitat would support not just ducks and geese for 
duck hunters and goose hunters to shoot, which, by the way, I do not do. I 
will not shoot wild ducks. But, it will also create habitat for a lot of 
hawks, in fact, it already does. Species like Black Terns, which are rare 
endangered. Giant garter snakes should prosper. White Pelicans have been seen 
in these fields. A lot of species that are quite rare or even endangered 
thrive in this habitat. We've got about $300 thousand to study use patterns, 
any kind of problems with pesticides or excess organic matter, biological 
oxygen demand. The pilot project is going to be going on this winter for the 
first time and if things look good we are going to try to start expanding it in 
the years to come. It's not, you know, what a lot of people think of as 
conservation because we're not talking about buying land, we're not talking 
about creating a refuge. But, I think that given - and I have to sound 
political here given the economic ruin in which the Republicans left this 
country, we haven't got any money to buy anything and this is really about the 
best we can do right now. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Very good. There's been a project proposed to 
create a large inland lake in the delta. Have you followed that? 
MR. REISNER: Yes. 
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CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: And what do you think about that proposal? 
MR. REISNER: You're talking about the Delta Wetlands Project? 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Yes. 
MR. REISNER: Well, the Delta Wetlands Project, for those of you who don't 
know about it, is a proposal to take these so-called islands - now, I don't 
know how you can call anything that's 20 feet below sea level an island - but 
that's what these tracts in the delta are. Because they have been farmed for 
the last hundred years or so and because the soils are peat soils as opposed to 
clay soils you get through the north, they have sunk. Peat oxidizes when you 
farm it and also the weight of the compaction of all of the equipment has made 
that soil go. So, if you have ever been out in the delta and stood in one of 
these fields, you look up and there's a ship at sea level about 25 feet over 
your head. Most people think, at least most seismologists think, that in a 
serious earthquake along the Hayward fault a lot of those levies could be 
damaged. At worst case the entire delta could become an extension of San 
Francisco Bay, which means the aqueducts feeding Southern California deliver 
sea water instead of fresh water. Yeah! Some of these Legislators, I know, 
are from Southern California, here. It is really one of the most awe inspiring 
potential catastrophes that this state faces, depending upon your point of 
view, certainly if you live down there. 
Now, the proposal is to buy up these islands and, in fact, four have 
already been bought up by Peter Bedford, a major developer, and for them to be 
filled with water rather than be farmed. Once you fill them with water the 
subsidence essentially stops and the threat to the levies becomes much less. I 
personally don't see anything wrong with the idea, Senator, and one of the 
things we're thinking of is holding the water on the rice fields until the last 
moment which is essentially mid-March, because if they are going to plant rice 
they really have to get the water off those fields by mid-March. The problem 
is the, Southern California, which would buy some of this water if we sold any 
of it, doesn't have the capacity usually. Its reservoirs are full then. So, 
if they were to buy some of this water there would be no place to put it. One 
idea is to let it go down to the delta and fill those islands and it could just 
sit there for several months until the capacity exists in Southern California. 
I think it's as benign a water supply plan as we have and, you know, even 
though I make these jokes, somehow Southern California has to get some more 
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water. They are losing a lot of water and gaining people at the same time. 
And, the water is going to have to come from somewhere and desalinization is 
hideously expensive and very polluting. so, if we can come up with these kinds 
of upstream storage ideas which not only are relatively benign, but in some 
cases are even benevolent, create habitat, help nature, I'm all for it. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: All right. Very good. Thank you. We appreciate 
you coming and joining us today. 
MR. REISNER: Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: We'll look forward to your new book. 
All right. Our next speaker is Patrick Kociolek. A diatom view of bio-
diversity. 
DR. J. PATRICK KOCIOLEK: Thank you very much. I'll have some slides here 
in a few minutes. First I would like to say how appropriate it is for us to be 
meeting here at the Academy. It sort of echoes some of the comments we heard 
here this morning. The Academy is a reservoir of information about biodivers-
ity. We have not only, it sort of acts like a library. We have old books and 
tomes about species descriptions and things like that, and we have written 
catalogues and computer data bases about where and when species occurred, even 
specimens of species, themselves. And, research on biodiversity here at the 
Academy is a primary mission or part of the core of the mission of this insti-
tution and I would invite you if you have time after the hearings, to tour the 
research departments, either in botany or entomology, and get an idea of what 
kind of research is happening here at the Academy. 
Sort of related to this, the Academy does maintain collections of microbes 
as part of their research and documentation of the earth's biota. You might 
ask, is microbial diversity important at all? I mean, why should we be inter-
ested in this kind of topic? And, I would say to you, indeed, it is very 
important. We concern ourselves with it all the time. Usually the general 
public does in terms of both economics and public health types of issues. 
Economics in terms of microbes helping us produce things like dairy products, 
alcohol, medicines and, if I could have the first slide. There was an article 
in the San Francisco Chronicle this past week that pointed to the possibility 
of some of the medicines that we have developed over time losing their effect-
iveness and people and researchers considering taking material that we take out 
of deep sea cores, looking at the microbes that inhabit those particular habi-
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tats and those potentially being sources of new medicines. So, they are 
important to us in that particular perspective. 
And, of course, people are concerned about microbes relative to public 
health issues for more mundane things. Like, you will hear all the time, The 
germs that can cause bad breath, and people are really interested in those 
kinds of things as well as issues about, every winter we hear about a new 
strain of flu that might be coming across California or the west and certainly 
interested in viruses that might transmit AIDS and things like that. 
From an ecological perspective microbes are important both economically and 
from a public health standpoint when we hear about red tides and things like 
that that close aquaculture fisheries as well as produce things like paralytic 
shellfish poisoning. So, indeed, just from the general public's standpoint as 
well as researcher's standpoints, microbial diversity is very important. 
What I would like to address today is the need to more fully understand the 
diversity of microbes and I'll use as a paradigm a group of microbes called 
diatoms. You may have encountered diatoms in perhaps your early biological 
training on the cover of some diatoms. Diatoms are unicellular organisms that 
photosynthesize. They have chlorophylls A and C and some other pigments that 
give them a golden brown color. So, they're different than the terra syn-
thetic organisms you might think of like trees and bushes and things like that. 
They are the base of the food chain in most aquatic systems. These are the 
primary producers that are going to be fed upon by zooplankton and higher forms 
of life in aquatic systems. And, there is an individual diatom there. The 
diatoms have an interesting ability to make cell walls out of glass, silicone 
dioxide, and if you are going to live in a glass cell, essentially a glass 
house, you need to figure out ways to get materials outside of your glass and 
inside. That's why they have a lot of perforations or holes that allow them to 
do this and I'll quickly show you some images of diatoms. Again, these are 
unicellular organisms, fairly highly complex in terms of their structure. And, 
this is an electron microscope view of the different types of holes that you 
see here or slits through this glass cell wall that allow them to communicate 
with their environment. Some pretty complicated colonies that can be formed by 
these organisms. And, if you're going to look, if you have a job where you 
have to look at a microscope all day, these are pretty nice things to be look-
ing at. 
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Now, when diatoms divide because they have these rigid cell walls that are 
actually in two parts, here, this is a single individual, as they divide vege-
tatively, asexually, each part lays down a new half and because of these rigid 
cell walls, the result is that each new half that is formed has to be smaller 
than the parent. So, what happens over time is that, as these things get sort 
of, if you can think of again, older, the populations actually decrease in size 
over time. If we look at the life cycle of diatoms, there is a decrease in 
size. They finally hit a size range that stimulates sexual reproduction, they 
sort of shed their siliceous clothes, form naked gametes that ultimately fuse 
to form a zygote, the zygote undergoes a great elongation and then ultimately 
lays down these siliceous valves again. Sexual reproduction, then, for diatoms 
allows them to recombine genetic material which is what sex is all about and 
then also allows them to get big again so that they can go through this vege-
tative cycle. 
Diatoms that are in the water column ultimately die and their siliceous 
cell walls go into the sediments and ultimately can form a material called dia-
tomite and California has a lot of diatomaceous earth, a diatomite. Here is an 
exposure up near the Pitt (?) River. This stuff is mined. If you have a 
swimming pool the filters are probably made of this or if you want to stop 
things like slugs from crawling in your garage a lot of people put diatomaceous 
earth down to inhibit that. So, they are ecologically important. There is 
also an economic importance to these organisms, as well. 
There are about 60,000 species of diatoms that have been described but we 
really don't have a good grasp of their true numbers and I'll give you an 
example of this. That's what this cart of books is all about. After lunch 
today I ran up to the Botany Department and said, Give me some of your books 
that you have on the flora of California. And, very quickly, in a matter of 
five minutes, we got fourteen or fifteen series, large volumes more or less on 
Northern California, although there's a ?? about the Sierra Desert here. Mul-
tiply that by fifty and you have approximately what we know about the ?? plants 
of the United States. 
I'd like to share with you what we know about the diatoms of the United 
States. This is the United States now, these two volumes. OK? This is not 
necessarily a measure that there are not very many diatoms but it's truly a 
measure of how much we don't know about diatoms. So, let me give you an ex-
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ample of why this might be the case. We have only been seeing diatoms since 
about 1700. This is supposedly the first illustration of a diatom in a book in 
1702 by Anthony Von ??. Because they are microscopic organisms we have needed 
microscopes to see these things. Whereas, relative to birds or reptiles or 
vascular plants, we've had two million years to look at those and sort of make 
taxonomies and describe them. We have only had about 300 years to look at 
these things. In addition, since the 1700's a lot of people just haven't been 
exposed to them. Back in the 1800's not everybody was a member of some micro-
scopical society. Or, they were probably not in everyone's home, or was there 
one of these things. OK? so, it's just been a very small segment of our 
society that has had, I think, the privilege to look at these organisms and try 
to understand them. so, just from a basic thirst for knowledge, there is not 
very much, we need to better understand diatoms. There is a lot of work that 
needs to be done. But, I'm sure the people in political office have heard this 
from all kinds of groups wanting their organisms studied and you might say, 
Well, is there any other reason to study diatoms other than we just, we don't 
know much about them? 
And, what I would like to present today are a few examples of, if we had a 
better understanding of diatoms how they might help us evaluate the current 
conditions of our environment and possibly tell us something or make some pre-
dictions about the future of our environment. So, just how important is it for 
us to know what species of diatoms occur in nature? OK. Well, unlike, well, 
let me say this, diatoms are usually thought to be the good guys of the phyto-
plankton. Plankton, by the way, are the organisms that are floating or drift-
ing near the surface of the water and phyto- refers to the plant-like plankton. 
Unlike some of these organisms like these dinoflagellates, diatoms hadn't been 
thought to produce toxins. Dinoflagellates, for example, produce red tides and 
we are still describing new dinoflagellate species that are capable of pro-
ducing red tides. And, there is another group of microbes, the blue-green 
algae that can be very productive, stagnate water systems and even produce 
toxins in fresh water systems. So, diatoms have usually been thought to be 
good guys of the phytoplankton, sort of just sitting there dividing, producing 
food for other organisms. But, recently the people were saying they were see-
ing new kids on the block that are blooming in aquatic systems and one new kid 
on the block was an organism that sort of looks like this that's called nit-
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zschiapungent formamultiseries (??). It's a diatom that produces a material 
called dimoic (?) acid that has similar effects as red tides. And, this 
happened on the south eastern coast of Canada five to seven years ago. It 
closed aquaculture fisheries and had bird and fish kills associated with it. 
This was the only species of diatoms that we knew that did this. Well, now, 
last year we had a similar outbreak down in Monterey. We had bird kills and 
fish kills associated with dimoic (?) acid production and we all thought that 
this same nitzschiapungent formamultiseries (??) was the culprit. Well, it's 
now been found that it's not even, it's not nitzschiapungents (?) or not even 
the same genus. A whole different genus called pseudonitzschia is responsible 
for the outbreak here in California. And, indeed, people have confirmed that 
dimoic (?) acid is produced by this organism. So, this presents a lot of 
questions to us. If, our rationale would have been, if this was nitzschia-
pungent formamultiseries (??) we would have been scanning the literature, 
trying to find out where this thing is, how it grows, what the dimoic acid 
production is all about. And yet, this is an entirely different genus. Now we 
have to ask questions about has it been resident here in California waters? If 
it is not, is it an immigrant from other places? Where is it from? What 
factors govern its population dynamics? Those are all really basic research 
questions and we don't have the answers to that at this present time. So, just 
understanding what species are out there can have fairly important implications 
for both economics and public health. 
But, diatoms as a group are widely distributed. They are almost found in 
every aquatic habitat imaginable. Wherever there is sunlight and water you 
find diatoms. They are found in some of the most salty inland seas, up through 
the oceans and in the bays, and up in the rivers to the headwater streams. 
They are found in alpine lakes, very clean water systems, and some of the most 
putrefied systems you can imagine, right at sewage treatment out-falls, and so 
forth. That's as a group. Individual species are fairly sensitive to the 
physical, chemical and biological environment in which they live and, knowing 
that, we have been able to identify certain species that are, and this was 
objected to before in other realms, indicator species, diatom species that can 
tell us something about the quality of water. And, in addition to identifying 
particular species, you can also look at diatom communities, which would allow 
us to evaluate water quality. 
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So, let's think about a flowing water system for a second, like this stream 
in the Smokey Mountains. This was, this schematic was dreamt up by my five 
year old and I didn't carry it out much better than she would have, I don't 
think. But, this is the idea, let's think of a flowing water system and a 
point source of pollution to this water system. Immediately we have a control 
upstream because water is going to be flowing this way and carrying the efflu-
ent, whatever it be, heat, metals, nutrients, downstream. So we have a control 
here and a treatment here. There are a number of ways we could monitor that 
effluent to see if it's really having an effect on the ecosystem. We could 
send people out there between eight and five to monitor the water and look at 
the nutrient dynamics and so forth. Or, we could look at biological monitors, 
organisms that are in the habitat twenty-four hours a day, reacting to this 
effluent. And, diatoms are a really good group of organisms to do that. We 
could put out uniform substrates like these glass slides and once put out in 
the water for about fifteen to twenty days, you can get literally hundreds of 
species of diatoms growing on there with thousands to millions of individuals. 
So, they provide some robustness in terms of statistical testing. And, then 
you can compare the communities upstream and downstream. This is a technique 
that was developed by Ruth Patrick (?) at the Philadelphia Academy. But, what 
it shows here in the lower graph that is essentially a measure of diversity 
where these are the number of individuals of each species and these are the 
number of species and you have one or two species that have really large 
numbers, essentially low diversity. Up here you have numbers of individuals 
spread out over a larger number of species, essentially a much more diverse 
situation. This would be considered a healthier habitat than this one. So, 
diatom individual species as well as communities can help us understand water 
quality, essentially the present conditions that might be in an ecosystem. 
We can also look at diatom communities over time to evaluate how those 
communities have changed. Let's consider lakes in the Adirondacks, for 
example. These are high mountain lakes that were acetic. People wanted to 
know have they always been, and there had been some anecdotal evidence that 
they used to fish these lakes and now those lakes have no fish in them and 
people were wondering whether acid rain had changed the pH of these lakes. 
Keep in mind these were high mountain lakes. They didn't have any inputs from 
streams or anything like that. The only source of input was from the atmo-
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sphere. So, and all you have is the present pH condition. People wanted to 
know whether that pH condition had changed over time. So, what they did was 
take cores out of the bottom of the lake. This is a transverse section of a 
lake. Here's the water surface and here's the sediments. As I mentioned, when 
diatoms die their siliceous valves go to the bottom of this thing and are part 
of the sedimentary record. You can take a core out of that lake bottom and 
that core is essentially at least a partial record of the organisms that lived 
there, at the top being the most recent assemblages and further down the older 
assemblages. And, you can process those and ultimately make some inferences 
about what the pH was, particularly if you know where the diatom species grow 
relative to pH. And, that's what people have done. They can go to recent 
lakes and make a correlation between measured pH and what diatoms tell in the 
pH's and then, over time, track essentially the inferred pH by diatom record. 
So, back in 1825 the pH was inferred to be approximately 5.3 and by 1975 it had 
dropped about six-tenths of pH units to a little bit over 4.5, 4.6. So, it can 
give you sort of an estimate of how things changed over time with these fossil 
assemblages. And, people went through many lakes in the Adirondacks and found 
that many of them had decreased pH's over time. One or two actually have 
increased in pH over time. So, it was a lake by lake situation that had to be 
evaluated. But, diatoms provided this sort of reconstruction of the pH history 
of those systems. You could also see if the method that you might want to see 
if measures would work if you try to rectify this. For instance, here are two 
lakes in Ontario with the trend in the pH going down, and down, and down. In 
this bottom lake here they lined the lake. They actually put calcium and stuff 
in the lake and its pH shot up. In this top thing here they actually closed a 
smelting plant in Sudbury (?) which had been driving the pH in that system down 
and the lake responded positively in terms of pH. We've also done this in the 
Laurentian Great Lakes. This is core, this is material taken from Lake Erie. 
As you recall, at one time Lake Erie was pronounced dead and you could walk on 
the waters of Lake Erie, etc. And, this is a depth (?) core and these are 
different species of the genus called stephanodiscus that are very pollution 
type indicators and in this part of the core you see a dramatic increase in the 
number of these species here and that was related to people coming in and 
logging the basin around Lake Erie and erosion producing, stimulating diatom 
production. You see a second peak here. That's when phosphate detergents were 
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allowed to go into Lake Erie and stimulated diatom production and then right 
about here where things decrease quite a bit, that's when phosphate detergents 
were banned in the country. So, you can document the changes in the environ-
ment over time and look to see how reconstruction methods or ?? actually have 
helped systems. Well, we can use these same times of, could easily think of a 
number of systems here in California where this might be very interesting to 
apply these, what are called paleolimnological techniques. As you all know, a 
politically sensitive area is Mono Lake and its basin has been decreasing, the 
size of the lake has been decreasing and decreasing. On one of the islands in 
Mono Lake there is a continuous record of diatoms that goes from about 200,000 
years ago to 20,000 years ago and diatom assemblages in that record are all 
very fresh water type organisms and we all know that diatoms in Mono Lake are 
very salty. It's a very hyper-salty system. And, just as an aside, I'm not 
originally from California but everyone's heard of Mono Lake outside of Cali-
fornia. It's a very highly studied system. The National Academy of Sciences 
has studied the basin. There are dissertations over in Berkeley that have 
studied this thing. And, only one diatom species was reported from Mono Lake 
and in most systems we usually get several hundred species. So, when I went 
over to Mono Lake we initially found at least 30 species that were growing 
there and, of the six most dominant species in Mono Lake, half of them haven't 
even been described yet. Totally new to science, and it underscores our need 
to better study those, these systems. And, you would think that systems like 
this that have been studied to death almost, would have had some of that basic 
work done. But, like many other microscopic groups, the basic research just 
has not been done. But, as paleolimnological technique in 200,000 years to 
20,000 years is all fresh, what we need to do now is take cores out of Mono 
Lake to find out if this change to a salty condition has happened over a 
broader time scale as part of a broader climatic change or if it's happened in 
the last several decades where water has been diverted out of that particular 
basin. This was one of the new species from Mono Lake and so is this. 
Well, let me summarize then by saying that microbial diversity is impor-
tant to not only researchers, academicians, but the general public as well and 
I believe that an investment in doing basic research on microbes and investing 
in getting students interested in microbial diversity is extremely important. 
We can literally look over our shoulders and see no students interested in 
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exploring this world and this kind of investment in basic research and edu-
cation, I think, will pay dividends long into the next century. Thank you very 
much. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you. Appreciate your comments. Kind of 
gives us, again, as I was mentioning earlier, the importance of looking at all 
the species rather than at just the ones we can see and feel and know about. 
Thank you. Appreciate your taking part here. 
The next speaker is Nancy Erman, Associate Specialist in Aquatic Ecology 
for the Department of Forestry and Resource Management at the University of 
California. 
MS. NANCY ERMAN: Thank you. The answer to the question that I asked in my 
title, Are we caring for the little things in California's habitats, and does 
it matter, are, No, we're not and yes, it does. Neil Wilson (??), the well-
known Harvard entomologist, has referred to the invertebrates as the little 
things that run the world. And, he has written, New emphasis should be placed 
on the conservation of invertebrates. Their staggering abundance and diversity 
should not lead us to think that they are indestructible. On the contrary, 
their species are just as subject to extinction due to human interference, as 
are those of birds and mammals. 
There are three primary reasons, I think, to be concerned with aquatic 
invertebrates, to study them and to pay attention to what's happening to them. 
The first, of course, is one we all know. They are food for fish. But, not 
only are they food for fish in our California streams and lakes and rivers. 
They are also food for all kinds of other animals - for reptiles, amphibians, 
birds, mammals and other invertebrates. It is important to remember that 
aquatic invertebrates are not only living in the aquatic habitat but they are 
very closely connected to the terrestrial habitat. so, you can think of 
streams as sort of production machines that run through the land and they are 
spewing out all this food of aquatic insects into the riparian zones along the 
rivers. We know from work that's been done at Davis that 70 to 90 percent of 
the larval diet, for example, of the Pacific Salamander is made up of aquatic 
insects. So, a high diversity of aquatic invertebrates means a greater diver-
sity of all kinds of other animals. We have emphasized game fish almost ex-
clusively in California and forgotten the importance of aquatic invertebrates 
to all kinds of other things. 
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I don't want to leave a false impression here, though. It's not just 
quantity. It's not just numbers of species that we're talking about when we 
talk about biodiversity. We're also talking about quality. I appreciated the 
definition that Dan Tomascheski's son gave us that a lot of stuff everywhere is 
what biodiversity is all about and that's partially true, but the second part 
of that is that it is the right stuff in the right place. Some species are 
limited to very small restricted habitats and these may be habitats that don't 
have very many other species in them. But, if that habitat is eliminated, 
species specific to it will disappear. Such species' habitats might be springs 
or peat lands or small upper watershed streams where specific species are very 
confined to such places. Now, another reason to look at aquatic habitats is 
that they are indicators. They are indicators on an individual species basis. 
They are also indicators on a whole assemblage basis so that when we have, for 
instance, activities on land that cause impacts in the streams - take, for 
example, sedimentation, because that is one of the greatest problems right now, 
I would say, in California's streams and rivers. As these impacts occur, 
diversity goes down but numbers of certain species go up. That's partly what 
Patrick Kociolek was talking about. I'll give another example of that in a 
minute. In general, often when this occurs the size of species goes down and 
the large, fat species are replaced by small, much smaller species. So, for 
example, large, fat, juicy stone flies and caddis flies may be replaced by very 
tiny carynomids or mayfly larvae or ?? of stone fly larvae. Now, we may still 
have the same diversity there. Not always, but we may. The same species 
richness, I should say. But, in terms of something like a Dipper, those little 
birds that bounce up and down in streams and are connected to waterfalls. They 
are always in rapids areas. A Dipper feeds on aquatic invertebrates. It has 
to have fat, juicy stone flies and big fat caddis (?) flies. It can't ener-
getically make up its diet from very, very small carynomid larvae. Same thing 
with the salamander, for example. Aquatic invertebrates also show impacts 
earlier than animals at the top of the food chain so they, we see a stream in 
trouble when we look at the aquatic invertebrate community. It may be years 
before we will see it in the fish community. So, those are some reasons to 
study aquatic invertebrates and those are the utilitarian reasons. I think the 
most important reason for studying and being concerned about invertebrates is 
that these are some of the fascinating, interesting creatures with whom we 
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share the earth and we should be concerned with diversity, as was stated often 
this morning, for its own sake. 
The aquatic insects, in particular, have diverse, intricate life cycles 
that are, as I mentioned, connected to the land as well as to the water. They 
may have several stages of life cycles and every stage may be lived in a dif-
ferent place. For instance, an egg, larva, pupa and adult, each life cycle 
stage has to be met. The requirements for each stage have to be met for that 
insect to live in that place. 
Well, with that introduction I would like to illustrate some of these 
points with slides. If I could have the lights. The group that I work with 
primarily are the caddis flies and caddis flies are very good for showing 
diversity in aquatic invertebrates because they make these amazing cases. In 
this case, in this example, the caddis fly is making its case from vegetation 
along the edge of the stream and bark. I think maybe I missed the first slide. 
Yep. These two caddis flies, actually, are making their cases from exactly the 
same material and they live in the same habitat but they use a completely 
different kind of construction. This species burrows out pieces of wood so you 
can see immediately that wood is necessary to aquatic invertebrates in ways 
that you may never have thought of. In fact, some aquatic invertebrates even 
eat wood that is in the water. This species makes its case by cutting off 
pieces of root material along the edge of the stream. It doesn't even live out 
in the open water. It just lives along the banks of streams, small streams. 
And, this caddis fly cuts pieces of sedge along the edge of very small streams. 
Of course, they also make cases from rocks and these are probably the more 
commonly known cases, and use many kinds of construction for this. This is the 
larval form. Here is a caddis fly that is so versatile that it just decided to 
make its case from the cases of other caddis flies and even threw in a few 
clams, as you can see on this one picture over on the side. 
Some of these caddis flies that I'm showing you, incidentally, are endemic 
to California's streams, particularly, these are all from the Sierra. You can 
see the well camouflaged mayfly in this picture. Insects and invertebrates 
feed in many different ways. Some of them scrape material from the bottom. 
Some of them feed on the diatoms that you just heard about. Or, they may 
collect their food from the water column. Here is a caddis fly that doesn't 
make a case, but it spins a net. Can you see the net in there? Is that clear 
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enough? And, it collects food in the net and feeds from what's gathered in the 
net. Some aquatic invertebrates eat the leaves that fall in the water and 
decay. There are also a large, we are beginning to realize that a lot of them 
also eat fresh leaves. It had been thought in the past that they were all 
eating leaves that fell into the water that were dying and had been in the 
water for some time. But, we're learning that they also feed on green plants. 
And, some are predators. This is a very predatory caddis fly. We've learned 
some very important things about the evolution of the Trichoptera, of the 
caddis fly. It is a rather lazy case maker and often inhabits the cases of 
other caddis flies, maybe even caddis flies that it has eaten. The adult 
caddis fly looks like this. This is a rather flashy one because most of them 
are just little, brown, dull moth-like insects. But, this illustrates the fact 
that they need riparian vegetation along the edge of streams for resting, to 
carry out in some cases elaborate mating behaviors. They also do not all, con-
trary to popular belief, lay their eggs in water. Many kinds of species lay 
their eggs outside water on wood or along the edge of streams and they wait for 
either rainfall to wash their eggs into the water or for water to rise and 
flood the egg cases. 
This is a picture of alderflies laying their eggs, of several different egg 
masses on a large stump that was hanging out over a Sierran lake. 
Well, about ten years ago I made a rather interesting discovery on a kind 
of caddis fly in the Sierra. I can't tell from here if that's focused. Is it? 
Can you see that? But, there are, on that, on those stalks of grass several 
caddis fly larvae that are actually leaving the water to feed on the grass and 
they do this at night when they are in the last part of their larval stage. 
This gives you some idea of the intricacy of their life cycles. They still 
have gills and they must return to the water before they dry out or before it 
freezes, which it often does in this habitat in the summertime. I began to 
wonder about this species and have continued to follow it through the years 
because it had many very versatile traits. It can burrow into the mud if the 
habitat it is in begins to dry up or it can move upstream very rapidly toward 
spring sources in drought. So, I began to wonder why it was so limited to just 
a few areas in the Sierra and why this had never been discovered before, and 
what I began to realize as I looked in its prime habitat is that it shares its 
habitat with another species that we are all familiar with, the cow. And, 
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although there are some of this species, Desmonabethula (?), present in the 
Lincoln Valley where I have taken this picture. The only way you could ever 
find them is to know exactly what time of year to catch the adult because you 
could never find them going through this behavior along the streams. Their 
habitat is all consumed by the cattle that are along the stream all summer 
long. This is a picture of the Lincoln Valley by the end of the summer and you 
can see the riparian vegetation along the stream is gone. The willows have 
even been eaten down to almost nothing, and this occurs every summer. 
Another impact of cattle in our mountain streams and in areas that are 
grazed is that they make trails along the edge of the stream banks and then 
when the flood comes along the following year it breaks off the stream, the 
edge of the bank and it adds sediment to the water. This sediment seeps in 
amongst larger rocks and just fills up all the invertebrate habitat with sand 
and silt. If this goes on long enough it creates a condition that we call 
armoring. It just cements the bottom of the stream and then you will find 
almost no aquatic invertebrates in the stream at all. This is one of those 
impacts that is happening gradually and so we don't really notice it but, in 
fact, the streams become wider and warmer and more sedimented because there are 
so many cattle along the riparian zones of our streams. 
Well, we live with the mistakes of the past in California and we have heard 
quite a lot about that today. We know about this mistake, hydraulic mining. 
This is a picture from the air of the North Columbia mine in the Sierra. You 
can see how totally devastated it is. That's the little town of North Columbia 
in the right, upper right corner. And, this is what this one use of the land 
has created. This is the stream coming out of Malikov (?) diggings. You 
couldn't say that it has an effective riparian zone and I doubt if it has very 
many stone flies or caddis flies in it. It may have some carynomids. I 
haven't sampled it but I think it is a rather impacted stream, to say the 
least. We pride ourselves that we don't make mistakes this big anymore but 
here is a picture taken in Haypress (?) Creek. This is a project that was 
built five years ago. It is a hydroelectric project. The pipeline was buried 
under an active spring and former landslide area and it has reactivated the 
landslide about a fourth to a quarter of a mile along the upper part of the 
stream in the upper part of the project area. One of the unexpected impacts of 
this project is that the following year, in '88, a tremendous diatom bloom, 
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going back to the last speaker, occurred in a previously completely clean 
looking stream, Haypress Creek, and it gradually extended downstream into the 
North Yuba River. It began and was confined originally to the project area, 
the hydroelectric project area. So much sediment had reached the stream from 
construction, from roads and from that landslide, that it caused this enormous 
bloom of one species of diatom. Now, here's an example of a species kind of 
going crazy. The production is high. That's a lot of material. And, in fact, 
there are a lot of carynomid larvae that live in this algae. But, it has com-
pletely swamped the other species in the stream and, of course, it ruins the 
habitat for some things like net spinning caddis flies and so forth. So, a 
change in the food base like this can be expected to have a major change in the 
invertebrates that depend on the food base. 
This is just a quick example, you don't have to understand it very much, of 
one species' life cycle. And, if you think that there are hundreds of species 
in a stream, particularly in streams that have cold winters, are mountain cli-
mate, that have more or less the same life cycle. In this case, the biomass is 
highest in streams in the winter and early spring and that, coincidentally, is 
the same time that the water is highest. Then the life cycle continues and the 
adults emerge and lay their eggs during the summertime when water is very low 
in our Sierran streams. Well, if you impose on life cycles like that and if 
you remember that there are many, many species in a stream that have similar 
life cycles and you impose on them a completely different hydrologic cycle, as 
many of our run-of-river hydroelectric projects are doing, you can see that it 
may have major impacts on our invertebrates that we haven't even thought about. 
Now this particular project, the Wallace (?) Canyon hydroelectric project, is 
not going to be built but you can see the flow that was recommended by the 
Forest Service and the Department of Fish and Game and compare it to the nat-
ural flow. And, what you are doing to a stream is imposing continuous drought 
conditions, lower than drought conditions, in fact, on a stream for the rest of 
time if you build a project like this. 
Another type of water diversion, an agricultural diversion, is a type that 
is occurring on many of our streams, and Mark Reisner mentioned. This picture 
was taken on the Little Truckee River in late, or in August, and it is a peri-
od when the stream is at its lowest. This picture is taken above the diver-
sion and you can see that even though the water is low, the lowest it will be, 
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there is still contact between the water and the riparian zone. So, if you 
think in terms of an invertebrate that needs to use that riparian zone for all 
kinds of things, for emerging, for mating, for egg laying, it is still in 
contact here. There is still an effective riparian zone. But, when we look 
downstream in the diverted section we see that there is no effective riparian 
zone here for invertebrates. Furthermore, the water is much warmer here. It 
has far less organic matter and woody debris in it. There is also another 
thing in this picture. If you look toward the middle of the stream you see 
three large rocks and then another set of three large rocks. This is what I 
put in the category of futile gesture management. Those rocks were actually 
put there by the Forest Service to provide fish habitat. Now, it is obvious 
that the stream needs water more than it needs rock. 
This is another example of management that is very questionable. This is 
taken from a flyer that the Forest Service has circulated for their Rise (?) to 
the Future campaign, which is a campaign to promote fishing in the national 
forest. In this case they put a fish ladder up a waterfall to allow fish to 
get into a part of the stream that was probably closed off to them before. 
This kind of management is not only maybe, just having no impact, but it pro-
bably is having an impact because we are actually encouraging species, game 
fish in this case, to go into areas where communities have evolved without 
those fish, and that may have impact on salamanders, other invertebrates, other 
fish, we don't really know. Under the, in the name of the wild trout program 
there are quite a few things going on, like poisoning streams still, in Cali-
fornia, to promote trout at the expense of some of our native fish. The Fish 
and Game still considers some of the native fish trash fish and considers them 
in competition with the game fish and these things are still happening in Cali-
fornia even after they have been abandoned in many other states for a long 
time. I have heard papers in recent years of management agencies actually 
blowing up waterfalls to permit the passage of fish into areas that they 
haven't been in, to spray herbicides around springs or to burn springs. These 
things all have impacts on our endemic species. 
Roads continue to be a very big problem in our national forests and in the 
Sierra, in very steep areas. No matter how well engineered they are, and this 
is a new road, they still add a great deal of sediment to the streams. And, we 
are also living again with the past. We have many old logging roads that are 
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collapsing in the Sierra and are adding sediment to our streams anyway, so the 
more roads we put in the more problems we have and sometimes these problems 
just can't be mitigated away. Once the road is there it is a problem. Here is 
an old road that we have all traveled, Highway 49, along the North Yuba River, 
and this is another impact of roads that we often don't think about. Every 
year Caltrans goes in and takes a little bit more of the riparian zone along 
this stream and sort of concretes the rock along the edge together to try to 
stabilize the river that is always somewhat changing its course. And, of 
course, that makes the problem, it puts the problem somewhere else and then 
next year they come in and do a little bit more farther down. 
Well, I would like to leave you with a few pictures of what healthy streams 
look like and what are some of the things that we should be working for in our 
aquatic habitat. A healthy stream should have a combination of light and dark. 
It should have areas that are shaded and areas that are somewhat sunny. It 
should have retention of organic matter so that the aquatic organisms can eat 
what's there and it stays in the water long enough for them to process it. 
Woody debris should be in the stream. We should leave logs in the stream, not 
take them out. We want overhanging banks. A fisherman would know that that 
pool under that big tree root has a nice big, fat fish in it and I know from 
collecting caddis flies, that if I run my hand under that tree root, dozens and 
dozens of caddis flies will come flying out because they like that kind of a 
resting place right above the water. 
Areas that don't have trees still have riparian habitats and this grass 
along the edge of small streams is very important to the invertebrates that are 
endemic or that live in that stream. This is a picture taken in Lassen 
National Park and I mention that because it is very difficult to get pictures 
like this in the wet meadow land in California in the mountains because of 
grazing. There is almost always grazing in areas like that if they are not 
closed from it. And here is a picture that I'll close with. Hat Creek, the 
famous fishing stream, and again it illustrates all the overhanging vegetation 
and we all know what a productive stream that is. 
In conclusion, I would just like to say that I think if we are really ser-
ious about maintaining diversity in California in our waters, we need wiser and 
more enlightened management and we must start making the connections between 
the many species that live there, not just game species, and their habitats. 
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Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you. I appr~ciate your comments and your 
understanding of the issue of the stream. Fish and Game, I mean, the Forestry 
has recently been able to get a bill through the Legislature which says that 
the only people who can make comments on timber harvest plans are people that 
the Department of Forestry certifies as being eligible, and I hope you will 
pass that eligibility test and be able to comment. We're worried that that 
might mean that a lot of people will ••• 
MS. ERMAN: Well, I think it's a very bad decision, I mean, first of all, 
and I don't know how one passes the eligibility test but I think there are many 
people who should be commenting on many of the things that are happening in 
California waters. And, I know from my own work on hydroelectric projects, 
it's been very difficult for an independent scientist to get comments into the 
proper places and I think that should be much easier. I think if we would 
begin actually following the written law of the California Environmental 
Quality Act and NEPA (?) and letting the public and anyone who wants to give 
comments, we would be going along a lot farther toward protecting our re-
sources. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Well, the Department of Forestry says they don't 
intend to enforce that, however, I got a bill through last year which reversed 
that authority and they got the government to veto it, so I'm a little worried 
about what they are going to do, so we'll keep an eye on them. 
MS. ERMAN: Yes. I'm very worried about that too. OK. Thank you. I 
will. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you. Our next speaker is Graham Gall. Dr. 
Gall is a Professor in the Department of Animal Science at the University of 
California at Davis and a consultant on threatened and endangered salmon 
species in the Columbia River. Doctor? 
DR. GRAHAM GALL: Thank you, Senator, and it is a pleasure to be invited to 
speak before you. This is my first experience at talking to your Committee and 
I hope it might not be the last. Some general comments that I, you'll find me 
to be maybe a maverick of the other side. I was very pleased to hear that Mark 
has now become a positive thinker rather than a basher. I was a little de-
pressed as the morning went on, though, with kind of the gloom and doom and 
death, which I don't find to be the solution to our problem. I have been work-
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ing now for about 20 years in trying to figure out how one might conserve, par-
ticularly, salmon and trout. This is an awful thing to say, I suppose, about 
your own state but, when I am asked what is [are] the major problems we have to 
face in trying to overcome some of these problems, I can only come up with one 
honest answer and that is incompetence of agencies combined with political 
compromise, which ensures that most species will go down in numbers. 
There is [are], I think, positive tones coming from the industry members we 
heard today which suggests that there are a few people that understand we can 
have utilization and conservation at the same time. And, that is my argument, 
that there are going to be more people all the time and we are going to have to 
learn to utilize the resources in such a way that ensures their conservation 
and accept the notion that they will, the ecosystems and habitat and circum-
stances under which those many species are conserved will not be what some of 
us might imagine they were before we were around here. 
I do have a volume coming out in the near, later this month that you may be 
interested in. It is one that we finally generated on, the title is roughly 
The Integration of Conservation Biology with Agricultural Production. I would 
be happy to supply you with a copy when it is finally published later this 
month. 
Now, I am going to show a few slides and if I could start the first one, 
please. I was given a special topic today so I have taken some license in mak-
ing comments before I got to my assigned topic. I've kind of summarized the 
topic as follows: how many is many or how small is small? The question being, 
if we are involved in conservation, just counting the number of individuals 
running around or flying around or crawling around is not appropriate or is not 
going to be sufficient. Now, there are many ways to answer this question and, 
unfortunately, this incompetence I referred to is a lack of information and we 
don't have an answer to this question. It doesn't exist even though decisions 
are being made and having enormous economic implications without really knowing 
what the answer is. One way to think about this question is to apply ecolog-
ical factors, which says we need a certain number of individuals of any one 
species in order to make an ecosystem function. For example, I could use sock-
eye salmon that are at the endangered level. One of the major problems, I 
believe, in trying to restore such populations is the fact that the lakes which 
they normally nurse in have not had sockeye salmon for, or at least any signif-
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icant numbers, for the last 50 to 100 years. As a result, we don't have thou-
sands of carcasses coming back to those small lakes to provide the fertiliza-
tion that results in the productivity that you've heard from previous speakers 
of invertebrates, etc., that are essential for the, as a food supply for those 
sockeye salmon. So, you ask the question, how are we going to restore that, 
and you bring up the notion, well, maybe we could put some fertilizer in the 
lake and, of course, you get all hands waving about you can't throw artificial 
fertilizer in my nice clean, pristine lake which is almost dead because it 
doesn't have any fertilizer. We don't know the answer to that question in that 
direction so I can't take that approach today. 
We have a new notion that's called minimum viable population size and it 
has been described by some theoretical population biologists and we have some 
notion of what it means and I've spent considerable time working on the ques-
tion myself but we still do not have a way of applying that to a particular 
practical problem. The one level that we do have knowledge about and which I 
will use today to try and demonstrate the concept rather than give an answer to 
these questions, is that which has been developed from the genetic level which 
is used routinely all through production animal science and plant science. I 
happen to come from an animal science department which is a production depart-
ment in agriculture rather than an environmental unit. What we're talking 
about in this regard then is saying, how many animals or how many birds or how 
many plants do you need in a particular place to be somewhat confident that it 
won't go extinct some time in the future. Well, the first question you have to 
answer is, What's the future? Are we talking about 50 years, 100 years, 500 
years, 1,000 years? That's a very difficult question to grapple with in the 
first place. 
When we look at it from a genetic point of view we are only asking the 
question of to what extent do we need numbers to prevent what I'll call ge-
netic deterioration of the population. Now, that'll be a minimum population 
size and will not be large enough to withstand any demographic changes that 
might take place such as Mt. Saint Helen, which would be an extreme, or just 
droughts like we've had the last few years. In the next - Oh, I have the 
slides here. Sorry. What we have to think about, I believe, in populations, 
and I have drawn this one as if it was a stream full of fish, in this case 
maybe salmon, the populations don't exist in a continuum. They must have small 
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units within the population that I will call the breeding unit. That is, the 
place where the sex takes place, where the offspring are produced, and I'm just 
trying to suggest that maybe in a river with four branches that there are 
groups of salmon someplace in that, some regions of that river where these 
breeding populations actually exist. I can't tell you where those are in the 
Sacramento River. I can't tell you where they are in the Columbia River and 
nobody can tell you where they are in any other river, but that is the infor-
mation that is lacking and why we have decisions being made when we don't know 
what we're talking about. Now, if we considered each of those populations to 
exist and be isolated, there is going to be a finite number of individual fish 
reproducing in any one of those sub-populations each year. And, we can ask a 
question that is just kind of a basic one that says, what would you expect to 
happen if you had ? small population? You can use your own idea about small or 
large. I am going to say they are somewhere here in the neighborhood of ten to 
fifteen because I am using a time span of fifteen generations. If you want to 
make that 100 generations, you can go to a much larger size. But, take the 
vertical axis on the left hand side simply to indicate the frequency with which 
some character exists or, in my case, a gene exists in a certain type. You 
expect all these things to happen. You expect some, at the white line they 
don't change very much. Just because there is a small population, you would 
expect some of them to go all the way to the top, that is, there is no varia-
bility left in the population. They all look like one. Or you can have the 
other extreme happen. They all go down to zero and you lose the character and, 
again, lose variability. So, from the genetic point of view you are saying, 
what kind of population would I need to prevent that kind of thing from happen-
ing? Well, there is one way to approach it and that is to ask the question, 
What is an effective population size, that is, a size that would result in 
continuous existence through time? Well, the first one, item, would be how 
many breeding adults are there? The second item would be, how many of those 
breeding adults actually produce future parents and why is that important? It 
is because how many of those individuals in the population that you might count 
actually contribute genes to carry on the species. 
So, in summary then, we have kind of three general notions, if you like, 
about how many individuals would we like to have, strictly from a genetic point 
of view, to prevent genetic deterioration? How many individuals that you see 
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in any one year contribute genes or genetic material to the ones that you will 
expect to see next time, that is, say, one generation down the road? Now, as I 
said, this is the simplest way of looking at this problem and it does not give 
an answer to the population size. It just tells you what things you should be 
interested in. And, for almost any natural population that I can think of, we 
know nothing about any one of those three questions. But, it's a guide that we 
should be striving toward. 
Now, what happens if you do have an effective population size that's very 
small, or what could happen? Well, you could lose some characters. That is, 
you can have a population really change what it looks like simply because 
you've lost genetic material. You can have reduced survival because you have 
lost variability or what we would say, you tend toward homozygosity, have in-
breeding depression. Along with the poor survival you can have poor repro-
duction for exactly the same reason. Now, in addition to that, in addition to 
these genetic factors, if you have a very small population, they become much 
more susceptible to demographic uncertainties, such as, there are only four or 
five coming back every year and, as happened in the Red Fish Lake and the 
sockeye problem I'm working on in the Columbia, is that we had one female and 
four males. That was it. That's a demographic uncertainty. You don't have 
anybody to produce eggs. So, males are not much good, and I put myself in that 
category, without some females around. And then, of course, you have environ-
mental uncertainty such as droughts and hurricanes and whatever else might come 
along that will increase the likelihood that these populations will be in 
danger. It's these latter two that we don't know how to handle and we don't 
know how to calculate what a viable population size is. 
But, let me just take you through some of the notions that we can apply 
from the basic genetic level, at least, without getting into these demographic 
and environmental uncertainties. There are really three major determinants of 
how large an observed population may be other than just the number of individ-
uals you count. And, these three determinates I will list as number of males 
and females that are present to family size, the size of families and migra-
tion. Now, by size of family, remember, we always have to mean of a pair of, 
of a male and a female that might produce offspring, how many of their off-
spring actually contribute parents the next time around, because, just like the 
pig breeder might produce 2,000 pigs, they all go to market and we eat them. 
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They didn't contribute much to the next generation. And, this happens in 
nature all the time. There are many adults that attempt reproduction but do 
not succeed for any number of reasons, none of which are necessarily unusual. 
Now, let's look at the first one which is the number of males and females, just 
to give you the idea of the concept, not to give you any answers to the ques-
tion. If we assume that family size is random, and that is who leaves progeny 
that are parents the next generation is just determined by chance. If we had 
300 males and 300 females we would say the effective population was 600. In 
other words, the number of individuals you counted. On the other hand, if we 
took an extreme and said we had equal family size, that is, every male and 
female that reproduced and left progeny, that is 300 of each, all left two 
progeny, the really effective population size is 1,200. It's twice. It's 
because we took out any chance that some families wouldn't leave any parents 
for the next generation. Now, if we had an extreme and it's only kind of a 
modest extreme. This isn't really unusual, 15 males with 300 females in the 
population that are actually leaving progeny for the next generation, let's say 
a mammal population in which the management program is to harvest males and not 
females. The population size is not 315. From a genetic point of view it's 
only 57. All right. In other words, the success of passing on genes to the 
next generation and maintaining genetic variability would be the same as repro-
ducing essentially 26 males with 27 females, or whatever adds up to 57, an 
equal number of males and females ••• 
PORTION MISSING ? 
••• now you have a population of 301, right? But, in fact, the effective-
ness in terms of maintaining genetic viability is a population of four, in 
other words, two males and two females. That's how small it gets very rapid-
ly. 
Now, if we look at the next one which is variable family size and I just 
said here let's say we are trying to work with these 15 males and 300 female 
populations and along the bottom I have the size of sire families. That is, 
each sire might have had progeny from 20 females but here is a variability we 
see in family size. In other words, about three of these sires produced most 
of the progeny that are going to replace these 15 males and 300 females. If I 
do that with this replacement idea I have to calculate (?) some variances first 
just so I can use my little formula to calculate the effect of population size, 
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so in this case instead of having 15 males and 300 females for a total of 315 
in a parent population size, I have a population size with regard to maintain-
ing genetic variability of 1.7. Simply because, now why would this be true? 
Remember the previous slide, we had one, well, let's say we had three males -
number three, I can't see it here very well, is it number three, seven and 
twelve - are producing most of the progeny that went into the next generation. 
Now, all progeny from the same male are related, right? They are all half 
brothers and sisters and, of the females that mated with male twelve, the 
female progeny are all full brothers and sisters. That's what's available to 
mate or to produce progeny in the next generation. So, we end up with, think-
ing we had 315 individuals but their really effective value was only 1.5. I 
mean, that's less than having one male and one female, but I guess we have to 
have at least one of each, right? Mathematics doesn't round things off. Now 
remember, if we had random family size, way back at the beginning I said if we 
had 15 males and 300 females and we had random family size then we would have 
an effective size of 57 rather than this 1.7. How could this happen? One way 
it can happen is that we harvest too many males in some kind of management 
scheme or we have some kind of disaster in one place that eliminates most of 
the progeny from, or all of the progeny from most of the parents but allows a 
few to survive, we would have this tremendous dichotomy or variability in 
family size. That is, in my mind, one of the sources of some major failures in 
rehabilitating endangered stock. We don't take this into account and I, for 
one, am just about ready to write off the condor and the sockeye salmon in the 
Red Fish Lake, because this is the kind of thing that's going to kill it. We 
didn't realize that these, that this was an essential breeding idea before we 
allowed them to go down to this low level in numbers. I take this from the 
animal breeding literature and I have, can take you to probably thousands of 
livestock breeders in California, Nevada, Ohio, wherever you want to go, and 
they all know this. They would never do this. They wouldn't let it happen 
because they know they would go broke very soon. But, we in natural conser-
vation, management of natural resources, seem to think that we are a power 
greater than having to have knowledge. We can just look at things and make 
decisions and think that we are right. That's what I mean by incompetence. 
Now, let's take the last factor and that is this notion of migration. I 
had three factors, right, the number of males and females I looked at, family 
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size and the other one was migration. Migration is the grand savior of all. 
Let's take these salmon populations here and we could say we have very few 
individuals because we lost fish, for whatever reason. There could be small 
numbers in each one. Or, we could have lost habitat and we have more distance 
between the population. What's going to determine whether or not this group 
survives is probably going to be migration and it's one of two kinds. In the 
first kind there are not very many individuals in any one subpopulation but if 
a male can move from one group to the other it is going to mate with individ-
uals with which it is not related because it did not come from that family. 
And, you can think of it in the human population of individuals moving from one 
village to another. You know, boys always had a pickup truck so they could go 
to the dance in the next town. Right? You say, Well, that was just boys. 
Well, maybe that's part of the human evolution. They knew instinctively that 
they shouldn't find all of their mates in their own little village that had a 
population of 150, they should go someplace else and get it. We have social 
laws that say that we would prefer that brothers and sisters don't marry or 
that cousins don't marry for this very reason. We want migration to take 
place. Now, in the second place where we have lost habitat, the migration is 
doing a couple of things. It might be helping small populations through what 
we might call these bottlenecks. It's also probably going to re-populate very 
good habitat simply by moving there en masse or three or four moving there and 
starting a new population. 
I will give you, just to summarize, one example, the only example I know of 
in which we have some knowledge of this phenomenon in nature. Now, here is the 
case of the acorn woodpecker. It is a little bird in New Mexico. I don't know 
anything about it other than the fact that I read about it in ecological appli-
cations. It is in a single canyon in New Mexico. The population size was 
generally between 32 and 50 adults. The maximum, over seven year records that 
have been kept of folks watching these birds in a canyon was 70, I'm sorry, was 
60. Over a seven year period the largest number ever was 60. Now, if you take 
those numbers that have been observed and estimate the time to extinction it 
should be sixteen years. But, at least for the seven years that people have 
been counting them they haven't gone extinct. so, what's going on? Now, any-
body that hadn't looked around New Mexico for woodpeckers would have listed 
this thing as threatened or endangered, at least. What was going on? Well, in 
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fact, through a ten year study, that is the more recent ten years of that 70 
(?) year period, it was discovered that there are other populations with about, 
anywhere from six to forty-five kilometers away. These other populations were 
divided from the canyon of interest by unsuitable habitat. There was just no, 
you know what New Mexico is like. It was just rocks and gravel or something 
between these canyons. Right? The other thing that by banding all of, by 
marking all of the birds that were in that population for about ten years, they 
discovered that there were strangers, and that stranger there has got an arm 
missing out of it, that strangers, there were strangers among the adults every 
year. And, by modeling the new situation now to find out what the likelihood 
of extinction is, it found that if there were just five migrants extinction 
would occur in something greater than 1,000 years. So, the answer is, and they 
estimated that probably in some years, as high as one half of the young adults 
that were going to be reproducing in that year were the progeny of immigrants. 
In other words, these small populations don't exist in isolation. They have 
neighbors and the neighbors contribute just like we do in our human population. 
I think that's the end of the slides, thank you. 
Let me just summarize by saying then that I, although I hear lots of argu-
ments and lots of talk about they don't spend enough research money and they 
don't do this and they don't do that, I think there is a very severe problem in 
conservation. It is that we don't know what we are talking about. We have had 
a notion for the last 50 years in academia as well as in politics or in general 
public, that we didn't really have a problem, that we didn't have to understand 
things at that level. But, we forgot that there are more of us all the time, 
more people, more people, more people. We wanted more and we took more and 
we're continuing to take more. Now the general ideas of just looking at the 
horizon and saying, Oh, I think there might be a problem coming up, we'd better 
think about it. Or looking at the horizon and saying, No, everything looks 
pretty good, I think we're OK for awhile, we'll set the fishing regulations 
again this year pretty much like we did last year, should be a thing of the 
past. It should have been a thing of the past 50 years ago. So, when I talk 
about we need research money, we need to get our capabilities in line with 
industry and agriculture, I mean it from this standpoint, we are going to be 
managing from this point forward, resources that are under increasing stress. 
We must learn to manage conservation with utilization. I am a little bit weary 
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today because I just returned from an expert consultation in Rome in which we 
were discussing strategies for the utilization and conservation of aquatic 
organisms. That went quite well. I was quite proud of what we finished with. 
But, at the same time, I must say we had fisheries' biologists that were there 
that had answers to our questions like, We don't need to worry about that 
genetic stuff. We're just worried about every day are there going to be enough 
fish there for tomorrow. Well, the question is we had better understand why 
they're there today and how we might get them there tomorrow if we don't expect 
them to go extinct. Well, thank you very much, Senator. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Well, thank you. I appreciate your views being 
presented. You started off by saying that, talking about incompetent agencies 
and political compromise. I would probably agree with you on the second part, 
the political compromise. I am not sure that I would agree with you on the 
incompetent agencies because I think that, with the exception, looking back 
from 1900 until today, that maybe with the exception of the second Governor 
Brown administration, that the goal has been something other than to accom-
plish whatever would be in competition with the environment or with the pro-
tection of species and in modern times, of course, building the water supply, 
the water system, to take water to Southern California, there was little 
interest in protecting fish, very little talk about that. I think the federal 
water project which dates back almost 100 years in some part of, some way in 
diverting water, was satisfied by building one or two hatcheries, met their 
obligation, and so the agencies that were charged with the responsibility of 
protecting the resources have generally been, if they had been incompetent they 
would have stumbled into some protection along the way. But, I think that they 
very consciously have been able to, have been told and have been directed by 
their bosses, to accomplish this goal, which is in conflict with protection of 
the resources. It seems to me that we couldn't have gotten to that point. I 
think sometime, maybe, on the political compromise side that maybe the way we 
make progress is not necessarily that we compromise and just maintain the 
winter run salmon just barely struggling along. Maybe it should go. It will 
stir people up to the point that that might be what will protect the other runs 
on the Sacramento River. 
DR. GALL: Yeah. There is no question that the word incompetent is a 
little bit too strong but I will, and I can take you if you have a half a day 
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for me to work with you and show you that there is, in fact, incompetence being 
used in management. Now, what do I mean by that? I mean that - Oh, let me 
back up to what you said - I agree with you 100 percent. There was a time when 
society made decisions and the Legislatures are a reflection of that society, 
that made decisions, and if you go to the Columbia River, for example, and when 
they built dams from the early 30's on through the early 70's, you can go into 
the record in the SO's and find where decisions were made, That is going to 
harm salmon but that is a decision we're going to make, or we're going to move 
forward. Society has changed their attitude in the last ten years, there's no 
question about it. But, take, let me just give you one example. You have a 
couple of young guys, male or female, graduate from Davis. They've got a 
bachelor's degree. They're given a job with an agency. I don't care whether 
it's Fish and Game or Forest Service or who it is. They learn the trade. 
They've got two things they've got to do. They've got to survive to get a 
promotion and they've got to answer to their boss. They're given a job that 
says, Go out there and collect data on those winter run Chinook Salmon and find 
out what's going on. Whoever taught that poor person how to do that? Can I 
get money at the University of California to help that person? No way. That's 
a closed shop because the agency is responsible for doing that and they will do 
it regardless of the quality of the data they finally accumulate. There is no 
question in my mind that part of the reason for us not being able to reverse 
some of the things that we would like to reverse is that we don't know what 
we're doing and that decisions have been based on, you see, bad data is worse 
than no data because bad data makes you make the wrong decision. If you have 
no data you stand up honestly and say, We don't have any information and we 
can't make a decision. But, when you have bad data you invariably make the 
wrong decision. And, that's what I mean by this whole mess. It is, that's why 
I put it with political decisions at the same time, because most of the time 
the agencies are responding in terms of maintaining their own aura - visibil-
ity, credibility or whatever it is - and they're asked to do things that maybe 
they are not capable of doing. Maybe it's a little harsh but I spent a lot of 
years working with that very problem. But, there are exceptions, don't get me 
wrong. I've worked since the mid-seventies on trying to restore the golden 
trout to the Little Kern Basin and I think the agency is doing a very good job, 
but they came for a lot of help (?). 
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CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: OK. Very good. Well, thank you. We appreciate 
your taking part. 
I have four names of people who would like to testify and I hope that I can 
prevail upon you to keep your comments short. If you want to add information 
for the record, anyone wants to do that, feel free to communicate that in writ-
ing and it will become part of the record. 
OUr first person is Dennis Fox. 
MR. DENNIS FOX: Just for the record, I'm Dennis Fox. I'm from Bakers-
field, California, Kern County. I'm going to concentrate mainly on state 
policy impacts which I feel are appropriate at this state level. Mr. Chairman 
and members of the Committee, projects are highly visible in their impacts upon 
biodiversity. Many were initiated before environmental review was mandated. 
Their consequences are usually mitigated by yet more projects, therefore, I 
will concentrate my following remarks on state policy impacts and ask your 
forbearance as I discuss peripheral matters for their causative factors in two 
areas, agriculture and development. The greatest cause of biodiversity loss in 
the Central Valley is the agricultural practices of the last generation. Much 
of this area was in husbandry. Cropping was more diverse. Resident operators 
farmed with a ? found supportive of biodiversity. Agricultural genetic 
diversity was also practiced. Many plant species have been destroyed as 
detrimental plant hosts. Weeds are overwhelmed by exotics at the instigation 
of the state Department of Agriculture and the state University. Immediate 
yield is stressed over genetic and land diversity. Compliance with agriculture 
conservation programs is often lacking. This is caused mainly by poor enforce-
ment and, as farmers subtly become clients of entitlement or welfare farmers, 
they become more receptive to state suggestions. They also fear land use loss 
created by an invasion of a species of concern. Salinity in this valley may 
revert much intensive ag land back to grazing, from whence it came, up to 
400,000 acres. 
Species by species mitigation, the results of water mining, is taking large 
portions of land from mitigation. While large water banks and preserves as 
well as reversion, do present positive opportunities for biodiversity, their 
removal from the tax base has negative effects which I will discuss. Getting 
off there, this is, looking at just education, it is a major function of the 
state and I would like to discuss the results of its shortcomings, not for the 
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obvious one that if a solid biological foundation were taught on the inter-
dependency of the biota, these hearings on biodiversity and the negative im-
pacts to it would be superfluous, but to demonstrate education's and the 
state's secondary impacts. Not only does the scholastic bureaucracy utilize 
monies which could be utilized elsewhere, but also it creates demand for devel-
opment for its own ongoing development. Even as urbanization occurs, cost 
efficiency through district unification do not follow. For example, in my home 
town of Bakersfield, it has thirteen school districts. Inferior education and 
its results is a major factor of the neo-white flight to the rural areas, thus 
impacting the inner place's environment. The lack of the educational product, 
social mobility, creates demands on the criminal justice and social service 
system to the state who, in turn, generously mandate these fiscal impacts to 
the local government. To meet the increased costs of services, coupled with 
decreased stable ag related sales tax revenues, local governments have started 
playing zoning for dollars. Since Proposition 13 new development is where the 
taxes lie. Biodiversity is the main course on the free lunch menu as immediate 
revenues and employment considerations take precedence over biodiversity reten-
tion. State subvention (?) loss accelerates this land conversion. Now, this 
educational example shows that knowledge of problems is not sufficient but is 
coequal with will. Dealing with primary causes is often subversion (?) to 
mitigations or fixes of results. Witness the languishing of two reforms, the 
Williamson Act, which contains specific biodiversity goals and criteria, the 
Resources Code Revision, particularly chapter nine, which should not only have 
biodiversity goals but also utilize the resource conservation districts state-
wide as the most efficient channels for these goals. 
In addition, I would propose the following: state consideration of man-
dating local planning (?) guidelines similar to the Stanislaus County proposal 
for biodiversity retention; the elimination of tax loopholes; not adding a tax; 
elimination of the tax loopholes for second homes, with the increased revenues 
to support conservation districts; environmental analysis, as well as fiscal 
analysis, for ballot propositions. This can aid in the making of informed 
decisions for legislation which is increasingly initiated in shopping malls 
rather than the capitol mall. Credits for biodiversity retention through con-
servation easements. Development right (?) purchases and similar payments to 
landowners ought to be credited to local jurisdictions as an alternative ad-
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junct to habitat preserves. 
I appreciate your time for allowing this input and maybe you can get ahold 
of me if you have any questions. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Very good. Thank you. 
Our next speaker is Leo Robby (?), Ecology Center of Southern California. 
Is Leo still here? No. 
Howard Crisales (?), Intertribal ? Wilderness Council. 
MR. CRISALES (?): Thank you. I represent the Intertribal? Wilderness 
Council which is a consortium of ten federally recognized California Indian 
tribes and I have been traveling a lot around the state lately and different 
parts of the county where I'm from, which is Mendocino County, and hearing a 
lot about biodiversity and preservation of our habits and this and that. And, 
I have one comment to make about that which is, before I tell you about our 
organization and what we're doing, which is very historic, is that, as an 
Indian people, native American people, I have heard a lot about loss today, the 
loss of biodiversity, the loss of habitat, the loss of economy, and, I'm here 
to tell you that we have suffered the most from all of that. Because, the 
people who are here today and the people who have come to this continent are 
fairly newcomers and you have experienced a lot of loss. But, what we're 
experiencing are the loss of our homelands, the loss of our heritage, the loss 
of our language, the loss of our animal and plant brothers and sisters, the 
loss of the lives of our people. And, I don't come here to talk about neg-
ative things or to complain about the past. I came here to deliver a very 
positive message today. We are embarking on probably what is, in many people's 
estimation, an extremely historic endeavor. We are in the process of estab-
lishing America's very first intertribal wilderness area, to be managed by 
local indigenous peoples and open to the public. And, this is a rain forest 
which we are restoring and which we are preserving and which we are bringing 
back to life which is located no more than four hours from here. There is a 
lot of people talking about rain forests in South America, in Amazonia, and I 
want you to realize that this one is in your own back yard and that makes a lot 
of people uncomfortable, maybe, to talk about issues which are in their own 
backyards because you have to answer questions, then. Sometimes uncomfortable 
questions about what do we do about our own back yard. 
So, just very briefly, the history of how the Indian community became 
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involved in this issue and historically why we are returning to our lands is 
that, first of all, this area is called the Lost Coast of Northern California. 
And, it is a coastal strip known as the ? Wilderness area and, probably for at 
least eight or ten thousand years indigenous people inhabited that region. 
Within twenty years of white contact the entire population was, almost the 
entire population was decimated. We are proud to say that there are a few of 
the descendants that are still among us today. We represent, we are a non-
profit organization which represents ten of these tribes from this neighboring 
area. In 1985 the International Indian Treaty Council and some of the members 
of our Indian community along with the Environmental Protection Information 
Center sued the California Department of Forestry and Georgia Pacific for 
willfully destroying our heritage by destroying that whole watershed up in 
there by overlogging and clearcutting. This was destroying the biodiversity. 
There are many endangered plant and animal species up there which are no longer 
to be seen. We became involved in this lawsuit which proved that GP and CDF 
were not giving consideration to the cumulative watershed impacts. They were 
not giving notice to the native American community and they were desecrating 
our burial sites, our known sacred sites of our people. So, as a result of 
this lawsuit, which is now cited, the lawsuit, by the way, is known as Epic (?) 
versus Johnson. There were some old growth redwoods that were saved in that 
area and our Indian community became involved from that point on by forming a 
nonprofit organization to try to get back that land, to steward this land, to 
bring it back to life and to address issues that are very crucial in our 
community, such as the loss of the integrity of the forests, such as the loss 
of the job bases and I am proud to state that, in the last few months, we have 
made tremendous progress. We have accessed several hundred thousand dollars in 
state and federal and private foundation monies. We have developed an inter-
tribal Indian forestry company and we are up against a deadline. By June of 
1993 this property which is owned by the Trust for Public Lands, must be sold, 
and people are saying that this has to be multiple use land, and we're saying 
it is time to redefine multiple use. So, we have been working very closely 
with the California state Coastal Conservancy and we believe that we have 
convinced them, at least at a staff level, that this land is to be a re-estab-
lishment of native American values, the re-establishment of the biodiversity 
and the richness that supported our people for so long. So, this is an 
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extremely exciting project that we are involved in and there is literature in 
the back. I would urge you to take a copy of each one. 
We have to raise $1.2 million by June of 1993 to purchase this property. 
If we don't do this the timber industries, the logging industries that ini-
tially desecrated and destroyed this whole watershed and consequent impacts on 
the economy and environment for many years to come, they are interested in 
getting this property and it could be that they will get this land and destroy 
it again. So, we are sending out an urgent call for help and this will be the 
nation's very first intertribal wilderness park area. I am also pleased to 
report that recently the Ainu, the native Ainu people of Japan, have shown a 
lot of support and they will be opening up a support office for us in Japan to 
help us raise this money and spread the information. 
This will be a precedent setting model of indigenous land management. our 
Indian people retain the knowledge from thousands of years back on of how to 
take care of the ecosystems and the environment. I have heard today a lot of 
expressions of frustration, expression of, you are at a loss to know what to 
do. It is time to go to the native people who are invested with this knowl-
edge from way back. And, we didn't learn it overnight, of course, and we don't 
have all the answers, of course. so, we are working with the universities, 
u.c. Berkeley, Stanford University, Humboldt State University are going to help 
us on various research projects. And, we are also looking at a number of 
economic incentives for this area, because our whole goal is to reinstate the 
traditional historic redwood forests that supported our people. On the road to 
doing that we have to address problems of fisheries which are extinct now, the 
forests which are coming back in second growth and species which are success-
ional species, such as Douglas Fir and Tan Oak (??) and so we're looking at 
economic incentives such as hardwood industries, cabinet making, furniture 
making from our Indian communities. And, it's an extremely exciting project 
and it's reforming people's lives right now. I have seen our people who have 
tremendous problems with drugs and alcohol, coming out to this land and they 
are becoming sobered up. we have hope again and it is bringing economy into 
our area, an area that was dead for many years. So, I would urge you today to 
please become involved in this historic effort that will help our children, our 
future generations and the environment forever. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you. Appreciate your comments. We had 
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hoped to be able to provide some money through the bond act which we weren't 
able to get on the ballot at this last election but we are familiar with the 
efforts and hope at some point to see a success in your efforts ••• 
PORTION MISSING? 
MR. BILL DEMPSEY (?): First, Senator and your staff, thanks for the energy 
that went into putting today together and it's to that point that I would like 
to speak very briefly because I know time is late. You have been holding these 
forums now for four consecutive years and I'd like to point out to the people 
who are in attendance here that it becomes more important under the guise of 
Proposition 140 that we pay more attention to your development forum, your 
biodiversity forum each year. We saw a 25 percent turnover in the Legislature 
in the last election. That means we have 30 new Legislators to educate and it 
means that with Proposition 140 and term limits we can expect to see an even 
greater turnover. It means we have a far greater role to play in educating 
them on a very complex subject every year. So, I would like to call on the 
people who are in attendance here today, the more enlightened corporations and 
business people who are here, the environmental organizations and individuals 
as well as your staff, to see to it that your staff has the resources to pay 
even greater attention to a, for a more completely developed program, at least 
every other year, and to get the attention of those new Legislators and to ask 
you personally to get the attention of new Members and to hold a substantial 
forum of this type. Because, the only way we are going to have a reasoned and 
informed dialogue is if we have reasoned and informed Legislators. So, I would 
just like to point out to you that I think this becomes more important and I 
think you have done a wonderful job to date. And so, with that, I just wanted 
to add that it becomes more important that the Nature Conservancy stands ready 
to help your staff any way that it can to give them even more resources to 
develop an even more informative program. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you. I appreciate your comments. I'm not 
sure whether Prop 140 will create more biodiversity in the Legislature or 
whether it certainly will create several extinctions every six to eight years, 
anyway, as those people go out and can never hold office in the Legislature 
again. But, I appreciate your comments. Good points. 
Let's see. Mark Palmer, Father of the Mountain Lion. 
MR. MARK PALMER: Thank you, Senator McCorquodale and your staff, for 
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holding again the Natural Diversity Forum, the fourth annual, and I would just 
echo Bill Dempsey's comments from the Nature Conservancy. I am Mark Palmer 
representing the Mountain Lion Foundation, charismatic large mammals, and we're 
certainly interested in seeing this Diversity Forum continue and we're certain-
ly interested in helping out in any way we can. Also, I would also point out 
that we have a long agenda, I think, of issues that have come up at the last 
four years of the Natural Diversity Forum, different sorts of ideas and con-
cepts and legislation. We need to follow through with that agenda and start 
working on those pieces of legislation and your help and, of course, the help 
of the other Members of the state Legislature are going to be needed to address 
these very difficult biodiversity sorts of issues. 
This gives me the opportunity, the main reason I wanted to come up actu-
ally, was to talk about our new book, Cougar, the American Lion, which has 
absolutely everything you would want to know about mountain lions and were 
afraid to ask. Since other Members of the Legislature didn't make it here 
today, we've got copies for you and your staff and we'd like you to have those. 
They are put together by Kevin Hansen (?), our researcher, who has been at 
previous forums discussing biodiversity. 
I also wanted to mention an example of how we can use charismatic large 
mammals to protect biodiversity in addition to being symbolic and therefore 
helpful in terms of providing funding for wildlife activities which can be 
translated into protection of habitat and protection of natural diversity. The 
mountain lion also roams over a very large area. One of the examples that we 
have before you is that of Cole (?) Canyon in Southern California. There is a 
small population of mountain lions, somewhere in the range of 24 to 36 mountain 
lions in the Santa Ana Mountains, which is moving back and forth between habi-
tat areas which are fragmented right now. And, Cole Canyon is right in the 
middle as one of those key parcels of land between Chino Hilla State Park which 
is not large enough to sustain a population of mountain lions and the further 
south Santa Ana Mountains which probably can sustain mountain lions on a long 
term basis, especially if we secure some incoming lions from the south there. 
About one every five years, it is estimated, would provide enough genetic 
material, we saw from the previous presentation and slides, to maintain the 
Santa Ana Mountain's population in a viable manner. So, Cole Canyon is a 
particular area that is key to protecting this. We have a lawsuit going on 
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about that. We also hope to see funding from the state to purchase the area if 
we can get a willing seller from the landowner who currently wants to build 
1,500 homes in that canyon. Just an example of how we can protect native 
biodiversity using mountain lions. Thank you very much for your help. 
CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Thank you very much. At this point we are a few 
minutes late but not too far off schedule to do the tour of Life Through Time 
exhibit. Who can tell us where we should meet? Right there? All right. And 
then the reception will start at five o'clock so if you don't want to go to 
that you can just go at five to the reception which is in the Wild California 
Room and everyone is invited to attend. It is sponsored, as I indicated this 
morning, by Chevron with seafood by the Seafood Institute with the room donated 
by the Academy of Sciences and we appreciate their cooperation on this. Hope 
to have a little time to discuss and to talk and interact and exchange ideas 
and comments with people there. So, we will do the tour first. Meet at the 
back of the room, and at five o'clock or shortly thereafter in the Wild Cali-
fornia Room. See you there. Thanks for coming today. 
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APPENDIX A 
MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY 
MS. ANNE CASTELLINA 
Superintendent, Kenai Fjords National Park 

Campers enjoy an open 
beach on Aialik Bay, 
Fireweed thrives along 
streambeds and on other 
disturbed ground. 
Joseph R Pearce fORK Photo 
Exit Glacier, near Se-
ward, can be reached by 
road and hiking trail. 
Rugged. rocky, and often 
steep coasts characterize 
Kenai Fjords. 
Glacier-carved Valleys Filled with Ocean Waters 
The Kenai Fjords are coastal mountain fjords whose placid seascapes 
reflect scenic icebound landscapes and whose salt spray mixes with 
mountain mist. Located on the southeastern Kenai Peninsula, the na-
tional park is a pristine and rugged land supporting many unaltered 
natural environments and ecosystems. The land boasts an icefield 
wilderness, unnamed waterfalls in unnamed canyons, glaciers that sweep 
down narrow mountain valleys, and a coastline along which thousands 
of seabirds and marine mammals raise their young each year. 
Kenai Fjords National Park derives its name from the long, steep-sided, 
glacier-carved valleys that are now filled with ocean waters. The seaward 
ends of the Kenai Mountains are slipping into the sea, being dragged 
under by the collision of two tectonic plates of the Earth's crust. What 
were once alpine valleys filled with glacier ice are now deepwater 
mountain-flanked fjords. The forces that caused this land to sub-
merge are still present. In 1964, the Alaskan Good Friday earthquake 
dropped the shoreline another 6 feet in just one day. As the land sinks 
into the ocean, glacier-carved cirques are turned into half-moon bays 
The park lies south and 
west of Seward and 130 
miles south of Anchorage 
via the Seward Highway. 
Bus and commuter flight 
services connect Seward 
and Anchorage. The 
Alaska Marine Highway 
(ferry) connects Seward 
with Homer and Seldovia 
via Kodiak, providing ser-
vice to Valdez and Cor-
dova. The Alaska Rail-
road serves Seward from 
Anchorage only during 
the summer. The park's 
headquarters and visitor 
center is located next to 
the Harbormaster's office 
near Seward's small boat 
harbor. Exit Glacier can 
be reached by road [See 
What to See and Do). The 
Harding !cefield can be 
reached bv air or trail Air 
and boat charters provide 
access to the fjords. Bus 
excursions serve Exit 
Glacier. 
Accommodations. 
There are no overnight 
accommodations or food 
services in the park. A 
walk-in campground is at 
Exit Glacier. A public use 
cabin at Aialik Bay is 
available for overnight 
rPrcrP~Hnn~t f 1~;0 hu ra'""-
ervation. Get cabin per-
mits at the visitor center 
in Seward. Seward pro-
vides full tourist accom-
modations, including 
campgrounds. 
Services. Summer boat 
and bus charters are 
available from Seward; 
air charters from Seward 
orHomeL 
Authorized commercial 
guides provide camping, 
fishing, and kayaking 
guide services. Write to 
?h,.., _... ... .,..f,.- ,..r-iA..-~ ... .-.~-~- t!-"' 
and mountain peaks are reduced to wave-beaten islands and stacks. 
Though the land is subsiding, a mountain platform 1 mile high still com-
prises the coast's backdrop. The mountains are mantled by the 300-
square-mile Harding lcefield, the park's dominant feature. The icefield 
was not discovered until early this century when a mapping team realized 
that several coastal glaciers belonged to the same massive system. 
Today's icefield measures some 35 miles long by 20 miles wide. Only 
isolated mountain peaks interrupt its nearly flat, snowclad surface. These 
protruding nunataks-this Eskimo word means "lonely peaks"-rise 
dramatically from the frozen clutches of the Ice Age. 
The mountains intercept moisture-laden clouds, which replenish the 
icefield with 35-65 feet of snow annually. Time and the weight of over-
lying snow transform the snow into ice. The pull of gravity and the weight 
of the snowy overburden make the ice flow out in all directions. It is 
squeezed jnto glaciers that creep downward like giant bulldozers, carv-
ing and gouging the landscape. Along the coast eight glaciers reach the 
The visitor center offers 
a photo exhibit. slide pro-
grams, maps, natural his-
tory publications, and 
information services. It is 
open weekdays through-
out the year from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. It also ls open 
weekends from Memorial 
Day to Labor Day, with 
extended hours. Park 
rangers provide informa-
tion at Exit Glacier daily 
in summer. The ranger 
station there has exhibits 
on the glacier and Hard-
ing lcefie!d. Activities in-
clude naturalist-led hikes 
to the glacier's base, eve-
ning programs, and an-
day hikes to the lcefield. 
For more information. 
For information about the 
park write to: Superin-
tendent. P.O. Box 1727, 
Se;ya;?. AK ~~6~. Maps 
are sold by the nonprofit 
Alaska Natural History 
Association at the same 
address. Information on 
the Seward area is avail-
able from the Seward 
Chamber of Commerce, 
P.O. Box 7 49. Seward, 
AK99864. 
Exit Glacier is the most 
accessible park area. A 
gravel road at mile 3. 7 of 
the Seward Highway 
leads 9 miles to the Exit 
Glacier Ranger Station. 
A Y,-mile trail with way-
side exhibits begins 
there. It provides handi-
capped access to within 
Ji mile of the glacier. The 
trail continues to the ter-
minus across moraines 
and bedrock. A loop na-
ture trail begins at the 
ranger station. Exit Gla-
cier descends 2,500 feet 
over ita nearly 3-mile 
length. A rough-cutS-
mile trail follows !he gla-
cier's flank up to the ice-
field. Winter travel to the 
glacier area is by ski, 
snowmachine, dog team, 
or snowshoe. (See For 
Information for other 
activities.) Scenic one-
Bald eagles both hunt 
and scavenge, reaping 
bounties of land and of 
sea. 
Harbor seals ride ice 
floes in McCarty Fjord. 
Stephen J, Kraseman/ORK Photo 
sea, and these tidewater glaciers calve icebergs into the fjords. The 
thunderous boom of calving ice can sometimes be heard 20 miles away. 
The park's wildlife is as varied as its landscape. Mountain goats, moose, 
bears, wolverines, marmots, and other land mammals have re-established 
themselves on a thin life zone between marine waters and the icefield's 
frozen edges. Bald eagles nest in the tops of spruce and hemlock trees. 
A summer burgeoning of life occurs in the fjords. Steller sea lions haul 
out on rocky islands at the entrances to Aialik and Nuka Bays. Harbor 
seals ride the icebergs. Dall porpoises, sea otters, and gray, humpback, 
killer, and minke whales ply the fjord waters. Halibut, lingcod, and black 
bass lurk deep in these waters, through which salmon return for inland 
spawning runs. Thousands of seabirds, including horned and tufted 
puffins, black-legged kittiwakes, common murres, and the ubiquitous 
gulls, seasonally inhabit steep cliffs and rocky shores. 
Exit Glacier, remnant of a larger glacier once extending to Resurrection 
Bay, is one of several rivers of ice flowing off the icefield. Active, yet 
the vast Harding lcefield. 
Landings can bear-
ranged for day-skiing or 
expeditions. Charters 
also overfly the coast for 
flight-seeing and access 
to the fjords for extended 
kayak trips. Scheduled 
daily boat charters in 
summer ply the coast for 
observing calving gla-
ciers, sea-birds, and 
marine mammals. Boat 
charters are available for 
overnight trips to the 
fjords and for fishing trips 
in Resurrection Bay. Salt-
water fish include halibut. 
lingcod, and a variety of 
rockfish; freshwater fish 
include Dolly Varden and 
silver, red, chum, and 
pink salmon. 
Weather and Clothing 
Overcast and/ or cool 
days are the norm lor 
summer in this maritime 
climate of abundant rain. 
Sunny. warm summer 
days are the welcome 
exception. May is the 
driest month: successive 
months see increasing 
precipitation. By mid-
June daytime tempera-
tures reach mid-50s to 
mid-60s°F. September 
initiates the wet and 
stormy fall. 
Wool clothing and sturdy 
rain gear-pants. coat 
and rain hat-are essen-
tiaL Good walking shoes 
or boots are needed for 
hiking at Exit Glacier. 
Backcountry Travel 
This rugged wilderness 
requires good physical 
condition. proper equip-
ment, and reasonable 
precautions. ll you plan a 
backcountry trip without 
a guide, you should get 
current specific local in-
formation from the park 
staff before you set out. 
To challenge the Harding 
lcefield, you must be 
prepared to face sudden 
storms, high winds, blind-
ing sunlight, and extreme 
temperature changes, 
even on an otherwise 
quiet summer ski trip. 
Winter travelers to Exit 
Glacier may face deep 
snow and cold tempera-
tures. Know the symp-
toms of hypothermia and 
their treatment 
Bears. Black bears and 
brown/arizzlv bears 
Dwarf dogwood (bunch-
berry}, a diminutive 
herb. grows in moist 
woodlands. 
Colorful horned puffins ol fjords. Puffins abound 
frequent steep cliffs and on offshore islands. 
rocky ledges on the outer 
coast and at the mouths 
Dav.tdWm. Mtlter 
Background photo: Harding tcefield 
retreating, it provides the perfect setting to explore. Here are found newly 
exposed, scoured, and polished bedrock and a regime of plant succession 
from the earliest pioneer plants to a mature forest of Sitka spruce and 
western hemlock. 
Humans have had little lasting impact on this environment, although the 
park includes a few Native American archeological sites and isolated 
gold extraction locations. The park's overwhelming significance is as a 
living laboratory of change. Plants and wildlife subsist here amidst 
dynamic interactions of water, ice, and a glacier-carved landscape 
relentlessly pulled down by the Earth's crustal movements. The Harriman 
Expedition, a steamship-borne venture visiting the fjords in 1899, pre-
dicted this area's future value as a scenic tourist attraction. To protect 
this life and landscape, a national monument was proclaimed in 1978, 
and the 580,ooo-acre Kenai Fjords National Park was established in 1980. 
ered dangerous. Keep 
food supplies separate 
from your campsite and 
equipment. Make noise 
when hiking, so you don't 
startle bears. Feeding 
any wildlife is unsafe and 
sets up behavior patterns 
that may endanger future 
travelers. 
Boating Safety 
Know your boat and its 
operation. All federal and 
state boating regulations 
apply. Carry signal equip-
ment and a personal sur-
vival kit that includes 
temporary shelter. warm 
clothing, and extra food. 
If you enter the fjords 
without a guide, check at 
the Seward visitor center 
for landing sites, mooring 
areas, weather condi-
tions, and navigational 
hazards. A seawonhy 
craft and rough-water 
boating experience are 
absolutely required. File 
a float plan with a respon-
sible person. 
Map Warning 
The map in this folder is 
not recommended for 
backpacking or naviga-
tional purposes. Do not 
try to navigate without 
nautical charts and tide 
tables. Topographic maps 
and area information are 
available at the visitor 
center. 
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APPENDIX B 
MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY 
MR. HOWARD GOLUB 
Vice President and General Counsel 
Pacific Gas & Election Company 

PG&E is committed to a cleaner, healthier environment. We will conduct all aspects of our 
business in an environmentally sensitive manner. We are convinced that sound environmental policy 
and sound business practice go hand in hand. We will pursue both for the benefit of our customers, 
shareholders, employees and the communities we serve. We have established the follmving objec-
tives to fulfill our environmental commitment. 
CUSTOMER ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
PG&E is committed to heing a leader in creating and implementing programs to increase 
efficiency in the use of cneQ.,ry. These programs constitute our largest resource option for the 1990s. 
They also reduce energy demand and arc the most environmentally acceptahlc way to meet growing 
encq . .,')' needs. We will: 
• Promote and implement encq . .,')' efficiency by residential, commercial, industrial and 
agricultural customers. This will hold down customer and utility energy costs while 
reducing the impact of energy use on the environment. 
• Focus research and development on improving energy eiTiciency technologies across a 
wide range of applications. 
• Work \\ ith environmental, consumer and other groups to monitor and improve the 
effectiwness of our energy efficiency and conservation programs 
ELECTRIC RESOURCE PLAN 
PG&E is committed to an electric resource plan which places primary reliance on energy 
conservation and efficiency, thus reducing growth in energy use and avoiding the need for major 
new power plants in this decade. We will: 
CLEAN FUELS 
• Expand programs to increase efficient energy use hy our customers. 
• Improve existing p(;&E generating and transmission facilities hy increasing their efficiency 
and their compatibility with the environment. 
• Build alliances with other utilities to make maximum use of energy resources throughout 
the West. 
• Develop em iron mentally preferred technologies such as solar and wind power. 
PG&E \\ill continue lO develop and promote the use of natural gas, the cleanest of the fossil 
fuels, and will support development of clean fuel technologies. 
CLEAN AIR VEHICLES 
To improve air quality, PG&E will accelerate efforts to expand the use of natural gas vehicles, 
and continue to support research and development to make electric vehicles commercially available. 
NATURAL RESOURCES STEWARDSHIP 
PG&E is committed to heing a good steward of the natural resources under our management. 
We will: 
• Protect the land. water. wildlife and timber resources under our care. 
• Provide opportunities for responsible recreational use of these natural resources. 
• Work cooperatively with other organizations to further our resource protection goals. 
EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT 
PG&E will encourage employee involvement a..-; an important part of our commitment to improve 
the environment. We will: 
• lncre~L'ie recycling efforts. 
• Reduce eneri--'Y consumption at company facilities. 
• Make greater use of environmentally preferred materials. 
• Encourage employees to use car pools and public transportation to reduce commute impacts. 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
PG&E will pursue business practices that enhance the environment. We will: 
• Complv fully\\ ith the leiter and spirit of environmental laws in the conduct of our business. 
• \tonitor our t•mironmental performance regularly through rigorous evaluations. 
• \tanage the company so that accountability for environmental planning and performance is 
identified clearh. 
• Work diligenth to clean up residual pollution from pa-;t operations. 
• \tahe consideration of environmental factors an integral part of planning and operating 
decisions. 
• Co!llllllllliclle and reinforce environmental values throughout the company. 
October 1992 
CoMMITMENT 
TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
QUALITY: 
1991 AnnuaL Report 
Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company 
I 
CoRPORATE MissioN 
PG&E'~ mission is w be a national leader in 
the supply, transportation, and distribution of 
electricity and natural gas, and to c;rrn superior 
. returns for. shareholders from its utility and 
. unreguhited businesses .. 
c 0 R p 0 RATE G 0 A L'S 
Understand the services that are of 
value to customers in an increasingly diverse 
· society, and provide those services safely, 
dependably, courteously and at fair prices. 
Earn in·full the authorized.return 
on our investment ·in the utility business. 
Operate the Diablo Canyon Nuclear 
Power .Plant at the highest level of safety, retia· 
bility and performance. 
Develop unregulated businesses that 
. . . 
build on our experience and ~pertise, and over 
tim!= produce returns that exceed utility' remrns. 
Improve the quality of fhe environ-
ment by leading efforts to increase energy 
efficiency, develop cnvironm~ntally !'referred 
technologies, and expand the use of dean fuels, 
and by conducting all aspects of our business 
in an environmentally sen5itive manner: 
Butld a. team of em'p!oyees profi-
cient in the technical, businesS and· communica-
tions skills essentia! to achieve the ·company's 
success in an increasingly diverse society, and 
provide employees with fair compensation 
and the op()Qrtunity for fulfilling caree~s 
and individual growth. 
P'acific Gas and Electric 'Company's environ-
mental leadership received 'presidential recogni-
tion in 1991, when Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer Richard A. Cl3.!'ke accepted 
from President Bush the nation's hi~est'envi­
ronmental award. Honored for "integrating 
environmental values into sound bus'iness 
management d~cisions and practices," PG&E 
received ·one of nine 'gold medals in a White 
House ceremony m~king the.iriauguration.of 
. - ..... 
rhe President's Envir9nmem and· Conservation 
Challenge'Awardll. PG&Ewas the'only indus- · 
trial ~ompany in the nation to receive a medal ... 
PG&E's comrriitment to environmentai quali-
. ty brought other recognition' during :the year. 
• Chairman Clarke was named to the 
President's Commissi.on·on Envir~nm~o:i1tal 
Quality. 
· • The National Wildlife Federation's Corporate 
Conservation Counc::il awarded PG&E its 1991 · 
Environmental Achievement A~ard. The award 
is presented ~ually to a business whoS(: a~com­
plishments in naturaJ.resources conservati~~ 
and environmental protection set an ou~tand­
i~g example· of corporate resp~msibility .. · 
• The company al~ received awards in 1991 for ·: 
specific enyironmental initiatives and programs 
from the American InsrituteofArchitects, 
the National Instimte for Urban Wildlife, . 
Renew America; and the Wildlife Habitat 
E(lhancement CouriciL 
:. 
. ·-
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. ·• ~ 
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lllKr> 111 the '>otmdnc'' otencrt-'" dliclcnt 1111 c'r 
lt'IW• .md. in m.m1· .:.1.\cs, prm1d.e rcbJte\ or other 
.n.mGJlmcenm e' to <.lin· them our. ll1e pro!!J.1l11\ 
'rrc<.'> llt:\1 .. ll1J llllf'r< >H:d end usc reduwlof!_tt:s 
r.Hher than tr.Jdttt< >11.1! ulll\Cf\',ltton rechnlqun. 
< h·cr,1i1, 1991 ( u'romcr Fncq,•y Ltti,·Jencl· 
C ·u-: .. 1..:!1\·mn rc,uircd 1n ,,1\ lilt!' ol ()07md 
lion klln11 art hour\ < k\1 h 1 <~t <:kctrKit\', eLJUII .1 
Inn to the .1:1!1UJ!u,,1~<: <>t .1bom 100.000 !'<..;&!· 
Jrc.t hou,t:hold,. lmproll'li dtis'!l'lls·l· other the 
need fur ll'J mct.:J\1 .It!\ rill\\ : nt ekctnc t!<'lll'f 
.ltlll!,! <.lp.l.:ItY !n .1dd1tion. (! !· .. 1dtlltll'\ ,,lied 
:;;- r111llion rhnm' '>t n.ltuf.li \!,\,,<'')till .llr.:llt I<> 
:he JnnuJlu;,,J,:c·, >I :iO.OOO I'< ;2, l· .1re.1 home 
!'he ~oJI ,jf l'G&E's Customer Energy 
F tli, >Cnc' pro~rJms· in rhe '90s rs to offset 
the nceJ tor new electric generaqon 
cqul\ Jknr to thJr needed to serve 2.5 mil· 
hon l " ... dtf(Jrfl!Jns. 
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holds. A.r.mual savings to participating customers 
due to energy efficiency and based on current 
mes \\ill total $89 million. 
Savings exceeded th~ electric energy (kwh) 
goal by 92%, the natural gas goal by 151% and 
the electric capacity (mw) goalby 15%. 
Becausf it invested in "negawatts," PG&E 
produced and purchased fewer megawatts. As a 
result, fewer pollutants are entering the Jtmo-
sphere. The first-year emis.sion reductions from 
meJsures taken in 1991 will total some 445 
. tons of nitrogen oxides, 120 tons of sulfUr 
oxides and 340;000 tons of carbon dioxide. The 
pollution savings since the CEE programs b~­
gan in 1990 are the equivalent of tJking 70,000 
cars otT California highways. 
The incentive mechanisms have worked so 
well that they are being used as a model to ad-
\'ocate increased energy efficiency nationwide . 
lncrt:Jsing energy efficiency investments would 
produce more environmental benefits, .lcceler-
,Hc technology development Jnd, by widening 
markets, bring prices down.· 
Key programs that' contrib~ted to the 1991 
successes included these: 
• Lighting efficiency improvements thJt will save 
more than 200 million kwh per year. ·Among the 
exJmpks of more efficient lighting is an 
18 -watt compact fluorescent bulb that produce'> 
as much light as a 75-watt incandescent bulb . 
• Measures that will saYe agricultural customers 
more than 100 milli0n kwh per year. These 
include pump repairs and adjustments, modern 
irrigation pipes, greenhouse heating curtains; 
and other measures. 
• Hearing, ,ventilating, and air-conditioning un 
prm·emems thJt will save more than 70 million 
bd1 per veJr. 
~ lndustriJI process improvements t(Jr eXJm-
7/s a resul! o/Cuslamer Cner1 y c/fin'ency, 
/ewer poffulanls are enlerinylhe alinosphere. 
pk, more ctli(!ent motors .111d hctrcr boiler~ -
t!JJt 1nlt sJ\T more dun -tO million kwh per 1 c.u. 
• Hi~h·ct't]cJeiK\' refrigerators -usmg ;:\()";, kss 
energY ti1Jn those sold in the '70s- rhar will 
,,we more; thJ.n -l-5 million kwh per IT.1L 
.!mulbnon of low·tlow ~hower hods Will ~Jvc 
sorne. 7 ntillion rhcrms of nJturJI g.1~ per 1'<.:-lr. 
Other CF.E mih.:stoncs in 1991 included these: 
.P<.;&E opcn.e.d tht Pacitic En<.:rt.'" Center, J 
25,000 squan:!ilot, $7.5 million cncrt,'l' ctliclen 
C\' showc.1se Jnd l.lhorJ.ton·. Its purpose IS to 
g11e tho~c who design .111d build homes, offices. 
stores and tJ<:torics corl\'enienr Jcc.css to thc; lat· . 
est enert,.'\' cfticien.:l'. intixmation and J chJIKe to 
experiment 11ith new re.:hnolot,'Y .1nd techniques. 
The SJn fran.:isco center ti:.nures state·ohhe·.lrt 
demomtr .uions. di;pl.1vs .1nd IJboratones. 
• PG&E's Comt(m Homes ProJect prm1ded 
or committed c.1sh mccntiiTS tot.1ling .tlmost 
S 13 million to budders of 13,397 dwelling 
untt> in w.1rn1 weather pJrts of the P<.;&E ~cr 
1·ice Jrea. The commitments rcprc~ented more 
thJ.n a 25% marker shJre. Comti.1rt Homes fc:J· 
ture high perti.Jrmancc J.ir conditioning, rop 
qualitY window.., Jnd other methods to reduce 
coolii1~ .uid heatmg cmts. To quJ!if\· t(Jr the 
rcbJtes. the homes muq exceed the <.,tJte \ 
cooling; energv stand.ud.., b\' .It least 10"\,. 
• In .1 tirst·C\'er pJrtncrship between .1 uttlir1· 
.111d the :--:.nioml P.1rk Sen·i.:e. P<.;&F pert(lrlncd 
energv JnJ!vses Jnd instJlled c.:nert-'Y eHicient 
me.1sures ar :--:ation.U P.1rk Scrnce owned homes 
In Y(isemite :-.:.1t.ior;al P:1rk P<.;&E .1lso wm· 
pic ted energv .111.1h·ses of all p.1rk. s<:ri'ICe owned 
commcrciJl buiidings m Ymemite. 
• PG&E asked the C.!lifi.lrniJ Public l'nliries 
C:ommi-..sion ( Cl'l'C", to .tppron· .1 pilot de 
mand ·'"de rnai1Jgemc:nt program to he CJrned 
. . 
•lllt 111 }'J.rtnnship 11·irh third·p.irr\' contractors. 
. i 
l'hc l'.lCitic Energv Center will provide 
~onn:ntcnr JcC'ci)S' ro the latesr energy 
dlicicncv technology and techniques. 
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PRO II { Jill '\ll'LHIVE EMISSIO;-.; ·II 
:I RlDl'CTIO:\'> FROM CEE tl 
• 1.000 tons o( .\'(),.,million tons oj'C02) II 
PG&E proposes an auctio? in which potential 
contr;ictors wo~ld bid ro supplv 50 megawatts 
ofsaving-2~ ofthe 2,500-mw energy etti-
ciency goal for the '90s. Interested companies . 
may bid for any amount between 100 kilowatts 
and the entire so·mw, offering programs in any 
or all customer sectors __,. residential, commer-
cial, agricultural: industrial.. As part of its pro-
posal, PG&E is asking the CPUC to approve . 
the same shareholder incentive treatrri~nt -· 
cu·rrently 15% of t!}e savings- thJ.rapplies to·· · · 
PG&E 's other CEE resource programs. CPUC 
approval is pending. , 
• In the· town ofMendo'cino, PG&E joined 
with community leaders to make the town a 
model ofenergy cons.ervation. PG&E brought 
its full range of conservation and energy effi-
ciency services to bear in the campaign, which 
is expected rc: result in savings of more than 
1 million kilowatt·hours of ele<;triciry per year, 
"The Advanced Customer Te~hnology Test for 
Maximum Energy, Efficiency ( ACT2) resear<:h 
. . . 
and development proj~ct is testing the hypothe-
sis that modern high-efficiency technologies 
can produce energy saving~ of up to 75%', at or 
below the cost ofnewenergy supply. In I99J, 
retrofit design of the fim commers:ial building 
site was 95% co·mpleted. The design indicates 
that electric use can be reduced 75% and gas 
usc can be reduced 90%. ·However, unforeseen 
difficulties such as integrating the various effi-
ciency technologies have delayed the project. 
Of the project's $10 million bqdget for 1990-
92, $2.8 million was spent in l99_l after· 
$700,000 ,~·as spent in 1990. In 1992, about $4 
million v.ill be spent for the installation of the 
energy efficiency technologies and monitoring· 
equipment at the commercial site and to start. 
severJlnew sites. In its 1993 General Rate 
i 
I Gus lamer {~neryy c"jj;·c/ency proyrams are e.•pecled lo 
meel 75~ a/ ?9&:c 's (.dec! riC:- peah load yrowlil inlhe '90s. 
Ca~e. l'LI&E will ~eek an additional S9 million 
to finance additional demonstrations and to ex 
tend.the project to 1998. Thi~ extended sched· 
uk more realisncallv rdlecrs the complexitY of 
this unprecedented· proJect. 
Energy efti.:ien(\' is prm·mg a wmning '>trat 
egy t()r cven·one. 
• The em·ironment bene tits because more cfti · 
cient customers mean less generation, tliw, lc~., 
pollunon ti·om power plants using fi>ssil fuel and 
less pollution due ro extraction of fossil fuels. 
• P_arncip.Hinj!. customers lower their energy 
bills, whid1 in the case of busines'>es nukes 
them more compet1ti1·e. 
• All cmtomers sa\'e because it costs less ro 'a'-c 
ener~:-•y than to. build new power plants. 
• PG&E ~hareholders benctit·because the 
CPL'C prondes i,ncenti1·cs that enable PC& E 
to earn a profit on successful energv effic1en 
c1· programs. The 1991 .lccomplishments 
resulted in pre rax shJre·holda .earnings ot 
)45.1 million. 
:\proJeCt that began in !991 in DiJblo 
Di,·islon is a1mcd ar rcducmg peak lo.1ds b1 
tJrget markcttng cncrgv cfficiencv incenm~s 
J~d educJtionJl programs. A maJor addnwn 
Jl cconomi..: b~ndit is· potentiJl J\·oidanrc ot 
540 million in future expenditures. or 35~;, 
of the 5112 m!lli(>tl in rmpro:vements tfl.lt 
will othcnnse be needed in this f.lst·g(m,·ing 
.treJ m·er ·the next 20 n:ars. :\bout 53 3 rntl 
lion ,,.~-;spent on the projeCt in 1991 .111d 
57.9 million is budgcted ti>r 1992. ,\1c.t,urcs 
being mcd include det:ukd cnergv JnJh ,o, 
reb.Jtc' ti>r cnt:rg\··cftiClenr (Cntnl Jir·condi· 
!IC>lllng, J '>pccrJl tinH.:-ot·u~.<.: rJtc, cnh.ll1(t:d 
incc.rul\·cs to builders to occcd '>tJtc '>t.ln 
dJrds .tnd \'JrLous Cll'>tonHlcd scrnces t(>r 
cornmcrci.rl cusromer'i. 
The (OS! of wind generation at excclknt 
'ires " rto-.· competiti:ve with the best · 
· current t<"sil tud technologies tor the 
t'G&E wstcm .. 
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11 PG&E's "green" Eiecrric Resource Plan 'places II . II primary reliance on energy efficiency programs 
I 
to avoid the need for major new power plants 
: in this decade. CEE prqgtams are expected to . 
meet 75% of PG&E's expected ~lectric peak 
load' growth in the '90s. The goal is to offSet 
the need tor 2,500 megawatts of new electric 
generation -equal to the average needs of 
about 2.5 million Californians. 
l~ addition to empha~~ing ~;nergy efficiency, 
the "gre.en" resource plan commits PG&E to 
major efforts along three paths. 
Make. existing plants .more efficient and more ·. · 
compatzble with the e~vironment. 
h1 1991, although ill:ought in California rcsuited 
in below-Jveragc hydroelectric output in PG&E's 
service area for the fifth straight year, PG&E 
power plants b';lrning fossil fuel ac.counted f()r 
just 28% _of the company's .elec~c re5ource·mix. 
(:Jcaner·burning.natural gas remained'the pre· 
terred fuel in PG&E fossil-fuel pi aRts. _Of the 
fuel used in those pl!!nts, 98% wasnatural gas ... 
Oil use, occasionally necessitated by curtailment 
of natural gas supplies to powor plants and ti.Jr 
testing, totaled 700,000 barrels, about 2% of 
the fuel used. For the five years ending iry 1991, 
natural gas burned in PG&E p~werJ.)lants was 
equal on average to about 93% of the fu~l used, 
while oil usc averaged just 7%. 
PG&E in 1991 began the substantiai task of 
mee:ring the expected requirements that will 
result from the 1988 California Clean Air Act. 
Under th.e act, local air quality distFicts have 
primary authonty over non'n:hicle. sources of 
pollution, which include power plants and 
PG& E natural gas compressor stations. 
After approval bv the BoJrd of Directors, 
?9£D power 1~/an/s 6~u·niny fossi/fuelaccoun!ecf for 
fusl :!S% of!he company's eleclric resource mix in 1991. 
P<.i& E '>tartnl \\:ork on two projects .H .\lorro 
B.n· Power Plant il) SJn Ltm Obto,po Counrv, 
n-rn rhou~h ~rcufic· nile, based on the l<><.d 
di;trict dc:.in Jir phn .1rc o,till bcin~ f(mnui.Hc:d. 
The l.1rger proJect u1\'olvc:s moditieatiom like: 
those previouslv made: Jt other I.Jrgc PC& E 
hoilas The second i-. a demonstration proJCLt 
to LJUantit)• the bene tits of using li4uid Jmmoni.l 
.tnd U[ea injection to reduce NOx ln·cls .md lower 
costs. These proJects will cosr .m e'>tmurcd 
S4S million and Jre scheduled ti>r cornpkrton 
in cJrlv 1993. 
The full extent of modifications thJt \\'til he 
required by the \ .mous .tir districts won't be 
kmm n until thc:tr rules Jrc tin.tl. Pl;& E .mllct 
pates rh.u pi1wc:r plant .1nd gas compressor 
station NOx reduction emts wtll be in the: 
hundreds of millions of dollars in this dccaclc:. 
:\.o, p:m of its 1993 Gc:m:ral R.lte C.1se, l'<.i&F 
is a:-king the CPl'C to csl.tbl!sh an .tdjuo,tnKnt 
.. Kcount mccham'm to .lilow rhc rc:co,·nv of 
prudent <:osts thJt \\dl be meurred to meet th.: 
Jir qualirv regu!J.nom now hem~ dnelopcd. 
Rctrotitttng power pl.lnt units wnh ::--:ox ·Jb.nc: 
mcnt te-chnolo~:,ry is one option open to l'C 1& E. 
The compJnv will abo comtderrcpowc:nng some 
umrs wnh srate·of the Jrt high ·cfti.:tctK\" j!J'> t ur 
bine tc:ehnolo):.'Y, Jnd rc:tin:ment or replaccmcm 
(>f extsung units, perhap' wnh renc:wablc:s. 
:\norhcr project to imprm-e c:xisnng: plant dti 
cicnc\' recc:tvcd .1 ptlot dcmonstr.Hion at :0.1"'' 
Landing: Power l'IJ.nt. :\ 115 kilow:ttt una ·-.t 
~turhoexp.mder:· -- operJ.tes on cncf1.,''\' othcn\lsc 
lmt dunn~ vJhc rcg:ul.ttion of high pres'>urc 
nJtural g1s. If the demonstr.nion proJeCt 1s .1 
stKcess. plJns eall t( >r .1 3.5 ·mw prototvpt· .tr 
Moss Landing: in I<J'J1 or 1993. l'otc:ntt.tl 
turboexpander op.Kit\' on l'G& E's wstrm " 
60 to 100 mw. 
lkrJusc the ~~' '' nor burned in the fuel 
sell, the t\'!'lcJ! products of comhustion, 
such Js :S.:O,, wJI! not he produced. 
I'G&E ELl( TRIC RESOt'RCE MIX 
!!)4! 
Build alliances with other utilities 
to make maximum use of energy 
resources throu~qhout the. West. , 
P<.3&E initiated a se'!-sonal power exchange 
with Washington Water Power Company (WWP) 
in 1991. During the summer, PG&E's peak. 
demand period, "WWP supplies PG&E with 
150 mw. In the winter, the peak demand 
period in the Pacifit: Northw~sl:, PG&E sends· 
150 mw to WWP. PG&E now has power ex-
change agreements with northwest utilities total-
ing 450 mw. AltJ:ough the ~greements do not 
deter new capacity, they guarant~e PG&E and 
its exchange par"tners a reliabl~, lo~g-term source 
of energy when t."ach region needs it the most, 
without the potential-price fluctuations inher-
ent in past short-term arrangements. 
Develop enJJironmentalZv preferred 
electric supp(v tecbnologies. 
This clement of the resource plan is intend~d 
to provide PG&E with supply-side resource op-
tions involving renewable and high-efficiency 
ti:mil technologies to deploy by the year 2000. 
To do this, PG&E will 'increase its research 
and deYelopment efforts, and "seek co-funding 
tor demonstrations of wind, solar, fuel cell~, 
advanced technology natural gas turbines, and 
distributed generation and storage during the 
mid and la.te '90s_ In its 1993 General Rate 
PG&E is seeking CPUC approval tor a 
tripling, from $5 million to $15 million, of its 
research and development budget for these 
technologies. The plan also identifies specific 
utilitv-scale demonstration projects to be built 
cooperatively with others. Nearly .$70 million·in 
capital fitnds l(x these demonstration projects 
has been requested in the 1993 General Rate 
Case, with a target of offsetting nearlv one-
third ofthe cost by co-funding. 
A·efiminarr; conslrucl/on be1an on !h'e 
JXJd~C-Pacij;·c 9as 7ransm/ss,·on n~luraf yas 
A \\ind turbine demonstration project by a 
consortium including PG&E showed that the 
cost of wind generation at excellent \vil)d sires is 
now competitive with the best current f(>ssil fi1cl 
technologies tor the PG&E system. The new 
machines, capable of generating electricity at 5.3 
cents per kwh (ill 199llcvelized constant dollars), 
caprurc more of the wind's energy and are less 
expensive to inaintain than earlier machines. 
The first two units were instalieq in the Altamont 
Pass. Commercial svstcms arc targeted tc>r 1994. 
Other members i1fthc consortium were U.S. 
Windpowcr, which developed the machine; the 
Electric Power Research Institute and Niagara 
Mohawk Power. 
PG&E's solar thermal dc.m6nstration plans 
sutfcrcd a setback when Luz lni:emational, a 
world leader in >olar thermal technolot.')' which 
figured largclv in PG&.E's strategic plans, went 
out of business. PG& E has discuS&ed salvaging 
the Luz technolot,')' in concert with other com· 
panics, and has considered including other solar 
thermal technologieS in demonstration plans. 
,\feanwhile, PG&E)n<;reased the number of 
operational, cost-dkcrin: ph<itovoltaic install.!· 
rions ro more than 1,000 in !991, compared 
wirh 200 as n:cendv as April 1989. Phmovoltaic pan· 
els, which directly convert the sun's cncrt.'T into 
electricity, power microwave repeaters, warning 
beacons, lights, switches, hvdro gatchoust:s, 
water level sensors, aurom;ued gas meters .l!ld 
.1 nricry of other devices. Typically, in these scr 
"rings pbotovoltJ.Jcs are more economical to install 
and mainrain than conventional alternatives. 
( ' ; l .\ ·' F l I I \ 
· PG&E moved t(>rward in 1991 wtth its proJeCt 
to sub~tanriallv mcrcasc the supplv of cleaner 
hurmng natural gas Ill Caliti>rnta .md to dn clop 
-n>e worker's training will include the usc 
of cards with color photos of endangered 
'peC!cs. Maps on the cards· show where 
the species might be tound. 
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clean fuel t~chnologies. 
.Preliminary co~struction began on the 
Californiaportion of the $1.7 billion PG&E-
Pacifu: Gas Transmission natural gas pipeline 
expansion.Sched~led for complei:i~nin '!993, 
the project will transport up to 755 million 
.cubic feet of additional gas a day from Canada 
to California. The project wi.ll also provide an 
·additional 148 million cubic feet of daily pipe_· 
line capacity for the Pacific Northwest. 
· Gas delivered through the liue will avoid the 
use of at least 10 million barrels of oil a year in 
California, meaning that about 4,000 wns of 
nitr-ogen oxide and LS million tons of carbon 
dioxide will not enter the atmosphere each year. 
In September 1,991, PG&E announced an 
agreement in principle to sell its wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Pacific Gas Transmission Company, 
which owns and operates the existing pipeline 
between Califixnia and Canada, to TransCanada 
Pipelines.Ltd. Terms ~fthe planned sale include 
a commit~ent by TransCanada to cornplcte 
the expansion: 
In Decemb~r 1991, project construction 
work began with installation of !0,000 teet of 
42-im:h pipe under three Sacramento Delta 
Waterways. PG&E's contractots, using a hori· 
zontal drilling method, avoided the impacts to 
waterways and wetlands caused by· traditional 
· open·cuttrenchi~g and dredging. 
. . 
Mainline construction of 429 miles through 
Idaho, Washington and Oregon a11d 415 miles 
through California will take place \vithin existing 
or expanded PG 'Tor PG&E rights-of-way tor 95% elf 
the route, minimizing environmental impacts. . 
Each of the 5,000 workers on the pro;"ect will 
receive comprehensive, ongoing instruction tn 
environmental awareness and work ·practices. 
Their training will include the usc of cards \\ith 
fr'rsl relailnaluralyas sial/on in 1991. 
color photos of endJngcrcd or threatened spccJcs 
- trom the grav wolf and grizzly hear to the 
delta green ground bcctk . .\taps on the cards 
show where the species mi!,\ht be t(mnd and tell 
workers whJt to do if thev L,counrer them. 
As the pipeline project moves ti1rward, 
PG& E continues to p~1rsuc other dean fuel 
technologies. 
An innovati,·e fuel cell power plant went into 
operation in 1991. It converts the chemical 
energy in natural gas directlv ro elccrricirv. 
Because the gJs is nor burned, the rvpical 
products of combustion, such as NOx, will not 
be produced. The 100-kilowJtt test tacilirv is 
located Jt PG&E's Hxsean:hand Development 
Center in San Ramon, CJ!ilixnia. 
This PG&E tltcl cell plant is the tirst in the 
world to usc motten carbonate as the clectnc.tllv 
conductive chemical that reacts \\ith fuel to 
..:reate an electric current. This tvpc of ti1cl cell 
could evL,tuallv be used Jt existing generating 
'ires to replace conn:ntionJ.l steJm-thermal 
units. Clean-burning Jnd 4uier. it would ,1lso be 
J candidate tix usc in a ~distributed utilitv gen-
eration" <.etting, producing power in the sJmt: 
neighborhood where it would be consumed. 
CLFA:--: :\rR VLHI<"LF\ 
The kdcral Clean r\ir Act .1mcndments of 1990 
provide ti1r a dean ti1cl vehicle pilot program in 
C1litiJrnia. It requires the annuJ.l production and 
sale of 150,000 clean fuel vehicles beginmng in 
model year 1996. The number \\ill grm\' to 
· 300,000 vchidesper vcar in model vcar 1999 
and thereafter. This pilot program dit1crs trom 
other clements of the tl:deral program in rhJt 
credits Jre avai!Jblc to manufacturers ti1r produc-
ing more clean tl1d vehicles, not ro tleet mvners 
who purchase rhc \·chicles. Thi> kdcral progr.un, 
·Full or limited public access was available 
Jt 14 n.1mraltw-' stations at the end ofl991. 
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along with the regulations adopted by the 
. . . . . 
California Air Resources Board, provides the im-
petus for PG&E's Clean Air Vehicle program. 
PG&E's program calls for efforts to expand 
the use of natl,lral gas vehicles (NGVs ), and 
continued su.pport of research arid development 
to make elect_ric vehi.;;Jes c0rturiercially available. 
In 1991, the CPUC authorized PG&E.rev- · 
enues of $12.5 million over. two years for the 
company's NGV p~ogram. The decision allows 
PG&E to place its NGVc<;>mpressor stations in 
the rate base as normal utility plant. 
Highlights ofPG&E's 1991 NGVprogram 
included: 
• ExpansioH of the network ofNGV fu.eling 
stations to serve PG&E and customer fleet vehi-
cles. Full or limited public ~ccesli was available at 
14 stations at the end of 1991, up from seven a 
Y.ear before. Thirteen more are to be completed 
in 1992. Under a joint. agreement with _I>G&E, 
Shell Oil opened C~lifornia's tlrst "retail" 
narural gas station in Sacramento in April 1991. 
Chevron contracted with PG&E to open a· natu-
ral gas station, also in ·sacramento, in !992. · 
• Introduction by General Motors, PG&E and 
other utilities of the first.factory-produced, fully 
dedicated natural gas v~hicle, a 1992 GMC 
Sierra pickup truck: PG&E will purchase ahout 
50 of these trucks in 1992. In another joint 
effort to introduce dedicated. NGVs in PG&E's 
service territory, PG&E signed a ·letter of intent 
with Chrysler for a joint_venrure to build NGV 
vans.in 1992. 
• Development of mirumum quality standards for 
non-PG&E centers that .convert and maintaill 
gasoline vehicles to run on natural gas, opening 
of five such authorized centers, establishment of 
a -program to evaluate the ·operation, reliability; 
costs anduser icceptance ofNGys, Jnd design 
IS e\pec!ed Ia 6'e aboul .'}'t; o/c;as sales. 
of .1 PG&E Clean Air Vehicle Technology 
Ct:nrer, scheduled to open in Oakland in the h~>-r 
half of 19.92. PG&E designed the qualitv stan· 
cl.lrds .md certities the con\·ersion centers in the 
interest of operational and rdiieling sati:ty. Only 
n:hides convened .u c:ertiticd centers mav use 
PG&E refueling stations. 
• ! niriation of various stipport et1ixts to advance 
:--.:c;Vs in California and nationally, including 
dndopmcnr of a sales/marketing tr.lining pro· 
g.ram t(>r PG& E representatives, sponsorship 
of succe5sful ~sale t(Jr resale" legislation which 
deregulates the rc.tail sale of natural gas tor 
\'chides in Calit(Jrnia, .md initiation of a low· 
interest finance program targeted to the 
public: sector tor NGV purchases. 
PG&E's NGV goal is to serve 125,000 tlecr 
\chides by the year 2000. That is 25% of the 
estimated 500,000 tkct vehicles in PG&E's 
'>cn·i(c area thar arc suitable lt>r (Onversion. to 
natural gas. The :-\G\' gas load· in the \-car 2000 
is expected to be 17.6.billion cubic ket (bd), 
or .1bour 3% of gas sales. 
PG&E wstomcrs usmg :-.IGVs include the 
.. :itics of AlamedJ, Bakersfield,, Oakland, .md 
'>acramento; Contra Costa and Kern counties, 
Berkeley and Han1·ard unitied school distncts, 
Entcnmann 's and Kilpatrick\ bakeries, ;\C 
Tr.m~It. Federal Express, SacrJmcnto Rcgwn.1l 
Transit, and the C.S. Post Office in Concord. 
:\t the .end of 1991, (UStomcrs had converted 
200 \Chicles to run on narural gas and had 500 
on order tor 1992 delivery. PG&E has 300 
:--.:GVs in its fleet and is wmmitted to sig1ufi 
canth- mcreasc that number. . 
f n 199!, pc;& E completed its Research Plan 
t(>r the Electric \'chide Market. Because dccrric 
\chides have t(1c potential to impact sigmticmt· 
k PG&E's core busmcss,thc plan highlig.htcd 
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electric vehicles' potential impact on rates, 
earnings per share and other factors. Among 
the busin~ss issueS raised by electric vehicles are 
charging off· peak {as in a customer's garage) 
versus on·peak·(irt BART fots, for example); 
power quality-'- potential effects on neighbors, 
for instance; the impact of grouping several 
chargers, as might occur in affiuem areas; and 
the potential impact of.quick-charging systems. 
The company purchased two production-fT!odel 
electric G-vans in 1991. One is in trial usc by 
So~oma County as a delivery vehicle. The other 
is being used for demonstrations and testing. 
NATCRAL RESOURCES 
STEWARDSHIP 
PG&E serves electricity and natural gas to sp'me 
ll million California ~~idents in a 94,000-
square-mile service area that includes some of 
the world'S' most spectacular and precious 
woodlands, seacoasts, farmlands and mountains. 
PG&E is committed t~ operate its energy 
production, transmission and distribution sys-
tems in ways that protect and enham.-e the natu-
ral resources ofnorthcrry and· central California . 
It pro~ des opportunities for responsible· recre-
ational use of the natural resources under its 
. management-191,400 visitors made use of 
PG&E overnight facilities in 1991 ~and works 
with other organizations to advance its resource 
protection goals. 
In PG&E's decentralized management struc-
tun:, groups responded to natural resource s~ew­
ardship chall~nges· in a variety.of ways in I99L 
PG&E and the California Department of. Fish 
& Game announced in October a pioneering 
agreement aimed at protecting and improving 
fish and wildlife resources on the North Fork 
of the Feather River in 'Plumas County. Under 
:13ased Ofl a 5llrVey conducfed, 96 f!J of employees have a 
personal commdmenllo improue !he ruahiy enu.ironmenl 
the agreement, which is subject to Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission approval, 
PG&E will increase tlows and ch.mnel colder 
water into the river to enhance the trout 
fishery; plant 30,000 trout a year in the Rock 
Creek and Cresta reservoirs; take steps to miti-
gate the impact of cattle grazing on PG&E . 
land, and perform other work. The project will 
cost about $4 million to carry our. 
In Mountain View, PG&E joined with the· 
local Shoreline Wildlite and Recreation Area, 
the Audubon Sociery, th.t:: Humane Societv and 
others to create the Burrmving Owl Alliance. 
The alliance creates owl habitat in areas such 
as landfills and utilitv rights-of-wa\' to otTset 
habitat losses due to population growth and 
land development. 
PG&E is working with state and federal 
t{xestry experts, properry owners and utili tv 
custome.rs in Sierra Mountain counties to 
reduce the devastation being caused Lw the 
drought-related bark beetle epidemic in those 
counties. In 1990 and 1991, PG&E removed 
more than 43,000 dead trees that were a hazard 
to power lines in remote areas. 
Other 1991 examples of natural resources 
stewardship included these: 
• Along the Bear River in P!J.cer and Nevada 
counties, PG&E began developing an ennron-
mental learning center. Using nature's own set-
ting in a typical hydroelectric watershed area, 
the center is being designed to illustrate how 
PG&E reacrs sens1tivelv to the ennronmcnt. 
Scheduled to open September l, 1992, the 
center will include .1 \'isitor int<)rmation kiosk, 
picnic and parking areas and a nature traiL 
• PG&E biologists helped the Santa Cruz 
PredatorY Bird Research Group Jnd the 
Sequoia National Forest release peregrine 
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falcons into the wild near Wishon Reservoir, 
continuing a program begun in 1986 to return 
endangered species to historical nesting areas . 
., At locations where. stream flows are measured, 
electric or propane heaters were installed as an 
environmentally superior al~ernative to the use 
of anrifr~eze or other additives to ,prevent 
malfunctions due to freezing. 
.. A progr.un initiated, in 1991 is demonstrating 
environm~ntally sound vegetation management 
techniques on wildlalld rights·of-~ay to reduce 
fire hazards caused by tall fl~mablevt;!:fetation 
by encouraging low-groWing native species and 
to assure protection of wildlife utilizing those 
corridors. 
' ' 
., PG&E provided financial, editorial, a!ld tech-
nical assistance in the making of~ video with 
the US. Fores~ Service entitled "Forest Friends 
nrnn,rOI·p Partnerships. at Work., 
' E ,\I p L () y E E l :s v 0 L v 'E M E N T 
PG&E enco~rages employee involvement as an 
important part of its commitment to improve 
environment. Based: on a survey conducted 
in December 1991, 96% of employees indicated 
they had a personal commitment to improve 
the qual:ity of the environment. Employees are 
involved in four distinct types of programs. 
lnm;ase rec.vclin,lJ efforts. 
Although PG&E systemWide data is not ~vail-.· 
able, in corporate headquarters,. 1,037 tons of 
paper were recycled in 1991. That represents a 
saving of l7,60Q trees, 3,100 cubic yards of 
landfil1 space, 7 million gallons of water and 
400,000 gallons of oil. The corprirate head· 
qliatters also .recycled 1,000 pounds of alu-
minum cans and 6,100 pounds· of glass bo~tles. 
Other reqrded material in 1991 included 
6,270 tons of dectrical conductor, 3,900 tons· 
JX],C{:; bouyhl ab~u/2.9 md//on poundr ofrecycfedpaper in 199/. 
of tr anstonners, 6,000 tons of scrap rnetJ.I, '}I\ 
tons ot: hatteries, ·.1hout 11\0,000 gallons of gas 
condcns.Hc, 1,230 tires, .4.3 tons of pbstic gas 
pipe, and 221 steel drums. 
Rcn·ding is working in a varietY of other wavs. 
• In 199 J, eight more recycling programs were 
st.lrtcd at"l'G& E facilities. Those tracking 
di,pmal costs and -recvding volumes find tlut 
di,posJ.l costs arc down an average of 35%. 
S.1n francisco Bav Power Plant, t(>r example, 
i .. SJYing S I ,200 a month by recycling about 
o5% of irs non-hazardous waste stream. 
• :\t PG&E's o.:ustomcr service oftice in 
Stoo.:kron, a ne.w wJter cooling rower rccycks 
cooling wJtcr. reducing o.:ooling water dcnlJnd 
from 12.2 million gallons a vear. to less th.Hl I 
million. Annual sa\·ings in water and sewer tees 
.1re estimated at more tlun $10.000. 
• San Jose Di,·i'>ion md Miss1on Trail Rq;Hm 
headquarters h.n e begun a test program ren·· 
cling toner carmdgcs used in laser primer'>, 
copiers .md SO!Tle tlcsimlie mJchines. Emptv 
Grtridgcs .m.: refurbished .md rctilled, .H .1 
'>J\"li1g of about $50 eJch, Jnd IJsnigniticllltlv 
longer than new ones. 
• Russ1.1n River Di,·ision initiJted a compn:hcn~ 
'1\e rc:cvcJing program proj<.:cted to save $30.0()0 
Jnnmllv in dispmal..:osrs. By recycling cardooJni, 
IH>od, paper, insulJ.wrs, ~rap metal, g.Jass, ,u1d 
aluminum cans, the di\ision i:xpects ro reduce the 
.,olid waste going tn l.lndfills bv 70% to RO%. 
lhing the "'Green Materials Catalog," 
!'G& E offices purchase recycled and 
recvcbble pn)d"ucts and hazardous 
wJ\tC mmimizanon products. 
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l 00% of the paper for the fol!o~ving publications 
, ·and uses is recyCled stock: PG&E Progress, 
which is inserted in customers' monthly bills; 
:PG&E Week; the weekly employee publication; 
all billing envelopes and inserts; the annual 
. . . 
report and annual.proxy sta~ment. PG&E 
bought about 2.9 n:illioil pounds of recycled 
paper for these uses in 1991. 
·Recycled high ·density computer paper is .being 
tested, as is recycled papedor c~stomer bills. 
Only 5% of PG&E's copy papc·r and 3% of-its 
personal computer paper are now purchased 
from recycl~d stock, which remains more expenc 
sive than virgin paper produced for these.uses. 
In 1991; the Materials Department updated 
its "Green Catalog" of recycled and recyclable 
products and hazardous wa.stt: minimization 
products. Using the catalog, PG&E offices 
purchased, in addition to the paper described 
·above, 1,260 cases of paper cups to replace sty· 
rotoam, 222 boxes and cases of recycled paper 
towels and other janitorial paper supplies, 170 
gallons of all·purpo~e cleaner· and 173 b()xes of 
markers that are alternatives to aerosol products. 
At 30 service centers, the usc of parts washers 
instead of solvent dip tanks reducecf spem sol-
~ents disposal from 357 g~llons in, 1990 to 25 
gallons in 1991. 
. Reduce ene'lfy consumptwn at · 
companyfacilities. 
Several steps were taken in 1991 to reduce 
energy consumption at PG&E facilities. 
.. A full-time project m·anager·position was ere· 
• Diablo C.lm·on Power Pl.J.nr's highlv reguJJtcd 
• >perations generJte !Jrge Jmounts of pJpc:r. 
The pi .1m now ren·dcs Jbout 1.2 tons of p.lp<.:r 
per month, in addition to ..:ans, wood and 
phone books. 
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pany's eftorts to improve its <;nergy efficiency. 
• PG&E began participation i"n the US. 
Environmental Protection Agency's Greery 
Lights program, which encourages the use of 
energy-effiCient lighting Technologies across the 
~. /991 recycfiny cnclm/ed.· 6,270 Ions of efeclnCa! conduclor, 
:1,900 Ions o{lrans{ormers,. 6,000 Ions ofscrap mefal· 
nation. Employee involvement i~ this program . 
helped idenrif\· cmergy savings opportunities 
antl.was essential in achieving them. Lighting 
retrofits completed at six locations :~Iter PG& E 
signed the :~greemem in May \\ill save 1.4 mil· 
lion kilowatt· hours of electricity a year, reducing 
oper:~ring costs and emissions. 
• Audits of comp:my tacilities ren:aled potential 
savings. A Moss Lmding Power P!Jnr cncrb'Y 
surYev t:~rgeting plant lighting, air conditioning, 
,md motors identified potential s:~vings of more 
than 26 million kwh plT vcar. Lightrng i.mprove· 
menrs that will ~ave an estirn:~ted 4.9 million 
kwh per year .1re h~ing implemented tirst. 
Rtducc commute impacts by we of 
car pools and public trnmportfltion. 
Sen:ral 1991 progrlms were launched to make 
..:ommuting more efficient, :~nd a fulltimc 
Corporate Tramport.nion Coordinator JOmcd 
r<..;&E and hcg:m cffi>rts to develop i1 compre· 
hcmive employee transportation plan designed 
to reduce. the number of emplovces who dri\'e 
alone to and ftom work. 
~orth B:~y Division initiJtcd a ,:,mpool pro· 
gram, using tc)lJr natural gas·pow<:rcd v.ms ti>r 
ernplovees in northern .\1arin and SononJJ 
-:ounnes. The program was honored hv R.lv 
:\reJ RIDES with J 'peci:~Jleadership certiticJ.tc. 
S.tcramcmo Division operate~ ~ix nos that run 
on natural gas. Thev hJve taken about 50 p.1s· 
>cngcr \·chicles off Sacramento .uea highwa\·s. 
Here: ,Ire other cxJmples of how PG& E em· 
plovc:cs contributed in 1991 to J better ciivi· 
ronmcm, in actions borh on. and off the JOh: 
• I' Jrticipanng again in Operation Phoenix, be 
gun Jlter 19H7 tires desrroved nsr toresr areJs 
111 C.~Iifornia, 23S J'(i&E emplovces, t;m11lv 
·members .md tric:nd' m !991 piJntcd more 
thJn 16,000 <;cedling trees U1 the ;\lenduuno 
Working wnb the CiJifornia Departmenr 
<>f Fish •nd GJmc, .a PG&E c_rew rescl\ed 
+,000 trout trom·canals being emptied 
for nl<lHHeiuncc. · 
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and Stanislaus national forests: 
.. Employees from Coast .Valleys D_ivision and 
Moss Landing Power Plantrepaired the roof 
of a, historic .dairy barn ·on Elkhorn Slough in 
Monterey County and cleared trails in the 
reserve_, where research and education p~ograms 
are supported by the Nature Conservancy and 
the EJ.J.chorn Slough Foundation. 
.. Employees from Mission Trail Region ~d s~ 
Jose,· Coast Valleys, Los Pa<kes, Diablo·, Peninsula 
. . . 
and Skylme divi~ons participated in the Adopt' a· 
Highway program developed by Ca!Trans. 
The dedication of.PG&E employees to the 
environment was summed lip .in a letter tram a 
27 ·year :veteranof c;uifornia~s Department of' 
Fish and <;lame ~ho helPed a PG&E crew save 
4,000 trout from canals being. emp~iedfor 
maintenance. "I have never worked with a 
more dedi<;:ated crew in my life," he wrote. "It 
was not an easy task., and it would have been 
easy torthem to go through the motions of 
rescuing fish, but.t~ey didn't. They did one 
fine job, believe me." 
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PG&E continued throughout 1991 tp empha-
size business practices that enhance the eiwi-
ronment, to live up w the spirit as well as the 
letter of environmental laws, to monitor 
PG&E's environmental perfor~ance regularly 
and iigorously,,to ensure accountability for 
environmental planning and performan~e, to . 
work to dean up pollution from past operations; 
roconsider environmental factors when making 
planning and operating decisions, and to rein, 
force environmental values throughout PG&E. 
Eighty percent of PG&E employees surveyed in 
December 1991 believe thar·the company is com· 
" 7!le company announceda unirue parlnersfup wilh lh'e-. 
Gnuironmenlaf ?roleclion 7/gency aimed. a/ po/fulioir prevenlio~z-
mm<:d to imprm mg t11e qu.:tlitv oft he erl\ ironnwnt. 
In' lulv, thccompam· .mnounccd a unique 
partnership with the Environmenral Protection 
Agencv (EPA) .limed at pollution prevention. 
The agreement, the tir~t of its kind, targets 
tin; main area~ in which PG& E and EPA ::tre 
working together: energy c::tficiencv in !cderal 
building~. en,·tronn1cnral education, in-home 
emironmcnral int(Jn11J.tion, dean air \"Chides 
and cnvironmcntJl research . 
. -\pplving PG&E's Customer Encr!:-'Y Efficiency 
progr;uns [o tcdcr.1l bmldings in northern and 
central CaliforntJ alone has the potenti.1l to 
s,J\'e 25% of the !.2 billion kilowatt-hours of 
. dcctrici~· those buildings usc annuallv. Those 
,,1\'ings would equal the. annual electric usage 
of 50,000 Pt;&E .1rca households. 
"This historic agrcemcnr is an exc~lfcnt 
namplc of gm·ernment and indu>trv working 
together to serve the needs of the public bv 
prc\'cnting pollution bd(m: it occurs,'' satd 
EPA .-\dministrator, William K. Reillv. 
P< ;& E project pl.mncrs con~inucd to d~\ clop 
crcati\·e soluuons to environmental challenges. 
When aS 1.8 ~11Ilion pip~l.ine rcplan:mcnr 
proJect was plamJCd through Briones RegtonJJ 
P.1rk in the hills ncar W.tlnur Creek, PG&E, 
working with the East B.w Rcgio.nal 1~ark 
Distnct, studied hntr altcrnattve rmircs to 
determine whid1 om: would make the least 
cm·ironnicnral impact. The companv had. to 
dndop special construction techniques .md 
w.c narrow-g.lllgc trenching cquipruenr so rh.H 
lOI1\tntction crews could work along narrow 
trJii\ md around trees. :-.:one of the park's old 
.,,tk t recs were removed, and ,titer ~tte clqnup 
.1nd n:\toratron, park trJ.Jls ~verc 111 better comli · 
t1on tlun bd(Jre the project ~tarred. The pJrk 
· di'>trtd Board of Directors Jwarded P\ ;& E .1 
!I 
. ,i 
Spc.:ial construction techniques were 
used to work along narrow trails and 
. mmntl pees in the Briones Regional 
Park. 
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Rt:solution of Praise in appreciation tJf the com·· 
pany's cooperative effortsduring the project. 
PG&E's environment.al auc!iting.progr:i.in, 
under which company facilities are inspeCted· 
for compliance with environmental laws and 
regulations, expanded in 1991. .The auditing 
staff was expanded from two to five, and a 
. new focused audjt cons:entr~ting on high-risk 
issues was introduced·. As a result: audits were· .. 
significantly'incrt;ased over'l990. However; . 
the goal of completing even more audits in 1991 
. was not achieved, due to slower-than-expected 
buildup of the auditor staff. The company is 
also developing compu~er software !O en~our­
age self-inspections of smaller facitities . 
Accountability for ·environmental pe~tor· 
mance is receiving·increased emphasis. In 
l9.9I, for instance,. a 5.% reduction in gasoline 
usage by c_ompany fleet vehicles was one of 
the performance indicators ot; which North 
Valley Division's arinual management bonuses 
will depend. 
PG&E conti,nued in 1991 to work to dean up 
residual pollution.at various sites where gas was. 
. . ~ 
manufactured from coal an.d oil during .the early 
1900s. Wastes that were disposed of on-site, 
following the practic~ ofthe day, are now .rec· 
ognlzed as dangerous. 
Prior to·l99l, PG&E had completed investi.· 
gations or performed clean-up work at 10 of 
the 32 company-owned sites requirin,g evalua· 
tionand/or remediation. In199l, investiga· 
rions were completed at the remaining 22. 
Results of the investigations will enable PG& E 
and regulatory agencies to determine appropri· 
ate· further action. PG&E's manufactured gas 
plant site pr(>grani and cleanup costs thrqugh 
1991 totakd about $23 million. 
A reserve of $7l million has been e~tablish~d 
II 
II 9mprO<'inf! enu<fwmen!af ruali!y is bot£ 
·good.wcr"alpo/icy and sound 6~1siness. 
tor future remediation costs, principallv at man-
ufactured gas plant sites and gas compres~or 
station~. The company will applv tor recovery of 
these costs through rates. 
A major soils cleanup, the second remediation 
under this program, was completed in 1991 at a 
site in Sacramento. Some 43-,000 cubic yards of 
soil- 2,714 truckloads- were removed .from 
the site. VVhen possible, residues were recycled 
into an asphalt roadbase material, reducing bv 
more than 20% the amount requiring disposal 
in a secured landfill. With soil remo\·al com 
plete, the companv \\ill develop and impkmenr 
a plan to dean up low-level ground water ·con-
tamination at the site. 
PG&E continued in 1991 to increase and 
emphasize enviro.nmental training. All Hvdro 
Generation emplovces participated in env1: 
ronmenral awareness training. In another 
program, company biologists .uranged .1 
week ·long traimng course designed to make 
emplovees and tenants better stewards of 
PG&E-owned lands, and in another trained 
electric tield crews in the legal requirements 
and company policies n;laring to raprors and 
their nests on power lines. A pilot program 
in Mi;sion Trail Region began as an overview 
for emplo\'~es of PG&E's environmental 
efforts and will continue ro evolve, focus111g 
on issues pertinent to the communitv, the 
company and emplovees. 
PG&E's belief that imprm·ing environmental 
qu.1lit\· is both good social policv and sound 
business was evident in its planning and opera-
tions throughout 199! in a \'ariet\' of other 
wavs. for example: 
• A checklist of potentiJI em·ironmenral IS-
->urs to be cons1drred during proJeCt 'planning 
was introduced. It 1s dt:s1gned to raise potcn 
43,000 c·ubi< vards of soil were removed 
to dean up a tormcr manufactured gas 
plant me m SJcr.1mcnto. · 
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tial air· quality, water quality, hazardous waste, 
endangered species and other environmental 
impact questions at the outset of the planning 
process. For exa~ple, it asks if a project ~ill 
release chemicals ta~he have· a beneficial 
effea by causing a net decrease in pollutio~, 
discharge liquids affecting water, require 
off-site hazardous waste disposal, require 
a cultural resources management plan; etc. 
"Often, projects ·started to reduce costs or 
improve service also provide environmental 
benefits.· For example, PG&E metallurgists. 
developed new technology' and equipment ro 
inspect gas pipelines for internal corrosion. 
VVhen it was used to inspect an under-river 
gas line where corrosion was suspected, the · 
·system found the under-river section n'eeded 
~oating only, not replacement. The intern<ll 
coating' cost $80,000; replacement would 
have cost $900,000, Use of the system also 
resulted in no unnecessary disturbance of 
the river and its environment. 
• PG&E became. the first US. utility to join 
the Marine Preservation .A..ssociation. The 
association funds the Marine Spill Response · 
Organization, formed as a cooperative to dean 
t!p oil spills. 
• H<1zardous waste generation at The 
Geysers, PG&E's geothermal steam-powered 
complex in Sonoma and Lake counties, 
dropped below 6,500 tons, in 1991. As re~ 
cently as .1?84 it had totaled 90,000 tons. 
Generation of hazardous waste in.l991 was 
sharply reduced by the decision. to shut 
down two older Geysers units- an example 
of how operational decisions can result in 
environmental benefits. The two units had· 
accounted for more than 2,000 tons of 
hazardous waste in 1990. 
. " 
... 
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Encouraged by iis environmental record ip 
.1991 and .the re~gnition that it has brought,. 
P.G&E is mindful of the environmental chal-
lenges still to be met, and of the ori_es that may 
· apse unexpectedly and suddenly. To meet the 
known cha,Jienges and.the one.s no~·yet. 
visible, PG&E will rely on i~ Commitmen.t to 
Eriviroome~tal Quality. and the instinc~ ~f.a 
work foz:c~ that is incr~asingiy ~ensitive and.et: 
fective in its responses to environmental issues . 
. · . . . .. - ·. · .. 
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Senate Committee on Natural Re$ources and Wildlife 
Room 2031 State Capitol 
Sacramento, ca. 95814 
Subject: State Policy Impacts on Biodiversity 
Honorable Chail.-man and Members of the Committee 
11886;1:* 1 
Projects are highly visible in their impacts upon biodiversity. Many 
were initiated before environmental review was mandated. Their conse-
quences are usually mitigated by yet more projects. Therefore, I would 
concentrate my remarks on State policy impacts, and ask your ~orebearance 
as I discuss peripheral matters for their causitive factors in two areas: 
agriculture and developement. 
The greatest cause of biodiversity loss in the Central Valley is the ag-
ricultural practices of the last generation. Much of this area was in 
husbandary. Cropping was.more diverse. Resident operators farmed with a 
portion fallow and supportive of biodiversity. Agricultural genetic 
diversity was also practiced. 
o Many plant species have been destroyed as detrimental host plants, 
weeds or overwhelmed by exotics at the instigation of the Department of 
Agriculture and the University. ImJnediate yeild is stressed over gen-
etic and land diversity. 
o Compliance with agricultural conservation programs is often lacking. 
This is caused mainly by poor enforcement, and, as farmers subtley be-
come clients of entitlements, more receptive to State suggestions. 
They also fear land use loss created by an invasion of a species of 
concern. 
o Salinity may revert much intensive ag land back to grazing from whence 
it came. 
Species by species mitigation and the results of water mining is taking 
large portions of land for mitigation. 
While water banks and preserves, as well as reversion, do present 
possitive opportunities for biodiversity, their removal from the tax 
base has negative effects which I will discuss. 
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Education is a major function of the State, and I wish to discussthe re-
sults of its shortcomings, not for the obvious one that, if a solid bio-
logical foundation were taught on the interdependency of the biota, these 
hearings on biodiversity and negative impacts to it would be superfluous, 
but to demonstrate education's, and the State's,secondary impacts. 
o Notonly does a scholastic beauracracy utilize monies which could be 
utilized elsewhere, but also it creates demand for developement for its 
own ongoing financing. Even as urbanization occurs, cost efficiencies ~ 
through district unification does not follow. For example Metropolitan 
Bakersfield has thirteen school districts. 
o Inferior education, and its results, is a major factor of "neo white 
flight''to rural areas, thus impacting the interfaces'environment. 
o The lack of the educational products'social mobility,creates demands 
on the crimn1inal justice and social service systems to the State, 
who mandates these fiscal impacts to local government. 
o To meet the increased costs of services, coupled with decreased stable 
ag related sales tax revenues, local governments have started playing 
"zoning for dollars". 
Since Proposition 13, new developernent is where the ta~es lie. Bio-
diversity is the main course on the free lunch menu,as immediate rev-
enues and employment considerations take precedence over biodiversity 
retention. 
Subvention loss accelerates land conversion. 
The education example shows that knowledge of problems is not sufficient, 
but is co-equal with will. Dealing with primary causes is often subverted 
to mitigations, or fixes, of results. Witness the languishing of two 
reforms: 
The Williamson Act, which should contain specific biodiversity goals 
and criteria. 
The Resources Code revision, ~hich should not only have biodiversity 
goals, but also utilize the Resource Conservation Districts state 
wide as the most efficient cannels for these·goals. 
In Addition, I would propose the following: 
o Sti\te consideration of mandating local planning guidelines similar 
to ~he Stanislaus County proposal for biodiversity retention. 
2) 
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o The elimination of tax loopholes for second hom~s, with the increased 
revenues used to support conservation districts. 
o Environmental analysis, as well as fiscal analysis for ballot propos-
itions. This can aid in the making of informed decisions for legis-
lation increasingly initiated in shopping malls, rather than the Capitol 
Mall. 
o Credits for Biodiversity retention through conservation easements, 
development rights purchases and similar payments to land owners,ought 
to be credited to local jurisdictions as alternative adjuncts to habi-
tat preserves. 
I am appreciative of the allowance for input, and am available for any 
clarification. I look forward to any progress reports you may be giving 
at ne~t years conference. 
Sincerely yours, 
Dennis Fox 
918 Blossom 
Bakersfield, Ca 
93306 
(805) 366-4093 
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THE IOTIOI OF AI IITEiTiiBAL IIDIAI PAil 
The In '=erTnbal Sin!:yo:tH~ UJilden.Less Couru:~ll liTSli.TCi a co:c~so:rn um <:1i 10 i edtn· all g 
recog-nued !ndun Tnbes mvnes you to help m the creanon oi A•eric~ 's first-ever 
In terTriba.l Pa.rl. to be open to the public and manag'ed by local Indian Pec.•ples 
Smt.vone 1s located m the northt.restern part of Mendocmo ~~unty. along the "Lost 
Coast" of northern Calif orna. and 1 ts once-1 ush r amf crests supported large popula noi".S 
of Man ve Sin!:yone peoples Stud1es md1cate that Sm!:yone peoples mha.In ted thls reg 1on 
for at least 8.000 years The area's umque. dramanc landscape lS due to 1ts terr.un 
and old -g-rot.rth Redt.rood f crests. t.rh1ch have been larf[el y destroyed by the nmber 
mdustry. Addinonally. Sin!:yone con tams many sacred s1tes that remam culturally 
s1g-n1ficant to our people. Manve peoples are st1ll connected to thls lHtd t.rhere they 
g-ather food. medicme. and sp1ntua.l sustenance liTe see!<: to preserve and restore thH' 
forme..:·ly pnsnne t.rtlderness area.. and to nuture lt fo1 our a.n1ma.l. b1rd, f1sh. and 
plant relanons. as t.rell as for the future human generanons In establishmg- the 
InterTnbal Par!<:. our dream 1s that a.ll people ca.n enjog the Sinl"gone 
vilclerness a.rea. through the Ca.lifornia. Inclia.n perspective. 
Some people are of the opm10n that the Sin!<:yone. li.Tallal<:i-spea!<:ing- peoples have 
van1shed. In the flrst half of the 19th century the U.S. and Califorma State 
g-overnments pa1d the1r c1 tuens to !<:ill Indians; the Sin!:yone peoples t.rere v1cnms of 
th1s g-enoc1de They t.rere 1:.1 an tonl y massacred. and surv1 vors t.rere removed to other 
areas t.rhere they died of e11posure. surva non. f ore1g-n diseases. and despair The land's 
natural resources t.rere then e11plo1ted t.rlthout restr am t Some of the Si:n!:yone t.rere 
forced to live m the h11ls li!:e h u:n ted ammals u:n nl they t.rere no long-er per eel ved as 
a threat. Hot.rever ve a.re honored a.ncl proud to sa.9 tha.t. contra.r"g to 
popula.r belief, Sinl"gone descencla.nts a.re a.•ong us tocla.'!J. 
Through the concerted efforts of Indians and :non- Indians. much of the Si:nkyo:ne 
a:ncestr al land has been protected from further destrucnon by the nmber mdustry 
The la.t.r sun that saved Sini:yone 1s knot.rn as EPIC vs Johnson. July 198S. m t1h1ch 
the Appellate Court held that the Call! orma Department of Forestry (CDFl had f a1led. on 
several counts. to .1dhere to ns ot.rn procedural g-mdelmes necessary for the approval ·)f 
Timber Harvestmg Plans The case set a legal precedent. and CDF had to revamp t.he 
mandated proceedures for timber harvestml?' 
T1Ht1le our ef! orts t.rere successiul m sa·v·1:ng- 7JOO '3i:ttr:'J~i•i! a..::J:·es tla ter· P'ln::t-,a.sed bg d•i! 
State and non-profit corpora nortsl. les.s tha:n half of that land 1.3.300 acre.sJ r.J as .iddi!d 
to the State Par!<: system. t.rlth the rem.ilnder subJect to be sold 1:n the near future 
Currently, t.re are :neg-onatmg- t11th the State Coastal Conservancy for the ul tl:nate 
transfer of ntle to our Counc1l of the rema1n1ng 3.800 acres. not.r ot.rned by Tr•Jst for 
Pubhc Lands fTPLl UTe are mve.sngann~ hot.r the InterTnbal Par!<: tJlll address 
econom1c and land-use concerns of the State and Count"J. and H d,e same nm.i! 
re-esta.bhsh the N:an·c'e Am.erEa:r, la..r,d ::teuanis!up eth1c on the TPL 3.800 a.c:re pa.r:d 
T1u:: 1s :.. ·:on tract !:let~een our Counc1l il.nd the US Forest Serv1ce that t.nll enable us 
to produce .i. .::omprehens1ve. mte~rated ~atershed-area plan for upland restoration and 
mana~ement focusm~ on goals of preservmg natural and cultural resources 1:Jh1le 
1m provms- i crest and flsher'] m teg-n ty and producn Vl ty 
From 1992 to 1996. our Counc1l tJlll he contracnng- monnonng- of Native A.mencan ·sacred 
s1 te protecnon. as part of the 1iJ atershed Rehabili ta non Plan that tJlll re-con tour 30 
m1les of old loggmg roads tJlthm the Sinkyone State Pari-;. for the restora.non of 
ong1nal aesthencs and m1 tl(; a non of eros1on problems UJe are plann1ng- other future 
land restoranon proJects. as tJell as cultural preservation prog-rams to ta.l;e place at 
the S1nkyone State Park 
Our Counc1l · s ul nmHe goal 1s to restore and stetJ a.rd the en nre Sinl\yone !noreg-1on. 
Our plans mclude the restoranon of 1ts ra.1nforests. coastal stream corndors. and 
manne areas as tJell as the re-1n troducnon of u1.c1en t trail corndors and the 
preservanon of 1mpona.nt archaeolog-1cal and cultural sltes. Plans also focus on 
management of mdigenous plant and an1::na.l commun1t1es to sustaln natural proceHH. 
a.ssunng that levels of human use are companble tJlth. rather than detnmental to t.he 
en v1ronmen t Spec1al ell' ?hasls 1s placed on the protecnon and re-1n troduccion of 
endang-ered plant and ammal spee1es 
These plans outline the onl!J appro<lch thott ensures the protection. 
preservation. and appropriate a<lnafeaen t: of Sini:!Jone land!" in perpetui t'g'. 
Tte re::twr a. non proJect tJlll ere ate a 11 vmg- model that mcorpor a.tes tr adi nona! Indian 
land-use pracnces tJlth modern approaches to env1ronmenta.l restoration .A.s a. part of 
the cultural preserva non. a. tr ad1 tlOnal Indian v11la.ge tJlll be constructed at Sinkyone. 
and an educanonal center tJlll be bUllt adJacent to the InterTnba.l Indian Par!;. tJhere 
v1s1 tors can learn about Smk yone and other Northern Calif orn1a. Indian cul tur a.l 
tr a.d1 nons -- the1r art. t ood -g-a.therm g- methods. plant usage. tool and ba.d:etm.aking skills. 
and ecolo~rcal relanonsh1p tJlth the land 
UJe belleve 1t best to charg-e the Na.nve .A.menca.n communlty 'CJlth the protecnon a.:nd 
ma.na~emen t of Sinkyone aho:ng-ma.l 1 a.nds As on!;1na.l Peoples of tf.ese coastal lands. 
tJe retaln thousands of gears of e~penence and l;notJled!;e that tJe are tJlllin& to share 
fer tr,e sa.r.e 0f protecnn5 our mother. the Earth tll'e are a.skin!i for gour a.ss1sta.nce 
m the creanon of the InterTnha.l Pa.r:k. tJhere tradinona.l Nanve .A.mencan land use 
tJlll he ma.1nta.1ned and 1ts lessons avallable to all people 
Friends of Sin.kqone 1s a support group that helps tJlth on -g-omg con tnbunons of 
techn!cal/research a.ss1stance. resource matenals. leg-al counsel, leg-1slanve and public 
support. ani iona.nons of labor. eq•.npment. and money If gou d like to help m tf.E 
hlstonc Nanve .A.menca.n endeavor to restore th1s fra.g1le coastal ecosystem. please 
contact u.s at the !TSUJC 0f!:ce t:o f1nd out hotJ you can be 1nvolved. Informanon on 
our seasonal Sint.yone cultural g-at!l.enn;;:; lS also ava.lla.ble ITST.JC 1s a non-profit 
or:;H•lUt:~r\ •..r1t!'. feder.:d SOl 'cJ i3l t:a~-e~empt status All •ionanons ta.ll-deducnble !f 
don.Hl.::-.? :-:'I.Ct'.e•;. please speClf'J fur la.::-.d purchEe or for g-eneral Councll support 
IXTI:RTlHBAL SIXIYOXI: WILDERXESS COliXCIL 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
California Department of Parks and Recreation 
and 
InterTribal Sinkyone Wilderness Council 
I. PURPOSE 
This Memorandum of Understanding between the Northern Region Headquarters, 
California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) and the InterTribal Sinkyone 
Wilderness Council (ITSWC) is ro clarify and document agreed to amendments in 
testimony given to the California State Coastal Commission in regards to obtaining 
necessary approvals for the implementation of the DPR Watershed Rehabilitation 
Project at: Sinkyone State Park. This Project will fo-:t's on re-contoaring 
approximately thirty (30) miles of old logging roads within Sinkyone State Park for 
the purposes of aesthetics restoration, erosion mitigation, and ecological 
enhancement, and is scheduled to take five ( 5) years to complete. 
II. AMENDMENTS 
Following are the conditions agreed to which will ensure Native American 
representation and archaeological/sacred site protection at project work site(s); 
1. That DPR agree to outslope and otherwise improve drainage of the segment of 
the old Georgia-Pacific Haul Road that lies within the Dark Gulch 
Demonstration Project area. This will help mitigate existing and potential 
erosion problems that are resulting in soil loss and stream sedimentation. 
2. That DPR support and consult with the State Coastal Conservancy and ITSWC in 
the development of an analysis for the prescription of erosion prevention on 
the adjoining 3800 acre Trust for Public Lands parcel. 
3. That DPR produce comprehensive and site-specific revegetation plans for the 
Dark Gulch project. as well as for the remainder of the Rehabilitation Project, 
which will explctn timeframes anc.. methods for planting native tree and 
groundcover species. Additionally, DPR will provide planning and, if possible. 
funding for revegetation of Park areas adjacent to, but not directly impacted 
by the road recontouring work. These are denuded areas that need attention 
and which are currently eroding and contributing to watershed degradation. 
4. All archaeological or othenvise culturally significant sites recorded within 
the project area will be excluded from treatment if that treatment is judged to 
have the potential for adversely affecting these sites. Detennination of impact 
will be made by the InterTribal Sinkyone Wilderness Council (ITSWC) in 
concurrence with a State Archaeologist. If a conflict of judgement should 
arise bet\veen ITSWC and the archaeologist, the recommendation of ITSWC shall 
supersede that of the archaeologist. Heavy equipment operation in areas 
bordering culturally-sensitive areas will be monitored by qualified ITS\VC 
personnel (Native American Cultural Resource Monitors) under IT~WC's 
direction. 
5. All unrecorded archaeological sites discovered during the course of the 
project. in addition to those sites considered by ITSWC to be otherwise 
culturally significant. will be accorded the same treatment as outlined in 
Amendment 4 (above). Determination of these additional cultural sites and 
protective measures for them may be made by ITSWC at any time during the 
project. If ITSWC deems that the knowledge of the specific location and/or 
nature of anv of these sites should not be made available to members of the 
non-Indian community, including archaeologists and other persons working 
on the project, then ITSWC will notify those persons, as well as the designated 
State Archaeologist. of its intent to identify a proper "buffer zone" that will 
protect the site from desecration that would result from actual project 
restoration/excavation work. as well as from knowledge of its existence by 
those who are not authorized by ITSWC to possess such knowledge. Excavation 
by hea"y equipment within the perimeters of thes€ "bl'::-fer zones" will be 
prohibited. 
6. DPR ·will arrange for direct contracts with ITSWC that will pay qualified Native 
American Cultural Resource Monitors to be on-site before and during the 
entire restoration project. The monitors, througl.~. au~ority vested in them by 
ITSWC will retain the authority to halt at any rime heavy equipment operations 
in areas discovered to be archaeologically-sensitive or determined to be 
otherwise culturally significant. 
7. Prior to initiation of restoration work outside the Dark Gulch area, ITSWC, 
through a direct contract with DPR, will conduct a complete cultural resources 
survey of the entire Sinkyone Wilderness project area. ITSWC agrees to hire a 
qualified professional archaeologist. approved by the designated project State 
Archaeologist, as well as qualified Native Americans, who will assist in 
strUcturing and conducting the comprehensive survey required by ITSWC and 
DPR prior to any further project undertakings. The survey will include an 
archaeological reconnaissance of the treatment areas. and ethnographic 
interviews with the ~ative Americans knowledgeable of the Sinkyone area. 
The interviews, like the reconnaissance, will be aimed at identifying sensitive 
areas that require exclusion from restoration treaonent. Native Americans as 
well as qualified archaeologists will work together at all levels of the survey 
and subsequent project monitoring. 
8. ITSWC will share results of the cultural resources survey with DPR and 
appropriate !'J"ative American community representatives, with the exclusion 
of information deemed by rTSWC to be confidential due to its cultural 
sensitivity. 
9. Through a direct contract with DPR, ITSWC will conduct the cultural resources 
survey and monitonng for the Dark Gulch Demonstration Project. 
10. ..-\11 documented information provided by ITS\VC to DPR regarding this project's 
cultural/archaeological/sacred sites shall be kept strictly confidentiaL and not 
made available for public review. 
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III. MODIFICATIONS 
This contract shall remain in effect until such time as it is modified, being executed 
and dated in writing by both ITSWC and DPR. Any modifications to this contract shall 
be made only by the mutual agreement of both ITSWC and DPR. Modifications to this 
contract are negotiable exclusively at the option of either ITSWC or DPR, who must 
give written notice of their intent to negotiate proposed modifications to the other 
party. Both parties, within fifteen ( 15) days of receipt of this written notice. shall 
have the obligation to meet and confer with each other in good faith for a reasonable 
period of time. to determine whether they can reach mutual agreement regarding 
modifications to this contract. 
{;) A ·JX1<( {G=< A'vwvUAy< ~la Hunter, Chairperson 
InterTribal Sinkyone \'vi~derness Council 
DATE: 
~10U DPR ITS\\'C P:\C E 3 
CarlS. Chavez, Regional Oi 
California "':lepartment of P 
Recreation 
DATE: __ 'J...._/ Lf-'--'('-'-q"-2=----

Cultural and 
.. s a m • 
ry 
;:,m.11.yum::; is focus. 
Tucked in northern Mc~ndloci-
oo to the Si.nk-
yone State the 
3,800-acre Si.nkyone region 
been heavily logged and shows 
me strain of erosion and deple-
tion of native plant and animal 
species. 
With around $50,000 in 
grants from the California 
Department of Forestry and sev-
, , , , ~mpll __, of Ooorp Rme 
The Wlldemesa·"&tate. iPerk forms 
reaches of lost Coast. Inland from the 
Of land held by 8 trust company are· geared for III"Pl'i:TnnlUI 
Redwood Valley-based Intertribal Slnkyone Wilderness 
eral ecological organizations, 
and with help from professional 
biologists, foresters, environ-
mentalists and tribal elders, 
ITSWC hopes to develop the 
management plan of the future. 
.. Sinkyone wiU be the model 
of how Indian land management 
practices that have been suc-
cessful for millennia can be 
implemented once &Rain," 
Rosales said. . 
ITSWC, based at the Coyote 
See SINRYONE, Back Page 
Valley Reservation in Redwood 
Valley, hopes Siokyone becomes a 
learning ceau.r for academic and 
professional resource managers. 
"By experiencing· Sinkyonc 
through the Callfomia Indian per-
spective,. all people em. pin a 
broader undersWlding · of the 
Native American land ethic that 
em help guide in the resolving of 
our nation's resoun::e problems," 
Rosales wrote. iD the CDP gram 
proposal. · ' ' · · · 
Within reservation boundaries 
some tribes have conducted tesiO· 
ration projects, but this may be the 
fU"St tribal effort in the United 
States to rerum land 10 its original 
stewards, longtime Sinkyone advo-
cate Richard Gienger said. · · 
The idea. said Gienger, a Hum-
bolc.'t CC'unty residem. .. is to 
restore, fi~uratively and llteally, 
respect for the native culture and 
cultural sites." , · · · 
"Resource usc has long been 
seen through !he strictly exploita-
tive, and the model has been always 
based on the dollar,.. be said. 
John Teie, CD? resourc:e mana-
ger for Mendocino County, said the 
project is unique in its goal of re-
establishing conditions that existed 
before white settlers arrived in the 
county. · · · · .... · , , 
'They're trying to go back 10 
what was originally on the site." 
said Teie, whose departmem will 
provide rrswc with technical 
assistance. "If it was· redwood. 
they'll put it backtoredwood.Itthe 
road isn't necessary anymore, then 
(they'll) eradicate iL" · ·· · · 
The 3,800-acre region, now held 
by a national trust. and a portion of 
the neighboring state park were 
owned by Georgia-Pacific Corp. 
until the end of 1986. In the early 
'80s G-P ftled plans that were 
approved by the state Board of 
Forestry tu clear-cut the Sally Bell 
Grove, an old-growth redwood 
stand named after one of the few 
survivors of the Sinkyonc massacre 
at the end of the 19th ccn:ury. 
An injunction and lengthy litiga-
tion involving the Sierra Club, the 
Intemationallodian Treaty Coun-
cil and the Garberville-based 
Environmental Protection Infor· 
m.ation Center ultimately led to 
G-p• s sale of the 7 ,000-acre tract to 
the Trust for Public Lands. · · 
While a chunk of it weru into the 
state park, created In ·t987 t. the 
remaining 3,800 teres; the subject 
ofiTSWC' s reslOratlon plans, Is on 
L':le selling block. The state Coasul 
C Jnservancy i3 managing the prop-
ny and is responsible for finding a 
-C~ver md ensurin'5 that future 
~' -~. .. -- - . . - - . 
Coastal Conservancy project 
manager Neal F"!Shman is also 
working on a plan 10 manage !.he 
land ''so the swe' s interest in publ-
ic accesf and resource protection 
will be -~he said. 
.-FiStiman said before the land Is 
Sdld the Couw {'"~mey will 
obtain easements fOr taomce ·am 
cultural site protection. By year's 
end F"!Shman will present manage-
ment proposals to Mendocino 
County superVisors· and tbe now-
defunct 1986 Sinkyonc citizem 
advisory groUp for fe~k · 
rrswc ~·a tbe only_-~ 
going after the land. which is slated 
for sale by neu June. The Mende-
. cino Forest Conservation Trust. a 
collection of county residents, 
: laborers and foresterS, wants to use 
.. Sinkyone as a model for sustain-
~- able timber production. 
.•. rrswc·s DWlagement plan 
·: idles on the rejuvenation of nalive 
~:species in the region and thus the 
·removal of some timber stands, 
. but. said Rosales, "It will be in the 
• conteXt of res10ration- we're not 
. ~in this for the money," 
' · · Over lbe next nine months 
r:rswc will survey the Sinkyone 
-. tract 10 identify specifac resiOration 
measures. including the preserva-
. don of ancestral sites. 
· · With help from academic fores-
ters and biologists from UC Berke-
. ley and Humboldt State University, 
u well u aid from the U.S. Soil 
· Conservation Service and profes-
... aional foresters, rrswc will 
·explore incentives for on-site mill-
ing, community-based woodwork-
ing industries, and on-site nurseries 
for revegetation. 
Rosales said the final product 
· will be a plan that improves fish, 
animal and wildflife habitat as well 
- u presenting economic incentives 
for necessary hardwood harvestiog 
and subsequent native species 
revegetation. The plan., he said, will 
create jobs. 
· 'This isa very right !bing 10 have 
happen," Gienger said. "The coas-
tal area is very strong in its ability 
to regenerate. Nature is going to 
help here." 
"I! this goes through," said Lany 
Myers, executive secretary of the 
California Native American Herit-
age Commission. "there may be a 
chance for other tribal groups to do 
the same thing." 
ITSWC's stewardship program, 
which could lead to tribal owner-
ship of the land, starts, coincidcn-
ully, as Indians across the the 
country protest the celebration of 
Columbus' "discovery" of the 
Amcric::s. 
ITSWC's Sinkyone restoration 
project has a high profile among 
native and environmental groups, 
and Jut week: Rosales updated 
members·' of! the· International 
·Indian Treaty Council at its 14th 
annual conference in San Francisco 
of ITSWC's progess. • 
·· -~· UTC, whicb proi.Cets the human 
&figbtl~and tteaty rigbiibf ~digen­
~ ou people around the world, was 
involved lfi the Sally Bell Grove 
; Icaal' aC!tii:lns · and supports 
, lTSWC's bid for the land. The 
group, · which has non-
govemm~tal status at the Uni~ 
~-Nations, Will J;XCSCDt the U.N. w1th 
·"testimony about the Sinkyone pro-
.. ject. Rosales said. 
: :· : Tribal ownersbip and restoration 
· ·· of the Slnkyonc region has great 
· spirimal sig:nificance for Northern 
California tribes. Some of their 
membei's are descendants of the 
Sinkyone people.· largely deci-
mated a .century .. ago by white ICUler1. . .. ~· . 
""'lbe Indian people descended 
:. from the migi.oal occupat ts of the 
Sinkyone are now· repairing the 
damage to !heir homelands,'' 
Rosales said. "'t encompasses a 
spiritual value of reinstating the 
. Indian people to !he land in a way 
that they em be involved in its 
nanu:al processes ... 
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In return for the sum of $2USS 00. In ter!nbal Sml\yone UJilderness Council ag-rees to· 
Plu.se 1--aid-Sept:eabe:r. 1992 t:hru aid-Ja.:a:u:t.ii:r!J, 1993 $10,22'5.00 
l1J Exam1ne m.:un ndg-e areas of TJJolf Cr. t:ratershed to ldenn!y pnonttes/best 
approaches for fuel load reducnon Producnon of map idennfymg- tree/brush spec1es 
compos1nons. a.mounrs to be removed and nme/manpot:rer needed To tnclude sHe vlSltS 
uu:h Manve Amencan elders for recommendanons of !an Oak stand mana~Yement 
.. 
prototype prescnpnve Imrmng- s1tes and archaeolog-1cal/sa.cred Slte preservanor. 
l2) Produce updated propen:·g m.a p of softv;roods. harduoods. and understory plant 
compo:stnon conflg-uranons by companng- and mteg-ranng elllsnng- tnventory studles 
f3l Survey old haul roads/skid tralls to evaluate eros1on/slope f.ulu:re and recommend 
m1ng-anon. mcluding- phased re-con tounng- Recom.mendanons for access for restor anon 
pro_1ects and fire centre! Producnon of map 1dennfy1ng- roads/recom.mtntdanonc for 
rhem UJill consult t:rlth U.S. Soil Conservanon Serv1ce. CDF. RPF. restoranon1sts and 
I:nsntute for '3ustaH\able Forestry 
Phase 11--aid-Ja:nua:r-g. 1993 th:ru a.id-Jh.-g-. 1993 
Ul. EMm.lne stream corndors to 1den nfy eros10n/ sedimen ta non and fish halli ta. t 
condinons Producnon of map 1dennfymg- areas of need 
(2) Conduct rand om cru1smg to determme · raJ Sinl\yone lustoncal old -groT.Jth spacmg-. 
Cbl .h1stoncal understory plant composlnon, (cl forest health condinons/problems fdl 
mammal and lard habaat conditions/needs lel slope !allure areas To mclude 
resea.rclung- hlstoncal accounts of reg1on. companson of mtact old-grot:rth stands. and 
1nterve1t:rs of local Mauve Amencan elders Surveys trlll cover certam areas t:rlthm 
total property acreage. but r.nll cone en tr ate on iff olf Creel<; T.J a.tershed. and be 
restncted to outstanding- areas of need Com. plete :report of finding-s UJill consult 
t11th CDF. RPF. USSCS. DFG. h ydrolog-1sts. and res to" a nonlsts. 
Phase IH--a.id-April. 1993 t:h:rtr :~~~~.id-Fe.brua.r!J, 199'1 $S.'l"'O.OO 
l1l Enam1ne econo:nuc strateg'H!S of landot.Jners 1n neig-hboring- t:ratersheds relative to 
(aJ markenn~ ra.u forest products Cbl on-sne rrnlling-. fcl t:rood products mdustne~ 
t2l Comp1le field dan mto draft plan prescnbmf[ Sml\yone t:l'atershed manag-ement 
pr acnces sne-specific needs. and econom1c f eas1bili nes To mel ude l(ien t1f1ca. non of 
pnon ty :reveg-et a t1on. eros10n control. and fuel load reducnon needs iff ill consult '.Jlt.h 
P.PF. CDF. restor a nomsts. uhld Ins Forestry. Net:r GroT.Jth Forest Serv1ces 
Draft plan t:rlll focus on three f3l ma1n areas (1) ldennficanon of e~1snng- condinons/ 
problems tr1th1n contemporary S1nl;yone landscape !2l recons1::rucnon of hlstoncal 
Na.nve Amencan-:na.naged S1nl;yone landscape and steua.rdshlp pracnces of pre-European 
the Natl\Je Amer::,:,. :aui 
ing not only ttiba1 ~but also 
~of~~l.!md. 
The lone Miwok, fore:wnpfe. ~ 
though their ttiba1 stliWS is lltill in 
dispute, rea::mfy WOD. a lS-~ bat-
tle for clear title to tbi::ir t1:1ree , 
. QDCherias. .. 
And 
{BA( +'tfb+ G-UiitZ-OVItJ 
acT 7,r1CJ2 
tiple-use" plan. one that includes 
. harvesting the ftu:St's bounty. but 
.... - not through traditional~ 
~~~ logging. They ~eamomie pc&i-
"'-. : bilil:ie:s including selective tree-cut-
'ling. mamrfacmring furniture and 
·- · adler wood products. and cml.ting a 
: , . c:ommezcialnatiw-phmumrsery. 
:: . . But the foalS of the Indians' phm. 
IS on what they Cid1 put mm the :_ 
Sink::youe. not what they am take 
out of it. The ~·s official · 
saatememsays • pis "to.~ 
amdstewm~ the emiR~ Siukyme . 
{limegion." "l'lHlsaatemmt c::ontiD-• 
:ues: "'urplmsiDclndctbe~-
tionofimminfmam,. coastal .•. 
. ~amidnm, ..oom..rmeareas. 
.aswellutbe~ofm-
cieot. mw oomcbs ..oo the pmscr-
·vmoo.of~tm:~~aeoiDgkal 
amd ailiu.mlsites-"l'lHlrestrntim 
·project win~ a living :model 
dw~traditftm!Iodim 
.. !md-use pmaices widl:awciem a:p-
proachesto~mstom­
don. As a part of the ailiu.ml pn::se:~"­
vatiml,.a tfaditionsi Indim village 
will bec:oB.'I.IIUudledatS~ .. 
It WIIS a 1985 Jawmit to stop 
ow:rlogging that fhst inspired local 
tribes to aaivi.sm.. The &:viromneo-
tal Protection Information Cemcr 
(EPIC). Mendocino Colmty's lead-
. mg load mvimnrne:mal group, had 
joined with the S.Fmru::isco-base 
Inte.m.atiooaliDdilln Treaty Cot.mcil 
in a suit that aa::used Georgia Pacif-
ic Corpomtioo with '"willful1 de-
. y 
stroying the ailiumi heritage of the 
Sinkyone" through ovaiogging. 
"lwillaedittbe~ 
comnumi1y for opening our eyes to 
the fact that we were losing the in-
tegrity of tbe bimegioo." Rosales 
says. "Its productivity WIIS just 
washing down inm tbe ocean." 
The~for Indillncomrol 
of tbe Sinkyone has c::ome to in-
clude., aa:ording to an Intertribal 
Cmmcil statement, .. an !ltDazing 
cross-section of tbe many segments 
of our local. c:omm.mrities. including 
tribal m.embers, en~ ac-
e~ o. PN:,l 19 tivi.sls. restorationists, resoun:e pro-
fessionals, woodworkers, ecologists 
GUARDIA~ 1.5 and entrepreneurs." The council's 
list of participants includes forestry 
prof=ionals from a number of 
-we're one-fifth of the platming 
budget of the Califomia Departmen 
ofForesuy tf:Us year, .. Rosales mar-
vels. "Seven years ago we were su-
ing them.'" . 
.... VISions for tbe park's future 
&bow a similar open spirit. '"Our -
dream, .. states its group's imroduc-
ta:y statement, .. Is that all people 
am enjoy tbe Sinkyone Wildemess 
area through tbe Califomia Indian 
perspective." Already the lntertriba 
Council holds cu1tmal events open 
to the public on tbe Sinkyone site 
four times a year. 
But tbe Imenn.bal Council is alsc 
fizmly committed to Indian control 
of tbe land and its restoration. 
.. As original peoples of these 
coastal lands," writes tbe council. 
~e retain thousands of years of ex· 
perience and knowledge that we are 
willing to share fortbesake of pro-
tecting our mother, the Earth." 8 
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UB6EKT CALL TO ACTJOI 
HELP IETtiiK SUUYOIE TO XATIVE AKEJUCAX StEWARDSHIP--SliPPOIT THE 
ESTABLISHKEXT OF AllERICA ·s FIRST IKTEBTRIBAL VILDERXESS PARI AREA. 
llAXA&ED BY CALIFORIIA IKDIAI TRIBES AID OPEK TO THE PUBLIC. 
BE-ESTABLISHKEKT OF THE HISTOIIC REDWOOD FO:RESTS. SALKOK IUXS. XATIVE 
EXDAX&EIED PLAXT AXD AKillAL COKKtiXITIES. TRADITIOXAL IATIVE AKEIUCAI 
LAXD USES, AKD PBOTECTIOX OF OUR CllL TUBAL AKD SACRED SITES AlE 
PROJECTS WE HAVE ALREADY tiiDERT A :lEI AT SII:IYOKE. 
BY JtiiE, 1993, THE STATE COASTAL COISERV AKCY WILL SELL THE 3,800 ACRE 
tiPLAKD SIKIYOXE PARCEL, OWKED BY TRtiSI FOR PtiDLIC LAKDS AKD ADJOIKIX6 
THE SIXIYOXE 1JILDEIKESS STATE PAll. COllllERCIAL L066IK6 IXTEBESTS HAVE 
IIDICA TED A DESIRE TO HARVEST SIXIYOXE SECOXIHiROVTH FORESTS. AXD THUS 
EXDAKGEB THIS FiASILE COASTAL ECOSYSTEM AGAIK. VE JJJISI PIEVEXI A 
REPEAT OF IHE DESIBUCTIOX OF SIKIYOIE FORESILAIDS! IKIEBIRIDAL 
SIXIYOKE VILDEBKESS COUXCIL UTS'I'Cl KliST BAISE U .2 MILLIOI IO PURCHASE 
THESE THBEATEKED LAXDS AXD COXTIIliE OUR CRtiCIAL VORl FOB 
IEHA.BILIT A TIX6 THE ECOLOGY AXD ECOKOKY OF THIS IE6IOK BY CREA IIX6 A 
iEALISTIC KODEL OF IRADIIIOIAL IAIIVE AKEIICAK KliLIIPLE-liSE 
STEWARDSHIP AKD SliSTAIKABILITY HELP XOB! PLEASE COKIRIBliTE TO 
IKIEiiBIBAL SIKIYOKE LAKD ACQUISITIOX BY DOKA TIK6 $S. OR MORE. CHECIS 
MAY BE HADE PAY ABLE IO IKTERTlHBAL SI:XIYOJC::E 1JILDERKISS COU:KCIL AXD 
ARE FULLY I AX-DEDUCTIBLE. WE ARE A SOHcWH KOK-PROFIT Oi&AJUZATIOK. 
PLEASE ALSO WRITE LEITERS OF SUPPORT FOR TITLE IRAKSFIR OF THE 3,800 
ACRES TO IKIERIRIBAL SIKIYOXE liJILDEllKESS COUKCIL. IX ORDER TO ESTABLISH 
THE XATIOK'S FIRST IXTERIRIBAL WILDERKESS PAlll AKD RE-EKSIATE KATIVE 
VALUES AKD TRADIIIOXAL LAKD-liSES TO THE SIJ[IYOKE. SEKD THESE LITTERS 
TO: 
C&liforni& St&te Co&st&l Conserv&nc~ 
& ttn: Xe&l Fish:aa.n 
1330 Bro&chr&~ Suite 1100 
O&kla.nd. CA 91G12-2S30 
Mendocino Conn t~ Boa.rd of Supervisors 
301 S. State Street 
lllia.h. CA 9S182 
It ~ott are a Mendocino Count-q resident. attention ~our letter to 
9'0ttr district supervisor, if '!JOU a.re not & count:'!J resident. 
a tten t:ion gour letter to Chairperson of Board. 
COKT ACT THE SIKIYOKE OFFICE FOR MORE IXFORMATIOK OX HOW TO HELP SAVE 
AKD HEAL THE BAIXFORESI IX YOIIR OWK BACIYABDI 
IKTERTIHBAL SIXIYOKE 1JILDERKESS COUKCIL 
phone· (107) 18S-871"l 
aa.il: 190 FORD ROAD 3333 UIIAH. CA 9S182 
APPENDIX E 
TESTIMONY SUBMITTED BY 
MR. LEO RAABE 
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